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ABSTRACT 

A model of soil erosion, known as KYERMO, is presented which emphasizes 

those processes which are important on steep slopes. Particular emphasis 

is placed on modeling rill development and geometry since this is the least 

understood process in erosion mechanics. The model requires an input rill 

pattern. 

Rainfall inputs to the model require the use of breakpoint rainfall 

and kinetic energy. Surfac<! storage is calculated based on random rough-

ness data of Linden ( 1979). Infiltration is modeled by use of the two 

layer Gre<!n-Ampt-Mein-Larson model as proposed by Moore and Eigel ( 1981). 

·Runoff is related to rainfall excess and surface storage by the exponential 

, relationship of Thelin and Keifer (1960). 

Erosion is modeled separat<!ly as rill and interrill erosion. Inter-

rill erosion is mod<!led by evaluating raindrop splash and interrill trans-

port capacity. Raindrop splash is predict<!d by using the Bub<!nzer and 

Jones ( 1971) equation which requires kinetic en<lrgy, rainfall intensity, 

and percent clay. In terr ill transport capacity is modeled by either the 

Yalin ( 1963) or Yang ( 1973) equation depending on us<!r preference. The rate 

of delivery of soil to a rill is a minimum of either the transport rate or 

splash rate. 

Rill detachment capacity is calculated using the shear excess <!quation 

of Foster ( 1982). Transport capacity is calculated from either the Yalin 

( 1963) or Yang ( 1973) depending on user preference. The distribution of 

detachment around the rill boundary is · calculated as a function of the 

shear distribution. Sh<!ar is distributed by using a modification of the 
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area method of Lundgren and Jonsson (1964). Rill wall sloughing is calcu-

lated by using the procedure of Wu et al. ( 1982) which uses a critical 

wall angle. Flow routing in rills is calculated by using the kinematic 

routing procedures of Brakensiek (1966). 

Data is presented showing that predictions made with model components 

are reasonable. A limited sensitivity analysis with the model shows that 

predictions follow the trends that one would expect. 

DESCRIPTORS: 

IDENTIFIERS: 

Erosion*, Sediment Erosion*, Erosion Rates, Slope Stability, 

Model Studies, Slopes*; Slope Degradation, Rill Erosion*, Rain, 

Rills. 

Long S·teep Slopes; Rilling Process, Modeling Erosion. 
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION 

Upland erosion, although heavily researched in the last 40 years, 

is still only a partially understood process. The key to understanding 

erosion is to understand the individual processes that cause erosion 

and the interactions between those processes. 

The erosion model developed in this study utilized the basic con

ceptual model shown in Figure 1. 1 and the moisture balance shown in 

Figure 1. 2. Each block of the figures represents a given set of rela-

tionships that calculate the quantities involved. The framework was 

developed in this manner so that new relationsh.ips developed by sub

sequent research can simply be inserted into the model, causing flux 

rather than obsolescence. 

The major emphasis in the development of this model was toward 

the rilling process. It was believed that a more thorough understand-

ing of this process would allow erosion models to be more accurate and 

more applicable to special circumstances, such as steep and/or long 

slopes. A secondary emphasis was on the use of relationships with phy

sical meaning and measureable parameters, thus allowing the user to 

examine the effects of steeper, longer, or otherwise different slopes 

and conditions from those in the data base. 

Public awareness of the current and potential problems due to 

soil erosion will push government and industry to deal with the prob

lem. It is hoped that this model can further the understanding of soil 

erosion and assist in its reduction. 
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CONCEPTUAL MODEL OF THE EROSioN PROCESS 
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Figure 1.1 Conceptual model of the erosion process 
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CONCEPTUAL MOISTURE BALANCE 
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Figure .2 Conceptual moisture balance model 



CHAPTER 2 RAINFALL CHARACTERISTICS 

Water sources for upland erosion are primarily rainfall and snowmelt. 

Since the modeling effort in the report is limited to erosion resulting from 

rainfall, only rainfall characteristics will be discussed. Three major 

areas are discussed: 1) rainfall characteristics, 2) raindrop detachment of 

soil particles, and 3) raindrop splash transport of water and soil particles. 

Characteristics Important to Erosion 

Rainfall has certain characteristics which are important to the erosion 

process. These include: 1) rainfall intensity, 2) temporal and spatial dis

tribution of rainfall intensity and volume, 3) raindrop size distribution at 

different intensities, and 4) kinetic energy of the raindrops during a storm. 

Because upland erosion is considered a "field-sized" phenomenon, the spatial 

variation in rainfall is ·not considered herein. 

Natural rainfall is spatially and temporally highly variable. The 

major conditions specified to group rainstorms together are location, 

duration, and return interval. For erosion work, fairly short, rare events 

are of primary interest, i.e. a 5 year return interval storm with a duration 

of 1 hour, since most of the erosive energy occurs in these short duration 

storms. For example, in Lexington, Kentucky, the average annual erosivity 

index, a measure of the potential energy for erosion, is 178 whereas the 

erosi vity index for a one year storm in Lexington is 30. One could thus 

conclude, since erosion is proportional to the erosi vi ty index, that an 

annual storm will produce approximately 1 /6 as much erosion as would be 

expected in a typical year. Typically, one observes that most of the 

erosive rainfall occurs in a few storms in a given year ( Foster et al. , 

1982). The characteristic of these larger storms need to be known in order 

to model the erosion process. 

-4-
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Time Distribution of Rainfall Intensity 

Rainfall intensity is an important parameter, not only because it af-

fects runoff rates, but because other characteristics such as drop size and 

. kinetic energy also vary with intensity. Rainfall intensities for natural 

storms are extremely variable, even within a given storm. Historical data 

·on average intensities, durations, and return intervals are usually given in 

the form of depth-duration-frequency information charts developed from data 

· by Hershfield ( 1961 ) and Frederick et al. ( 1977) and others. For example, 

rainfall volumes and intensities are given in Table 2.1 for Lexington, Ken-

tucky, for return periods and durations typically of interest for erosion 

modeling. The rare events correspond to intens·J:ties of one in/hr or great-

er, which also correspond to storms with a high erosive potential. 

The combination of storms of smaller return periods might also be of 

interest, since a low intensity storm occuring i!'l a soil with a high soil 

· moisture content might be more erosive than a higher intensity storm ac

t-' 
curring on a dry soil. Soil effects will be discussed in detail in a later 

section. 

Rainfall intensity is highly variable within a given storm, with the 

distribution of intensity varying widely from storm to storm. The character-

ization of this distribution is important since the timing of peak intensity 

can have a significant effect on runoff volume. A method frequently used to 

characterize storms for hydraulic design purposes is known as the Depth 

Duration Frequency (DDF) Method (Barfield et al., 1981). In this method, 

· storms are characterized so that the intensities corresponding to any 

duration will have a consistent return period. An example of a DDF storm is 

given in Figure 2.1. The SCS type storms are simply derivatives of the DDF 

method. 
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Table 2.1 Average Rainfall Intensity (in/hr) and 
Rainfall Volume (in) for Various Dura
tions and Return Intervals for Lexing
ton, Kentucky (From Barfield, Warner & 
Haan, 1981 ) 

Return Interval (Years) 

Duration 2 10 25 50 100 

Intensity 

15 min 3.3 4.7 5.4 6.2 6.8 
30 min 2.3 3.3 3.9 4.3 4.9 
45 min 1 .8 2.6 3.0 3.4 3.8 
60 min 1.5 2.3 2.5 2.8 3.2 
120 min 0.9 1.3 1.4 1 . 6 1.8 

Volume 

15 min 0.8 1 . 2 1.4 - 1 .6 1.7 
30 min 1.2 1.7 2.0 2.2 2.5 
45 min 1 • 4 2.0 2.3 2.6 2.9 
60 min 1.5 2.3 2.5 2.8 3.2 
120 min 1 . 8 2.6 2.8 3.2 3.6 

The DDF and SCS Type storms are synthetic storms developed for design 

purposes only. The probability of obtaining an actual storm with this dis-

tribution is unknown. Huff (1967) presented procedures for evaluating the 

distribution of intensities within natural storms. In his analysis of storms 

in Illinois, separate distributions were developed for storms with maximum 

. intensities in the first, second, third and fourth quarter of the storm as 

shown in Figure 2.2. The frequency of each quartile storm is shown in Table 

2.2. Even with this division by quartiles, a wide range of rainfall volumes 

will result as shown by the range of cumulative percent of precipitation 

versus cumulative percent of storm. Rainfall intensity is equal to the 

slope of the curves in Figure 2.2, therefore, one can conclude that a wide 

range of intensities exists for a given time within a quartile storm. Thus, 

since the rainfall intensity distribution has a significant effect on runoff 
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Table 2.2 Frequency of Quartile Storms and Storm Duration within 
Each Quartile (Adapted from Huff, 1967) 

Frequency of Storms Duration of Storms in Each 
in Quartile Quartile (%) 

Quartile (%) <12 hr 12-24 hr >24 

First 20 45 29 26 
Second 36 50 33 17 
Third 19 35 42 23 
Fourth -12 22 26 52 

Percentage of Storms 100 42 33 25 

and consequently on erosion it will be desirable for a physically based 

model of erosion to accept any arbitrary time distribution of intensity. 

Rainfall Drop Size Distribution 

Numerous studies have shown that the soil detachment by impact of rain-

:,drops is proportional to the kinetic energy and the intensity of rainfall 

(Free, 1960; Wischmeier and Smith, 1958; Foster et al., 1977b; Bubenzer and 

Jones 1971; and others). Kinetic energy for a storm depends strongly on the 

drop size distribution since kinetic energy for a given raindrop size is 

given by the product of mass times one half the square of the fall velocity 

and since both mass and fall velocity increase with increasing drop dia-

meter. A knowledge of the drop size distribution is therefore important. 

The characterization of drop size distribuitons has been performed in 

"only limited areas of the U.S. Carter et al. ( 197 4) presented raindrop 

characteristics for the south-central U.S. based on data collected at Baton 

Rouge Louisiana, (181 samples) and Holly Springs, Mississippi (315 samples). 

"By using the flour pellet method of Bentley Carter et al. ( 1904) size was 

determined as a function of rainfall intensity or: 

d50 = 1.63 + 1.33i - 0.33i2 + 0.3i3 ( 2. 1 ) 

where d50 is the median drop diameter in millimeters and i is the average 

hr 
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rainfall intensity in inches/hour. Carter et al. ( 1974) contend that a 

cyclical effect exists due to drop interactions. At medium intensities, 

drops break up due to air friction resulting in a lowered d
50 

value, but as 

the intensity increases further, drops collide and join, resulting in an 

elevated d
50 

value. 

McGregor and Mutchler (1977) also evaluated the drop size distribution 

at Holly Springs, Mississippi, as a function of rainfall intensity. McGregor 

and Mutchler used a different form for their regression equation, but found 

the same general trend, or: 

6 40 e-1.04i _ 13.16 -1.17i d
50 

= 2. 7 + 11. e (2.2) 

where d
50 

is the median drop diameter in millimeters and i is the rainfall 

intensity in inches/hour. 

The classic . paper on drop size and intensity is that of Laws and 

Parsons (1943). Based on data from Washington, D.C., they proposed that: 

223
.0.182 

d50 = • l ( 2. 3) 

The intensities examined by Laws and Parsons were less than 4 in/hr so equa-

tion 2.3 is not necessarily applicable at higher intensities. A comparison 

of Equations 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3 is given in Figure 2.3. 

The curves shown in Figure 2.3 can lead to the misleading conclusion 

that the average drop diameter is uniquely correlated to rainfall intensity. 

In fact other parameters come strongly into play. In Figure 2.4, the data 

base is shown that was used to develop the McGregor and Mutchler ( 1977) 

curves for Mississippi. From this data base, it is obvious that the range 

in average diameters for a given intensity is well over 100% of the average 

diameter. The implications of this variation will be discussed in a sub-

sequent section. 
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Knowledge of the median drop size is valuable, but a full drop size 

distribution for different intensities is needed in order to calculate kine

tic energy. Data are available for a few intensities for Urbana, Illinois; 

Washington, D.C.; the South Central U.S.; and Pullman, Washington. Figure 

2.5 is a plot of average data for Washington, D.C. at selected intensities 

from Laws and Parsons (1943). The Laws and Parsons data for Washington, 

D.C. show that average drop size increases with increasing intensity and 

that the drop sizes are approximately normally distributed. The Washington, 

D.C. data were taken at intensities of 6 in/hr and lower. At higher in

tensities, the drop size apparently decreases with intensity as shown by 

Carter et al. (1974), Hudson (1981) and others with the drop size distri

bution becoming skewed toward smaller drops. 

Rainfall Kinetic Energy 

A drop size distribution for rainfall can be converted to a kinetic 

energy per unit of rainfall under some simplifying assumptions, i.e.: 

(1) Spherical shaped particles. 

(2) Turbulent free air with zero vertical velocity. 

(3) Particles have reached their steady state (terminal) velocity. 

Using these assumptions, Laws ( 1941) and Gunn and Kinser ( 1949) developed 

predictors of the terminal velocity of raindrops falling in still air as 

shown in Figure 2.6. Using these results, McGregor and Mutchler (1977) and 

Carter et al. ( 1974) translated their drop size distributions into kinetic 

energy values and developed the average curves shown in Figure 2.7. These 

relationships show that the kinetic energy size increases with intensity up 

to an intensity of 1. 5 to 2. 0 inches per hour and then becomes nearly 

constant or decreases slightly. 
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Wischmeier and Smith (1958) developed an energy equation for the Wash

ington, D.C., data of Laws and Parsons based on the drop size distribution 

data of Laws and Parsons (1943) and the drop terminal velocity data of Gunn 

and Kinzer (1949) and Laws (1941). Their equation is: 

EK= 916 + 331 log 10 i (2.4) 

where Eis the rainfall kinetic energy in foot-tons per acre-in and i is the 

rainfall intensity in inches per hour. According to Wischmeier and Smith, 

EK should be held constant at the 3 in/hr value at intensities above 3 in/hr. 

Carter et al. (1974) proposed a best fit equation to data collected at Baton 

, Rogue, Louisiana, and Holly Springs, Mississippi, as: 

EK= 429.2 + 534.0 i - 122.5 i 2 + 7.8 i 3 ( 2. 5) 

where EK is the, rainfall kinetic energy in foot-tons per acre-in of rain and 

i is the rainfall intensity in inches per hour. McGregor and Mutchler (1977') 

developed the following relationship to "best fit" their data: 

EK= 1035 + 822 e- 1 · 22 i - 1564 -1. 83i 
e ( 2. 6) 

The curves shown in Figure 2. 7 can lead to the misleading conclusion that 

rainfall kinetic energy is uniquely related to the average storm intensity. 

While this may be true when averaged over many storms, it is certainly 

not true for a single storm. From the data base for the McGregor and Mut-

chler ( 1977) equation shown in Figure 2 .8, one can obviously conclude that 

factors other than rainfall intensity affect kinetic energy. If an accurate 

model is to be developed on a single storm basis,. it should have kinetic 

energy as an input, and not rainfall intensity. 
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CHAPTER 3 RAINFALL ABSTRACTIONS 

Introduction 

Abstractions from rainfall include all losses between impact and runoff 

or 

Q = p - A (3. 1) 

where Q is runoff volume, P is rainfall volume and A is the total abstrac

tions. Abstractions typically include infiltration, surface storage, evap-

oration, and interception. For this treatment, only infiltration and 

surface storage are considered important. 

Surface Storage 

Surface storage is the volume of water required to fill depressions and 

other storages before surface runoff begins. Actual measurements of surface 

storage are extremely difficult to make and consequently are practically 

nonexistent. Wright-McLaughlin Engineers (1969) in a special study of urban 

hydrology in the Denver, Colorado area, recommended the values shown in 

Table 3. 1 for surface storage. Some investigators (Linsley et al., 1949) 

recognized that a watershed surface is made up of depressions of various 

sizes and that as some of the smaller depressions were filled, surface run

off could begin even though the larger depressions were still filling. 

Gayle and Skaggs (1978) described two types of surface storage: macro

storage and micro-storage. They defined macro-storage as the "storage in 

larger depressional basins caused by topographic undulation of the land sur

face." Definable relationships between the volume, surface area, depth and 

contributing area of depressions were determined by Haan and Johnson (1967) 

for macro-depressions found in the Upper Midwest region of the United States, 

-19-
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Table 3.1 Typical Values for Surface Storage 
(from Wright-McLaughlin, 1969) 

Land Cover 

Impervious 
Large paved areas 
Roofs - flat 
Roofs - sloped 

Pervious 
Lawn grass 
Wooded area and open 

fields 

Surface Storage 
(inches) 

0.05 - 0.15 
0.10 - 0.30 
0.05 - 0.10 

0.10 - 0.50 

0.20 - 0.60 

Recommended 
Value 

0. 10 
0. 10 
0.05 

0 .30 

0.40 

which is an area characterized by depressional topography. Moore and Larson 

( 1979), Campbell and Johnson ( 1975) and others have developed watershed 

models that consider the·effects of macro-depressions on flood runoff, parti-

cularly in relation to drainage practices associated with these depressions. 

Micro-storage is the "storage in small pockets or depressions which may not 

be readily observed visually," or in other words, the depressional storage 

due to small scale variations in the surface relief, including those created 

by tillage. The depression properties identified by Linsley et al. (1949) 

apply just as well to micro-storage as they do to macro-storage. 

Agricultural soils have varying degrees of potential micro-relief sur-

face storage. This storage is highly dependent on the past history of the 

soil surface and is constantly being modified by the action of rain, wind, 

tillage and cultivation practices. Micro-relief storage is most important 

in soil conservation measures, particularly those associated with cultiva-

tion, tillage and irrigation practices. These measures aim at be th in-

creasing surface storage, which in turn makes more water available for in-

filtration and subsequent plant uptake, and controlling surface runoff so 

that minimal erosion occurs. 
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Seginer (J968a, 1968b, and 1971) developed a model to predict both the 

drainage pattern and the surface storage capacity of cultivated fields as

suming that furrows and random roughness can be superimposed over the 

general topography of the field. He considered three topographical com-

ponents which affect the drainage pattern on a local scale: (a) the slope of 

the fields, (b) the depth and direction of the furrows, and (cl the rough-

ness of the field. Seginer 's results show that surface storage capacity 

increases with the depth of furrows and roughness and decreases with in

creasing slope. Intuitively this is what one would expect. 

Several researchers have developed equations for predicting surface 

storage. Monteith ( 1974) developed a regression equation for predicting 

surface storage from the roughness index. Davis (1961) proposed an equation 

for calculating the surface storage capacity in terms of the shape and slope 

of the furrows, and a "puddle factor," dependent somewhat on roughness and 

land-grading accuracy. Mitchell and Jones (1976) developed a depth-storage 

regression equation of the form: 

b 
S = a D (3. 2) 

where S = storage depth (i.e., volume/unit area); D ~ depth above the lowest 

point on the soil surface; and a,b = equation parameters (fitted). This 

equation was used in a later study by Mitchell and Jones (1978) to describe 

the changes in micro-relief storage with empirical equations, using rain

fall, surface hydrology, and soil parameters and their cross products as 

independent variables. 

An exponential relationship has been proposed to predict the volume of 

surface storage as related to precipitation and infiltration (Thelin and 
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Keifer, 1960) or: 

( 3. 3) 

where Vd is the volume of water in surface storage, Sd is the available sur

face storage, P-F is the accumulated mass of surface storage supply (i.e., 

accumulated rainfall minus infiltration and other losses except surface 

storage), and Kd is a constant. 

The value of the constant Kd can be estimated by noting that when P-F 

is near zero, all of the water goes to filling depressions so that dVd/d(P-F) 

is essentially one. Based on this reasoning, Kd is equal to 1/sd. 

Neglecting interception losses, the rate at which water becomes avail-

able for surface runoff, a, is i-f-~ where i is the precipitation rate, f is 

the infiltration rate and~ is equal to dVd/dt. Based on these assumptions, 

the surface runoff supply rate becomes: 

a= (i - f)(l - e-(P - F)/sd) (3.4) 

The ratio of surface runoff supply rate to the difference in the rainfall 

and infiltration rates can then be written as: 

a/(i - f) = 1 - e-(P - F)/sd (3.5) 

which ranges from 0, at the beginning of the precipitation event, (P - F 

= 0) to one when P>>F. 

Equation 3-5 is plotted in Figure 3.1 for a turf area with an average 

overall sd of 0.25 inches or a pavement with sd equal to 0.0625 inches. The 

vertical dashed line in Figure 3. 1 represents the surface runoff supply 

ratio if it is assumed that the overall average surface storage must be 
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filled before any runoff can begin. This would be the case if the abstrac

tions indicated in Table 3.1 were subtracted directly from the beginning of 

a storm before any water was allowed to become available for surface runoff. 

Tholin and Keifer ( 1960) surmised that the actual situation might be 

between that given by Table 3. 1 approach and that given by Equation 3. 5. 

They found that the curve of the normal distribution, as shwow in Figure 

3.1, fell within their desired range. This curve can be approximated using 

a normal distribution with a mean equal to sd and a standard deviation of 

1/3 sd. The value of sd might be estimated from the data in Table 3.1. 

As might be expected, surface storage is of greater importance on flat 

surfaces than on steep surfaces. Viessman ( 1967) found the relationship 

shown in Figure 3.2 for 4 impervious drainage areas. The line in Figure 3.2 

should be extrapolated with care. More likely the surface storage would 

decrease exponentially with slope reaching zero .at very steep slopes. 

If long duration rainfalls are being studied, the values of surface 

storage will not appreciably affect estimated runoff rates since the early 

part of the storm would fill this storage prior to the occurrence of the 

major runoff producing part of the rainfall. Note that the values in Table 

3.1 do not include built-in storage in the form of detention basins. 

The simulations shown in Figure 3.2 are for impervious areas that are 

typically relatively smooth. Agricultural lands are typically very non-

uniform. A procedure is needed that can define surface storage as influenced 

by both slope and random roughness. 

The effect of surface roughness and land slope on available surface 

storage is an important consideration for this study. Linden ( 1979) re-

ported that available depression storage on an agricultural soil can be 
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estimated from the land slope and a surface roughness index, termed random 

roughness (see Figure 3.3). Random roughness as defined by Allmaras et al. 

(1966) is calculated by measuring a grid of soil heights, performing a natu

ral logrithmic transformation and then removing the row column and overall 

means. The upper and lower ten percent of these net values are eliminated 

and the standard error of the remaining corrected heights is defined as the 

random roughness. Random roughness values for various tillage practices 

(along with other roughness indices) were reported by Currance and Lovely 

(1970). They found that transforming the heights through a natural-log-

arithmic increased the variation of the soil heights over linear corrections 

although the final values of the indices for a given tillage treatment are 

very similar. 

The discussions presented thus far have assumed that surface storage is 

a static phenomena. Moore et al. (1980) showed that rainfall energy caused 

a degradation of surface storage on base plots with much of the degradation 

occurring early in the storm. This degradation typically occurred over a 

short period of time after the start of rainfall. Moore et al. (1980) de

veloped a complex algorithm that accurately predicted degradation under 

simulated rainfall conditions. Simple relationships have not been developed. 

Infiltration 

Introduction 

Infiltration is the major rainfall abstraction for pervious areas. The 

process of infiltration and moisture distribution is highly complex, even 

for idealized soils. Moisture redistribution during a rainfall event, subse

quent drying, and a following rainfall is shown in Figure 3. 4a for an 

idealized soil in which vertical moisture movement is by diffusion process 

only. Even in this idealized state, prediction of moisture movement is 

difficult at best. 
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Infiltration is affected by soil physical parameters, vegetative cover, 

antecedent moisture conditions, rainfall intensity and the slope of the soil 

surface (Barfield et al., 1981). The effects of these factors have beeb 

summarized as (Barfield et al., 1981 and Biggerstaff and Moore, 1983): 

( 1) Rainfall Intensity Effects. High rainfall intensities typically 
have larger drop sizes which disperse aggregates on the surface 
resulting in a washing of clay particles into soil capillaries and 
formation of a surface seal. This surface seal decreases infil
tration. In addition, the breakup of aggregates and clods results 
in a smoothing of the surface and decrease in surface storage. 
The net effect is an increase in infiltration. 

(2) Antecedent Moisture Effects. An increase in antecedent moisture 
results in a decrease in infiltration as a result of lowered capil
lary suction in the pores. 

(3) Vegetative Cover and Mulches. An increase in surface cover 
absorbs rainfall energy and reduces the breakup of aggregates and 
formation of surface seals. In addition, covers on the surface 
intercept moisture which is subsequently evaporated. Decaying 
roots of sour vegetation cover tend to increase the porosity of 
soil and form channels or macropores for water movement deep into 
.the s,oil. The vegetative roughness decreases the runoff velocity 
and ,increases the opportunity time for infiltration. The net 
effect of surface cover is to increase infiltration rates. 

( 4) Soil Physical Parameter Techniques. Soil physical parameters 
which effect infiltration can be grouped into hydraulic proper
ties, size distribution and shear strength. Hydraulic properties 
affect the rate at which water can flow through the soil for a 
given hydraulic gradient. The size distribution gives the frac
tion of fines and hence the potential for surface sealing: The 
shear strength determines the resistance to dispersion by the 
shearing forces of falling raindrops. 

(5) Slope Effects. As slope increases, the overland flow velocity in
creases, surface storage decreases, and hence the opportunity time 
for infiltration decreases. 

If one is to adequately model infiltration, equations should be developed 

which include these influences. 

Mathematical models of the infiltration process have been categorized 

as ( 1) empirically derived equations and (2) theoretically derived equa-

tions. A summary of each of these approaches is given. 
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Empirically Derived Equations 

Horton's Equation 

Because of the difficulty of using theoretically based equations to de-

scribe the infiltration process, a great many empirical relationships have 

been proposed. Horton (1940) found that an equation of the form: 

f ( t) = (3 .6) 

fit experimentally decreasing infiltration rates as a function of time. In 

this equation f ( t) is the infiltration rate for any time, t; f and f are 
C O 

the final and initial infiltration rates and k is a measure of the rate of 

decrease in the infiltration rate. Horton's equation requires knowledge of 

3 soil parameters, f , f, and k. A plot of Equation 3.6 for a particular 
. 0 C 

set 

of these parameters is shown in Figure 3.5. There are no general tables or 

guidelines· for selecting values for the three parameters of Horton's equa-

'tion. Occasionally, locally derived data are used. 

Spatially nonhomogeneous soils require spatial variability in the para-

meter values. Furthermore, if the soil is nonhomogeneous with depth, i.e. 

a restricting layer will often exist at some shallow depth, the infiltration 

rate will not smoothly decrease as in Figure 3. 5, but will have a rather 

abrupt drop in infiltration rate as the wetting front reaches the restrict-

ing layer. Another difficulty with the Horton equation is that it makes 

infiltration rate a function of time and does not account for variations in 

rainfall intensity. The equation has no provision for a recovery of infil-

tration capacity during periods of low or no rainfall. 

Holtan's Equation 

Holtan (1961) proposed an empirical infiltration equation based on the 

concept that the infiltration rate is proportional to the unfilled capacity 
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of the soil to hold water. The Holtan model for infiltration is. 

f = a Fn + f 
p c 

(3. 7) 

where f is the infiltration rate, f is the final infiltration rate, F is c p 

the unfilled capacity of the soil to store water and a and n are constants. 

The exponent n has been found to be about 1.4 for many soils. The value of 

F ranges from a maximum of the available water capacity (AWC) to zero. The 
p 

AWC is a measure of the ability of a soil to store water. Values for AWC 

are given for many soils in an Agricultural Research Service publication 

(U.S. Department of Agriculture, 1968). 

The Holtan model for infiltration has the advantage over the Horton 

tmodel in that it has a somewhat physical basis and can describe infiltration 

, and the recovery of infiltration capacity during periods of low or no 

rainfall. Huggins and Manke ( 1967) modified Holtan' s model to give: 

f = f + a (S - F)/Tb 
c p 

( 3. 8 l 

where f is the infiltration rate, f is the final steady infiltration rate, 
c 

F is the accumulated infiltration, S is the potential storage in the "con-

trol II zone and T is the void volume of a 11 control" zone. 
p 

Rates are ex-

pressed in in/hr or cm/hr and volumes are expressed in inches or centi-

meters. The "control" depth is defined as the depth to the impeding layer. 

An evaluation of the 'a', 'b'' and 'f ' values for four soils reported in 
c 

the study by Huggins and Manke indicated that 'a' was 5-6 times 'f ' and 'b' 
c 

could be approximated by 0.65. By substituting these results into equation 

3.8 we obtain: 

f = f + Sf [(S - F)/T J0
· 65 

c c p 
(3. 9) 
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where a in equation 3.8 is approximated as 5f. c 

If the steady state infiltration rate is approximated by the field 

saturated hydraulic conductivity Kfs, and total saturation is assumed to 

occur at a field saturated moisture content, efs' then equation 3-9 can be 

written as: 

f = Kfs + 5Kfs [((0 - e ) L - F)/L0 J
0

·
65 

fs i fs 
(3.10) 

where e. is the initial moisture content and L is the depth of the control 
1 

zone. The modified model is thus writ ten in terms of soil physical char-

acteristics. 

• Index 

Over the years many other empirical models have been proposed. Because 

,of the general lack of values for model parameters and the nonhomogeneity of 

·soils, these models have not been widely applied in storm water management. 

· Instead what typically has been done is to define a steady infiltration loss 

. 

rate from the rainfall rate to get the effective rainfall rate. Sometimes a 

two-stage constant loss rate is used. For example, for the Denver region, 

Wright-McLaughlin Engineers (1969) proposed that the following constant 

infiltration loss rates be used in the absence of measured data. 

Storm·Frequency 

2 to 5-yr. 
10 to 100 yr. 

First 1/2 Hour 

iph 
1/2 iph 

Remainder 

1/2 iph 
1/2 iph 

Wright-McLaughlin Engineers (1969) went on to urge that each area being con-

sidered be field tested for infiltration rates and that the measured values 

be used in preference to those shown in the above table. Often the constant 

infiltration rate is termed the• index. 
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SCS Curve Number Method 

The Soil Conservation Service (SCS) (1973) combines infiltration losses 

with surface storage and estimates rainfall excess or equivalently the run-

off volume by the relationship: 

Q = 
(P - 0.2) 2 

P + O.BS P > 0.2S (3.11) 

where Q is the accumulated runoff volume or rainfall excess in inches, P is 

the accumulated precipitation in inches and Sis a parameter given by: 

s = 1000 - 10 (3.12) 
CN 

·where CN is known as a curve number. It should be noted that equation 3.11 

fis a runoff equation and not an infiltration equation. Using it as an infil-

tration equation can· lead to erroneous results. The·. SCS method is widely 

used to predict.runoff on a watershed basis. 

·'· Theoretical Models· 

Theoretical models considered in this section are those based on 

Darcy's Law and the equation of continuity. These equations require the 

input of measured soil water characteristics that are related to the in-

filtration process via the capillary pressure headwater content relationship 

( soil water characteristic), unsaturated hydraulic conductivity water 

content relationship, total porosity, and initial water content. Often the 

unsaturated hydraulic conductivity - water content relationship is derived 

from the saturated hydraulic conductivity and the soil water characteristic 

curves. An example of these relationships is the Campbell equation (Camp-

bell, 1974). 

Richard's Equation and Philip's Equation 

Darcy's Law for vertical flow through a porous media can be written as 
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V - -K(cj,) oh 
z oz 

(3.13) 

where V is the vertical velocity, K(cj,) is the hydraulic conductivity which .\ z 

is a function of capillary potential cj,, and total energy head. Writing h 

as: 

h = cj, + z (3.14) 

where cj, is the,capillary potential, we have: 

V = -K(6) ocj, - KL(cj,) 
z oz 

(3.15) 

Using equation 3.15 in the continuity equation one obtains the well known 

Richard's equation. In its simplest one-dimensional form it is written as: 

oe 
o t 

o[K(9) oh] 
oz = -----

oz 
o (K(9)) 

az 
(3.16) 

i where 9 is the water content, (vol/vol), t is time, K is the unsaturated 

'hydraulic conductivity (K = K(9)], h is the pressure head (capillary po-

tential), and z is the distance below the soil surface (i.e., positive in 

the downward direction). A more convenient form of Equation 3.16 for· numer-

ical solution, written in terms of the specific water capacity C (C = 

ae) is: 
ah 

a[K(hl ah] 
c oh= --,, __ a_z_ 

at az 

·or in diffusivity form as: 

where 

ae 
at = 

a[o(e) 09] 
az 

az 

i~·- ae 
D(9) = K(cj,) ~ 

a[K(e)J 
az 

il[K(9 )] 
az 

(3.17) 

(3.18) 

(3.19) 
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Equations 3.17 and 3. 18 are idealized . formulations that negle9t air move-

ment, compression of air in the profile and non-Darcian flow in macropores. 

Philip (1957, part 2) developed an analytic soultion to equation 3.18 

assuming a homogeneous, semi-infinite medium with a uniform initial moisture 

content and ponded conditions at the surface, i.e., non-limiting rainfall. 

By using the first term of an infinite series solution, Philips proposed 

that: 

f 
St-1/2 

+ A = 2 (3. 20) 

or 

F = St 112 +At (3.21) 

, where f is infiltration rate, S is the sorpti vi ty, F is cumulative infil tra-

tion and A is a ,parameter dependent on physical properties of the soil. The 

'equation is not accurate at large t due to the assumption that gravity is 

small compared to capillarity (Morel-Seytoux, 1973). The constants A and S 

have been evaluated theoretically (Whisler and Bower, 1970) but the pro-

cedures are complex. Typically, values are obtained by optimizing the fit 

of equation 3.21 to experimental data. 

Green-Ampt Hodel 

Green and Ampt ( 1911) developed ;an infiltration equation for ponded 

surfaces based on Darcy's law and a capillary-tube analogy. This equation 

can be written as: 

f = K [(L + S)/L] 
s (3. 22) 

where Sis the capillary suction at the wetting front, Lis the depth to the 

wetting front from the surface, K is the saturated hydraulic conductivity 
s 

of the wetted zone, and f is the infiltration rate. 
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Mein and Larson ( 1971, 1973) modified the Green-Ampt model to account 

· for infiltration prior to surface ponding. Their two-stage infiltration 

model, known as GAML, is described by two equations. 

,time of surface ponding, t , is described by: 
s 

F 
s = 

s(efs - e 1 ) 

[1/Kfs - 1] 

Stage 1 , up to the 

(3. 23) 

where F is the volume of infiltration at the time of surface ponding. At 
s 

the time of surface ponding, the infiltration rate is equal to the rainfall 

rate and ts = F I 1. 
s 

The second stage of infiltration is described by: 

K (t - t + t ') = F - S(ef - 9.lln[l + F/S(9f - e.)] (3.24) fs s s a i s i 

·where t ' is the time required to infiltrate a volume equivalent to F under 
s s 

1
ponded surface conditions. 

Moore and ,p;igel ( 1981) developed a solution of the GAML model for a 

two-layer soil profile.. A conceptual soil profile for the procedure is ,, 
illustrated in Figure 3.6. If Darcy's law is applied to the system and the 

depth of ponding is negligible, f is determined as: 

L + S 
w2 f = 

Ll L2 
for L 2': Ll (3: 25) 

-+ 
Kl K2 

where sw2 is the capillary drive at the wetting front in the subsurface 

.soil. At time, t, the volume of water infiltrated is: 

(3. 26) 

By substituting f = dF/dt into equation 3.25 and combining equations 3.25 

and 3.26, the following expression for dF/dt is obtained: 
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Ll + 
F - L1t16 1 

+ sw2 dF [162 (3. 27) = dt 
Ll F - L

1
t1a 1 

-+ 
Kl ll62K2 

lf equation 3.27 is integrated between the limits t = t 1 (F = F1 ) and t = 

t, the following expression for the infiltration process is obtained: 

(3 .28) 

where E = L
1
t10

2
(K

2
/K

1
); H = t162 (L + sw2 ); and F1 = L1ll6 1 . 

Equation 3.28 is the form of the Green Ampt equation for single stage 

infiltration through a two-layer system. For the GAML model for two-stage 

infiltration through a two-layer system, the equation can be written in the 

same form as equation 3.25 or: 

F + CE - Hlln (1 + ~(=H--...;:F~F-
1
~)) = K2 (t - ts+ ts') (3. 29) 

, where F is 
s 

given by the equation: 

H - E _1 

F 
K2 

+ Fl = 1 s 1 
K2 -

(3.30) 

Equation ( 3. 30) applies if F exceeds the storage volume in the surface 
s 

layer. If Ls > L
1

, equation 3.28 is used with parameter estimates for the 

surface layer. The procedure is well suited to solution by computer. 

Gregory ( 1977) developed an infiltration equation to include an en-

trance function in which surface effects might be accounted for. This equa-

tion lacks simplicity and manageability. Gregory also presented a modified 

Green-Ampt equation to account for the effect of surface changes, but this 

equation is also cumbersome. The reader is referred to the original paper 

for more complete details. 
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Moore ( 1981) and Moore and Eigel ( 1981) modified the GAML model to 

account for surface sealing effects and infiltration into layered profiles. 

This approach was similar to Bouwer 's ( 1976) in that a weighted harmonic 

mean hydraulic conductivity was also used. It should be noted that Bouwer 

( 1976) required increasing saturated hydraulic conductivity for his equa-

tions to be valid, but Moore ( 1981) applied a similar technique to a two 

layer soil with both increasing and decreasing saturated hydraulic con-

ducti vities. Moore and Eigel ( 1981) compared this modified GAML model to 

observed data and a numerical solution of Richard's equation. Results ranged 

from excellent to fair. 

Moore ( 1982) extended his previous two layer model to soil profiles 

with "n" layers. The average relative hydraulic conductivity term becomes: 

i 

·L 1 zj 
J J- (3.31) = i Z. 

l _J_ 
K. 

j=1 J 

where Z. and K. are the thickness and hydraulic conductivity of the jth 
J J 

layer, respectively. The resulting Green-Ampt equation for a soil with n 

layers is: 

i 

l z. 
j=1 J 

f = i Z. ( 3. 32) 

l _J_ 
K. 

J=1 J 

where Z is the depth to the wetting front, which is in layer i, and S is 
w 

the suction at the wetting front. Moore's equations are restricted by the 

same assumptions as were used to derive the GAML and Green-Ampt equations, 

but appears well adapted to simple layering configurations that may be en-

countered in the field. The difficulty with this method is some parameters 
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need to be known apriori. for more than two layers, their determination is 

quite difficult. 

Summary 

Surface storage accounts for rainfall abstractions required to fill 

surface depressions prior to initiation of runoff. Maximum values of 

surface storage have been tabulated for a limited number of surfaces. Mod-

els of surface storage effects on runoff range from simple step function 

; approaches which assume that all surface storages are satisfied prior to 

runoff, to statistical or exponential approaches which assume a distribution 

(, 

of runoff as surface storage is filled. The exponential or statistical 

approaches conform closer to field observation than the step function 

approach. Empirical data indicate that surface storage varies with tillage 

technique and slope, with surface storage decreasing to near zero at slopes 

greater than 20 percent. for the erosion model a technique is needed to 

describe surface storage changes with slope and surface roughness and to 

· define runoff changes as surface storage is filled. The data of Linden 

(1979) provide a base for describing slope and surface roughness effects on 

surface storage and the exponential relationship given by equation 3.3 pro

vides a reasonable framework for predicting runoff as related to surface 

storage. Moore's data can be used to predict the effects of rainfall on 

surface storage. 

Infiltration is the most significant rainfall abstraction for pervious 

soils. Models of the process range from simple parametric models of Horton 

(1940) and Holtan (1961) to the more complex theoretical treatments given by 

.the Richard's equation and the Green and Ampt equation. A procedure is 

. needed to calculate infiltration which accounts for soil physical and 

·hydraulic properties and is based on physical principles. Since the model 

,is being developed for disturbed lands, macropore flow will not be an 
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important phenomena. Surface sealing will be an important phenomena and 

will need to be modeled. The Green-Am pt relationship as modified by Moore 

and Eigel (1981) for two layers provides an acceptable theoretical framework 

for making these computations. 



CHAPTER 4 SOIL EROSION: FUNDAMENTALS 

The Erosion-Deposition Process 

Soil erosion involves detachment, transport and subsequent deposition 

(Meyer, 1974). Soil is detached by raindrop impact and the shearing force 

of flowing water. Sediment is transported downslope primarily by flowing 

water, al though there is a small downslope transport by raindrop splash. 

Runoff and resulting downslope. transport do not occur until the rainfall 

intensity exceeds the infiltration rate. For this reason, soil erodibility 

decreases as the infiltration rate goes up. Once runoff starts, the quan-

tity and size of material transported increases with the velocity of runoff 

water. At some point downslope, the slope may decrease, resulting in a 

decreased velocity and transport capacity. At this point, sediment will be 

deposited with the larger aggregates deposited first and the smaller ag-

gregates carried further downslope. For this reason the size distribution 

of the eroded aggregates and particles has a large effect on soil erodibility. 

Soil eroded from exposed areas comes from rill and interrill areas. 

Rills are small channels which form in the exposed soil due to concentra-

1 
tions of runoff . Erosion in interrill areas tends to occur in uniform 

sheets. The primary force causing detachment in this sheet erosion is rain-

drop impact. Detachment in rill erosion is a result primarily of shear 

forces from the flowing water. Shear forces and resulting rill erosion 

increase with increasing slope and runoff rate. Interrill erosion, con-

versely, is affected much less by slope and runoff rate (Lattanzi et al., 

1974). As shown in Fa.gure 4.1, the relative contribution of rill erosion 

increases as slope length increases while the interrill contribution de-

creases (Meyer et al., 1976b). 

1. A rill is a drainage channel that can be removed by ordinary till
age equipment. Anything larger is a gully. 
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Also shown in Figure 4. 1 is the importance of the rilling process or 

total erosion. Both plots R-3 and R-4 were equally susceptible to interrill 

erosion, but R-3 was more susceptible to rill erosion, thus the total erosion 

was much greater on R-3 than R-4. This example illustrates the importance of 

an understanding of the rilling process to modeling soil erosion. 

Early models of soil erosion were based entirely upon empirical studies 

.using parameters developed primarily by statistical techniques. The Universal 

Soil Loss Equation (USLE) is the most well known example (Wischmeier and Smith, 

1978). In more recent years models have been developed based on physical 

concepts. In this chapter, the statistical models, called USLE type models, 

.,will be discussed first and then followed by a description of the concepts on 

which the physically based models are developed. Descriptions of the physi-

,caliy based models are·given in Chapters 5, 6 and 7. 

USLE Type Models 

·USLE Model 

According to Meyer (1982), developments which led to the Universal Soil 

Loss Equation (USLE) started in 1917 with the establishment of the first ero

sion plot at the University of Missouri Agricultural Experiment Station. Other 

stations followed suit and by 1943 a large volume of data had been collected. 

The studies were discontinued at that point. In 1946 a basic relationship 

known as the Musgrave equation (Musgrave, 1947) was developed at a workshop in 

Cincinnati, Ohio based on the plot studies. The Musgrave equation related 

soil loss to slope, slope length, soil cover, conservation practices, rainfall 

intensity, rainfall energy and a measure of soil erodibility. 

Wischmeier and Smith ( 1965) improved the Musgrave equation and proposed 

procedures and nomographs for its use. The resulting procedure became known 

as the Universal Soil Loss Equation since it did not contain geographic 
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constraints inherent in earlier equations. The procedure has been used in a 

useful manner far beyond the expectations of its developers. Since Meyer• s 

development of the Purdue rainulator in 1958 (Meyer & McCune, 1958), the use 

of rainfall simulators on erosion plots has greatly enhanced erosion research, 

particularly in the area of sediment control from denuded areas. 

The rate of erosion from an exposed area depends on the erosive power of 

rainfall, soil erodibility, slope and slope length, degree of soil cover and 

conservation practices. Based on data from 48 locations in 26 states, factors 

have been developed to represent these characteristics and have been combined 

into the Universal Soil Loss Equation (Wischmeier and Smith, 1965) as: 

A=RKLSCP ( 4 • 1 ) 

where A is computed soil loss per unit of area (tons/acre), R is a rainfall 

· factor usually expr.essed as the product of rainfall energy times the maximum 

30-minute intensity for a given rainstorm, K is soil erodibility (tons/acre 

., . 
·, per R unit), LS is a dimensionless length slope factor to account for var-

·. iations in length and slope, C is a dimensionless cover factor relating the 

~effectiveness of vegetal cover in reducing erosion and P is a dimensionless 

conservation practice factor. 

Gross erosion as predicted by the USLE is the estimated sediment produced 

by rill plus interrill erosion from a field sized area. To obtain sediment 

yield at some point beyond the field area, additional erosion from gullies and 

stream banks must be added and deposition subtracted. Wischmeier (1976) cau-

tioned against the use of the USLE in situations where deposition is likely. 

The model is basically a model for detachment, and does not predict deposi-

tion. 

Erosion values can be predicted for erosion for average annual, average 

storm, return period annual, or return period storm using the USLE by simply 
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utilizing the appropriate R value. Wischmeier ( 1976) lists several potential 

problems when using the USLE for single storm erosion. First, use of the 

single storm Er
30 

index for Rand the crop stage, C, value for C will estimate 

the soil loss averaged over numerous occurrences of that same event at that 

crop stage. The soil loss in any one event may vary widely. The primary 

reasons for this variation are variation in the energy content in a single 

storm from the value used in the EI
30 

index and variations in antecedent mois

•. ture. As shown in Chapter 2, the E value is calculated for an average storm 

., 
,; 

at the given intensity whereas the actual energy in a storm for a given 

intensity varied widely about the average. Secondly, the K value used in 

equation 4.1 is for average moisture conditions. The actual moisture at the 

start of a storm may vary widely from average conditions. 

The USLE predicts gross erosion from field sized plots in which deposi-

tion is not occurring. In order to measure sediment yield into a channel, the 

' 
gross erosion must be modified by a delivery ratio. Methods for predicting 

i delivery ratios are given in Barfield et al. (1981). 

Williams ( 1976) proposed that the rainfall energy term, EI30 index, in 

the USLE could be replaced with a runoff energy term in the USLE to predict 

sediment yield directly, and called the procedure the Modified USLE or MUSLE. 

Procedures were developed for homogeneous watersheds using a lumped parameter 

approach and for nonhomogeneous watersheds using sediment routing procedures. 

A lumped parameter approach is one in which the entire watershed is repre-

sented by one characteristic parameter. 

Williams ( 1975) developed the MUSLE using · data from 778 storms on water-

sheds near Riesel, Texas, and Hastings, Nebraska. The drainage areas ranged 

from 2.7 to 4380 acres and the average slope and slope lengths ranged from 0.9 

to 5.9 percent and 258 to 470 feet. He replaced the R factor in the USLE with 

various parameters and used the resulting equation to predict the sediment 
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yield from the watersheds. The parameter that gave the best estimate was O x 

q , the product of runoff volume and peak discharge. 
p 

term runoff energy. The resulting equation is: 

Y = 95(0 x q i 0
· 56 K LS CP 

pi 

Williams denoted this 

(4.2) 

where Y is the single storm sediment yield in tons, O is runoff volume in 

- -. acre-ft, qpi is peak discharge in cfs, and K, LS and CP are standard USLE 

,, terms, each of which is an area weighted average over the watershed. Typical 

prediction accuracy of the MUSLE is shown in Figure 4.2. The spread of the 

data is typical of most prediction procedures for sedimentology. 

Equation 4.2 is intended for use on a watershed basis. Foster et al. 

(1982) evaluated the use of a similar type equation for single storms on indi-

· victual plots and found that the Er
30 

index was a better predictor of single 

storm erosion-than the'product (0 x q ). 
p 

:. Combination Type Models of" Soil Erosion 
•,' 

Soil erosion is predicted from the USLE by the rainfall energy term, 

EI
30

, and sediment yield in the MUS LE by the runoff energy term ( O x qp) · 56 . 

Onstad and Foster (1975) proposed that a combination of these two approaches 

would improve erosion predictions. They proposed that the USLE be modified 

to: 

A=WKLSCP (4.3) 

where 

W = m R + (1 - m) [(300) (qp)J 11 3 ( 4. 4) 

where R is the Er
30 

index, mis a constant (typically 0.5), O is runoff volume 

in inches and qp is peak runoff rate in in/hr. 
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Using the W factor improved the prediction of erosion based on studies 

reported by Onstad and Foster, however, the improvements were only slight 

( correlation coefficients of . 98 versus . 991 ) . Further studies by Foster et 

al. ( 1982) also showed the same slight improvement over the Er
30 

index. The 

equation only predicts erosion and not sediment yield. 

Foster, Meyer, Onstad Rill-Interrill Model 

Foster, Meyer, and Onstad ( 1977) used basic principles and developed an 

erosion model which considers rill and interrill detachment separately. These 

model techniques will be discussed in Chapter 5. 

Physically Based Models of Soil Erosion: Basic Concepts 

., The Meyer-Wischmeier Model 

Meyer ( 1974) proposed that the components of the soil erosion-sedimen-

· tation process for a discrete slope segment are interrelated as shown in Fig-

ure 4.3. The soil available at any slope segment is the sum of that carried 

·. from upslope plus that detached in the slope increment. The soil carried 

downslope is the lesser of the transport capacity or the material available 

for transport. Preliminary methods proposed by Meyer for predicting each of 

the components are: 

D. = SDi Al 
I2 ( 4. 5) 

1 

DR = SOR 
A S2/3 2/3 

1 q ( 4. 6) 

Ti = STI S I ( 4. 7) 

TR = S SS/3 5/3 
TR q ( 4. 8) 

where A1 is the area of slope segment, I is rainfall intensity, S is slope, 

q is flow rate and s0i, s0R, STi, STR are empirical cooefficients. The 
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Meyer-Wischmeier model is a good conceptual base for making computations. 

Better equations have been developed for computing each component. 

Curtis ( 1976) added a parameter to the Meyer-Wischmeier model to ac-

count for deposition in previous time steps. His computational methods 

are essentially the same as those of Meyer and Wischmeier. 

Foster and Meyer Closed Form Equation 

In the Meyer-Wischmeier model, it was assumed that erosion was its equi-

librium rate at the end of a slope segment. This may not be true. An inter-

action exists between the sediment load and the rate of detachment, given by 

(Foster and Meyer, 1972): 

(4.9) 

where DR is the rate of detachment by flow at X, C is a constant of propor

tionality, TC is the transport capacity of flow at X, and GF is the sediment 

load at X. Simplifying Foster and Meyer obtained: 

( 4. 10) 

By letting GF equal zero in (4.10) Foster and Meyer obtained: 

(4.11) 

which represented the maximum value for detachment. This maximum value was 

denoted as DC' thus: 

Equation ( 4. 10) was presented as a statement of balance between transport 

capacity, sediment load, actual detachment rate, and potential detachment 
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rate. By assuming that: 

DC c = c T 
3/2 (4.13) 

T c 3/2 = t' c 
(4.14) 

and by using the Chezy equation 

T = c 2133 213 
rq (4.15) 

l' 

Foster and Meyer obtained: 

(4.16) 

(4.17) 

By assuming steady runoff rates for short time durations, the discharge at any 

iX was given by: 

(4.18) 

where q
0 

is the discharge at X equal to L
0

. Also, by combining CT' Cr' L
0

, 

and q into one constant Foster and Meyer obtained 
0 

Tc= CT X, S 

x 
where x. = L 

0 

' By defining D and T 
co co 

then 

D 
c 

D 
co 

·_'ti,, 

= 

was obtained. · Likewise 

( 4 .• 19 ) 

( 4. 20) 

(4.21) 

as the detachment and transport potentials at x = 

( 4. 22) 

L , 
0 



where 

T co 

s 
s 

0 
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Rearranging equation (4.12) Foster and Meyer obtained 

DR GF 
1.0 D + T = 

D c T c 
co D co T co co 

However, since 

DG TC 

Dea 
= 

Teo 
= g*; 

', equation ( 4. 25) was modified to 

(4.23) 

( 4. 24) 

( 4. 25) 

( 4. 26 ) 

( 4. 27) 

The equation of sediment continuity for steady state was given by Bennett (1974) 

as 

( 4. 28) 

where GF is the sum of rill and interrill erosion rates, or 

( 4. 29) 

Hence, 

DR (DR + D,) dx 
l 

-- + = g. 
Dco T co 

( 4. 30) 

Since x. = x 
dx L

0
dx., r:- = then 

0 
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(4.31) 

Finally, Foster and Meyer differentiated equation 4.31 with respect to x. to 

obtain 

D.L DRL dg• 
1 0 0 

+ ~T~ + -T~- = dx* 
co co 

By defining the terms 

L D 
O co 

"' = T co 

they obtained the differential equation 

;, 

d 
dx 

The general solution to 4.35 is 

= - e 
dx• 

(4.32) 

(4.33) 

(4.34) 

( 4. 35) 

(4.36) 

By assuming a uniform slope and constant rainfall, then S = S for all x. and 
0 

equation (4.36) was reduced to 

DR ( 1 - 6) 
= ( 4. 37) 

D a 
co 

Equations (4.36) and (4.37) are general relationships which should always hold 
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true, regardless of the formulation of D , T , 0

1 
.• co co 

In order to use the 

relationships, it is necessary to have auxillary equations for 0
00

, T
00

, and 

Di. These relationships are discussed in the next two chapters. 



CHAPTER 5: SOIL EROSION: DETACHMENT 

Introduction 

Soil is detached by raindrop impact and the shear forces caused by 

runoff. Detachment in the rill (channelized flow) areas is primarily due to 

shearing forces of runoff while detachment in the interrill areas is primarily 

due to raindrop impact, although a small component of interrill detachment is 

due to shear from overland flow. 

For a given rainfall the actual rate of detachment depends on the pre-

sence of materials to shield the surface from raindrop impact (i.e. crop can-

opy, mulch, ponded water), the presence of material to absorb the shear as a 

result of runoff (i.e., mulch, vegetation), the inherent resistance of soil to 

detachment, and the infiltration capacity of the soil. In this chapter, the 

·mechanisms causing detachment will be discussed along with the resistance of 

. soil to detachment. Since the model being developed is for bare soil, the 

. effects of surface cover will not be covered. Infiltration effects are 

covered in Chapter 2. 

Detachment by Raindrops or Inter-rill Erosion 

Rainfall Factor 

Interrill detachment models have typically utilized rainfall rate, momen-

tum, kinetic energy, intensity, or a combination of these parameters as pre-

dieters of erosion. Numerous investigations have failed to yield a definitive 

physical model. In the discussion that follows, a distiriction must be made 

between splash detachment and interrill erosion. The two terms cannot be used 

interchangeably. For the purposes of this discussion, the following defini-

tion will be used; 

Splash detachment - detachment of soil by raindrop impact including all 
particles which are dislodged from the soil matrix and made available for 
transport. 

-57-
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Interrill erosion - The quantity of soil which is moved from the inter
rill areas into flow channels known as rills. 

Interrrill erosion will typically be equal to or less than splash detachment 

since it is the minimum of that material detached or the transport capacity 

of overland flow to the rills. 

Young and Wiersma ( 1973) utilized a rainfall simulator with bare plots 

protected by a screen to show that raindrop impact was the primary factor 

causing interrill erosion. In their studies, raindrop energy was reduced by 

89% between the screen covered and bare plots without a change in rainfall 

intensity. The interrill erosion rates were reduced by more than 90 percent 

in all cases. Hudson (1971) found similar results with natural rainfall. 

Although the Young and Wiersma (1973) and Hudson ( 1971) studies showed 

'that raindrop impact is the primary factor causing erosion, the studies do not 

, elucidate the prediction parameter which should be used to predict in terr ill 

, erosion. In the following discussion of studies which were oriented toward 

defining that prediction parameter, a distinction is made between those 

studies developing predictors of interrill erosion and those developing 

predictors of splash detachment. 

Splash Detachment 

Investigators of splash detachment have utilized splash cups and cloth 

strips to measure detachment rate. Splash cups are typically small circular 

cylinders (approximately 3 inches in diameter) which are tilted at the desired 

slope and exposed to a given rainfall. Splash detachment is measured as the 

total material splashed out of the cup and splash transport measured as the 

difference between upslope and downslope splash. Where cups are used, a 

correction must be made for the effect of the cup rim on splash as the surface 

of the soil is displaced below the rim of the cup due to soil loss during the 
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test. Cup rim corrections were developed by Bisal ( 1950) to .. compensate for 

this problem. 

Rose ( 1960) studied splash detachment from 5 soils ranging from sands 

to clays under simulated rainfall. Based on his analysis, the most consistent 

predictor of splash detachment depended more heavily on momentum than kinetic 

energy or rainfall volume. 

Bubenzer and Jones ( 1971) used a rainfall simulator and splash cup to 
I 

study erosion splash detachment for 5 different soils. No discussion was 

given of cup rim corrections. The results of their study given in Table 5.1, 

indicate that kinetic energy is highly correlated to splash detachment (cor-

. relation coefficient ranging from .90 to .91 for individual soils) but that a 

slight improvement in prediction is obtained by using both kinetic energy and 

rainfall intensity (correlation coefficient ranging from .91 to .96). 
.\ l. 

Other 

'-,\ 

researchers have also shown that splash detachment is a function of rainfall 

energy (Free, 1960; Mihara, 1951; and Quansah, 1981). 

Park et al. (1982) conducted a dimensional analysis of the parameters in-

vol ved in splash detachment and concluded that detachment should be a linear 

function of impact velocity; however, the data they present from Ellison (1944) 

indicate that detachment is more a linear function of kinetic energy than 

velocity. 

Smith and Wischmeier ( 1957) used data from Ellison ( 1947) to indicate 

that splash erosion is proportional to rainfall intensity expressed as r 1
·
1

. 

Since kinetic energy was shown in Chapter 2 to be highly related to intensity, 

this correlation is not surprising. 

Interrill Erosion 

Equations which predict the total sediment flowing into a rill must com-

bine the processes of raindrop detachment, detachment by thin sheet flow, 
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Table 5.1 Results of the Bubenzer and Jones 
( 1971) Study 

Soil 
Regression 
Equation 

Correlation 
Coefficient 

Regression Equations Relating Soil Splash to the Kinetic 
Energy of the Simulated Rainfall 

All soils 
Darwin silty clay 
Cisne silt loam 
Flanagan silt loam 
Hagener loamy sand 

SS = 14.49 (kc) 1 "56 

SS = 13.17 (kc) l .?7 
SS = 9.12 (kc) l -~~ 
SS = 1 9 • 7 2 ( kc ) l O 

SS = 18.87 (kc) l . 40 

0.84 
0.91 
0.90 
0.90 
0.91 

Multiple-Regression Equation Relating Soil Splash to the Rainfall 
Intensity and Kinetic Energy of the Simulated Rainfall 

All soils ss = 1 .55 (i )6 ·~(kc)~·:~ 0 .87 
Darwin silty clay ss = 3.10(i)

0
"
40

(kc)
0

"
83 

0.92 
Cisne silt loam ss = o.63(il

0
"
55

(kcJ
1 

•
08 

0.96 
Flanagan silt loam ss = 1.04(il

0
"
37

(kc)
1 

"
13 

0.96 
Hagener loamy sand ss = 2.89(i) · (kc) · 0.94 

transport by splash and transport by thin sheet flow. Detachment by sheet 

fl~w is typically minor 'and transport by raindrop splash is minor on mild 

slopes but can be substantial on steep slopes. Studies of plot erosion have 

related plot erosion to intensity, I, to the following powers: 

Researcher 

Ekern (1950, 1953) 

Neal ( 1938) 

Wischmeier and Smith (1978) 

Intensity function 
I 1.5 

I2.2 

EI30 

where Eis rainfall energy and I
30 

is the maximum thirty minute intensity. 

Foster et al. (1977b) proposed that interrill erosion (which they called 

interrill detachment) could be calculated as 

where D. is the interrill detachment rate, K. is the interrill erodibility 
1 1 

factor, I is a measure of interrill erosivity, Sis slope and band care con-

stants. Initially Foster and Meyer proposed the use of the EI
30 

index for I. 
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Subsequently, due to the success of other modelers in defining interrill ero

sion as a function of intensity alone (Meyer and Wischmeier, 1969; Moldenhauer 

. and Long, 1964; and David and Beer, 1975). 

interrill erosion be modeled as 

Foster (1982) proposed that 

where i is rainfall intensity, e is the slope angle and Ci is the interrill 

cover factor. 

Meyer ( 1982b) evaluated erosion from the side slopes of furrows using a 

rainfall simulator and found that the erosion rate could be predicted by 

''where a and bare exponents dependent upon the individual soil. He found that 

the exponent of 2. O was a good value for b for silt, loam, silt-loam, and 

sandy loam soils, but was too large for clay soils. · A good estimate was 

, found using 

b = 2.1 - (clay function). (5.4) 

The coefficient a was found to be dependent on the individual soil. 

Resistance to Erosion in Interrill Areas, Resistance to Splash Detachment 

For bare soils the resistancetofunction primarily of the soil properties 

and slope. Quansah ( 1981) found that splash detachment varied with kinetic 

energy and slope to a variable power depending on the type soil as shown in 

Table 5.2. 

Cruse and Larson ( 1977) showed that splash detachment for a 4 .8 mm drop 

falling from a height of 177 cm was closely related to shear strength of a 

soil as measured with a triaxial test. Durrah and Bradford ( 1981) evaluated 

splash detachment with drops of 3.0, 4.6 and 5.6 mm diameter as related to 
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Table 5.2 Power Equations Relating Splash Detachment (Qdet) and 

Transport (Qtrans) to Slope (S) and Kinetic Energy (KE) 

(Quansah, 1981 ) 

KE s 
Soil Equation r2 r2 R2 

Standard sand Qdet = 0 .0002 KE 1 .06 0.84 

Qdet = 0.0002 KE1.06 30.13 0.84 0 .06 0.90 

Sand Qdet = 0 .0007 KE0.84 0.12 

Qdet = 0 .0003 KE0.84 30.13 0.12 0.08 0.81 

Clay loam Qdet = 0.00004 KE 1. 16 0.66 

Qdet = 0.00003 KE 1.1630 .25 0.66 0. 14 0 .7 9 

Clay Qdet = 0.00002 KE 1 .35 0 .7 4 

Qdet = 0.00001 KE1 .3530.27 0 .7 4 0. 14 0.88 

;~j 

,, shear strength of an Ida Silt Loam measured by a Swedish Fall Cone Device. 

'; Their results showed that detachment could be predicted on a single drop basis 

by 
DS = 0.36 + 0.007 KE/T (5.5) 

where D
3 

is splash detachment and KE is kinetic energy of a drop, and T is 

shear strength. The correlation coefficient for equation 5.5 was .97. 

Bubenzer and Jones ( 1971) evaluated splash detachment from 5 soils and 

found that detachment could be predicted by 

DS = 7.50 (i).41 (KE)1.14 (PC)-0.52 ( 5. 6) 

where PC is percent clay. The correlation coefficient for equation 5.6 was 

.93 as compared to .87 for KE and i alone. Massie ( 1980) utilized equation 

4.6 to model splash detachment, but proposed that PC should not be used 
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below values of 6.6%, which is below the Bubenzer et al. data base. 

A water film on the surface can absorb the energy of falling drops if the 

film is thick enough. Palmer (1965) evaluated the effects of a water film on 

the soil surface and found that the filter increased detachment up to a thick-

ness of one drop diameter and decreased detachment at greater depths up to 

about 3 drop diameters. The increase at small film thickness was attributed 

to an increase in mass entrained by the drop as it fell from the surface to 

the soil. 

Resistance to Interrill Erosion 

When one lumps the detachment and transport processes together to form 

a lumped interrill erosion, the resistance factor must be considered sepa-

. rately from that for detachment by splash. Typically, for bare soils, resis-

c: tance to erosion in this dumped case is given by an erodi bili ty factor, or 

using the Foster ( 1981) model cited earlier as equation (5.2). In this case 

K. , the in terr ill erosi vi ty, accounts for the inherrent soil factors affecting 
_,- l 

',; erosion and Ci accounts for tillage surface roughness, mulching and cropping 

effects. 

Sheet Flow Detachment 

The detaching capacity of sheet flow is very small_. Most of the ,soil de-

tached from the areas where sheet flow occurs is by raindrop impact. .. As dis-

.cussed earlier, Young and Wiersma (1973) found that an 89% reduction in 

raindrop energy reduced the soil loss on sheet flow areas by 91, 94, and 90% 

for a Barnes loam, a Crofton silt loam, and a Central sandy loam, re spec-

tively. Alberts et al. (1980) reported similar results for a Miami silt loam . 

. These studies indicate that the major portion, if not all, of the soil de-

. tachment on sheet flow areas is due to raindrop impact, not the sheet flow 

itself. 

If sheet flow detachment is to be considered, relationships similar to 
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those for rill flow will probably emerge. Those relationships will be dis-

cussed in the rill flow section. They essentially are empirical equations 

based on the concept of excess shear. The excess of surface shear stress 

above the critical shear stress is used as a predictor of detachment. Sheet 

flow detachment is normally considered to be insignificant, however, when 

compared to raindrop detachment and concentrated flow detachment. 

Rill Detachment 

Once rills are formed, the channelized runoff which they contain pro

vides energy for both detachment and transport of soil particles in the 

erosion process. Detachment relationships are few, and usually contain 

empirical constants that need to be fitted to actual data. The detachment and 

transport relationships are key components of the processes contributing to 

erosion and so the available relationships must be considered and adapted if 

possible. 

Existing relationships for rill flow ,detachment are basically similar in 

approach. The most commonly,used relationships are based on USLE parameters. 

Other equations are available, but few are based on measurable soil proper

ties. 

Ellison and Ellison (1947) describe the general flow/soil characteristics 

that influence surface flow ( and hence, rill flow) detachment. They defined 

the soil detachment hazard, D 
1 

as a function of the soil detachabili ty, D
2

, 

and the detaching capacity of the flow, o
3

. The soil factors involved in o
2 

would be the same as those for rainfall detachment, given by Ellison ( 1947) 

including particle size and aggregate stability. In general, soil, cohesive

ness and plant residues are also involved. Ellison stated that the detaching 

capacity of the flow, d
3

, is a function of the flow energy gradient, the quan

tity of abrasive particles in the flow, and the abrasiveness of those par

ticles. 
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USLE Based Equations 

The criterion for labelling an equation as USLE-based is its reliance 

upon USLE parameters, especially the USLE soil erodibility parameter, K. 

Although the use of a "soil constant" does not mean that an equation is simply 

an offshoot of the USLE, many equations specify use of the USLE-K values. 

The problem with the utilization of USLE parameters is that the USLE was 

designed as a long-term management tool, not a storm-based research tool. The 

parameters, therefore, are very approximate averages that yield reasonable 

long-term estimates and reflect relative effectiveness of practice combina-

tions. To be used for a given site, the soil parameters must be fully in-

vestigated, as the published values are only averages over varying soil 

.,, conditions and not applicable for a particular site. These problems were 

'•i discussed in Chapter 4. 

·. CREAMS Rill Detachment Equation 

Foster·· et al. ( 1980) proposed separate detachment equations· for rill and 

,, interrill erosion for the USDA-ARS model for ~hemicals, Runoff and Erosion 

· from !gricultural ~anagement ~ystems (CREAMS). Their equations are based on 

those developed by Foster, Meyer and Onstad ( 1977 a & b). The CREAMS rill 

detachment equation is 

DFr = 37983 mVu 0
113 (x/72.6)m-l S2 KCP (op/vu) ( 5. 7) 

where DFr is the rill detachment rate (lb/ft2 -s), x is the distance downslope 

(ft), Sis the sine of the slope angle, mis the slope length exponent, given 

· by m = 1.0 + 5.011/ln x, K is the USLE soil erodibility factor (hr/100 ft-in), 

C is the soil loss ratio of the USLE cover-management factor, P is the USLE 

contouring factor, V is the runoff volume per unit area (ft), and a is the 
u p 

peak runoff rate per unit area (ft/s). 
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Because the CREAMS equation is derived from the Foster, Meyer and Onstad 

(1977b) relationship, the usefulness of the latter should indicate the value 

of the CREAMS equation. Foster, Meyer, and Onstad ( 1977b) presented a com-

•parison of observed soil loss from 12 events versus estimated soil loss by 

three equations, the USLE, the USLE with modified R factor, and the rill-

. interrill equation from which the CREAMS equations were derived. The cor-

'. relation between observed and predicted erosion for these equations were O. 98, 

·a.991 and 0.995, respectively. Therefore, the rill-interrill equation is a 

slight improvement over the USLE, and the CREAMS equations should reasonably 

predict soil loss. 

Foster's Rill Detachment Equation 

Equation 5.7 is for erosion over an entire storm. A detachment function 

·~is needed for instantaneous erosion rates. 

Foster (1982) coalesced much of the work done in the area of rill detach-

· ment. He assumed that rill erosion could be described by: 

D =a(,:-,: )b 
re er ( 5. 8) 

where D is the rill erosion detachment capacity rate, ,: is the flow's shear re 

stress, ,: is the critical shear stress, and a and bare constants. er Foster 

then described many additional prediction parameters, most of which are linked 

·.to the USLE and gave a simpler alternative to equation 5.8 and its subfactors: 

( 5. 9) 

where D is the rill erosion detachment capacity rate, CB is a constant to re 

be calibrated, q is the runoff rate, s is the sine of the slope angle, K is 

the USLE soil erodibility factor, and CSLR is the soil loss ratio from the 

USLE. The need to evaluate constants by fitting is a major drawback to Fos-

ter's equations. 
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Hughes Scour Probability Study 

Hughes (1980) studied ephemeral streams to check the concept of maximum 

non-eroding velocity for unvegetated channels. Data was utilized from 300 

sites in Colorado, New Mexico and Oklahoma. His study does not provide a flow 

detachment equation, but it gives relationships to predict when detachment 

(scour) occurs. Scatter diagrams of probability of channel erosion versus 

channel velocity and flow depth were presented for three soil classes; sandy-

silt, silty-clay and clay. Straight lines were fitted to the data for each 

probability level. The equation of the lines is 

(5. 9) 

where V is flow velocity in ft/sec, Y is flow depth in ft, m is the log-log 

regression slope and K is the log intercept of the probability lines. The 

lines give probability of scour given the peak velocity and corresponding 

· :depth of. the. event in question. 

The soils to be dealt with in agricultural and surface mine situations 

typically would mainly fall in the sandy-silt and silt-clay categories. These 

soils typically have an n value of 0.2. The K values for given proba_bilities 

are close, indicating that an average value might be appropriate. A critical 

flow depth for scour can be obtained from these relationships by relating V 

and Y usiqg Manning• s equation and as assumed channel geometry. For this 

analysis, assume a triangular channel with 2: 1 side slopes and a Manning's 

roughness value of 0.040. Then the hydraulic radius is: 

2y' 
R = = 0. 45 y 

n 2 y y1 + 226 
(5.10a) 

and equation 5.10a becomes 
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Table 5.3 Critical Depths for Scour Probability Using 
Assumed Geometry and Soil ( after Hughes, 1980 )· 

(N = .040) (N = .050) 
p K' Y(in) Q(gpm) Y(in) Q(gpm) 

scour crit 

.o 1 2.06 0.21 0. 12 

.05 2.25 0.22 0.14 

.so 2.83 0.28 0.26 

.95 3.41 0.34 0.44 

.99 3.66 0 .37 0.55 

~ ( 45 )2/3 ( . e)l/2 K' 2/10 
0. 04 . y sin = y 

Rearranging terms, 

= [ 1. 49 

' K ( .04) 
y 

( .45) 213 (sin 

or 

1 [ ~] 15/7 
y = 743.5 sine 

' Assuming a 9% slope ( 9 = 5. 1 °), 

y = 
(K')15/7 

56. 1 

' 

] 15 /7 

9 l 112 

1.62 22.4 
1.95 36.0 
3. 19 136.4 
4 .7 6 396.5 
5.54 594.2 

(5. 10b) 

(5.11) 

(5.12) 

(5.13) 

Table 5.3 gives the critical K and corresponding depths for the assumed con-

' · ditions for various probabilities of scour, using average K values. The 

relationship is extremely sensitive to Manning's n. Therefore if this anal-

ysis is to be used, care must be taken in selecting an 'n' value or the 

results will be meaningless. 

Park and Mitchell Hodel 

Park and Mitchell (1981) expressed flow erosion as a time-series function 

of runoff rates: 

'. 5. 14) 
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They then stated that for steady-state conditions, 

where the• indicates the steady state conditions. A Taylor-series expansion 

of equation (5.15) together with finite difference approximations of the deri-

vatives gives flow erosion as a function of the runoff rates at previous times: 

E = 
f 

n 
I b. o<t -il 

i=O i 

where ( t - i) refers to a specific time period. 

(5.16) 

Equation 5. 16 was then 

coupled with a similar equation for raindrop detachment and calibrated as an 

erosion model, with n equal to 2. The simulator results showed good fit for 

the runs presented, but that is to be expected because the model was call-

brated using data from these runs. 

Critical Tractive Force Equations 

The parameter most frequently used to define the resistance of a soil to 

rill erosion :i.a critical tractive force. Procedures have been developed by 

different researchers to relate critical tractive force to measurable soil 

parameters. Kelly and Gularte ( 1981) showed that the critical shear stress 

for surface erosion of cohesive soils is dependent upon the interparticle bond 

density in a similar fashion to soil shear strength at high stress levels . 

. They concluded, therefore that erosion resistance and soil shear strength are 

.similar phenomena. 

Kelly and Gularte presented data relating critical shear stress as a 

function of soil salinity (ppt - NaCl) and moisture content (% by volume). 

Multiple linear regression on this data gave the following best-fit equation: 

'c = 2.19 (SNaCl) - 0.2565 epv + 15.75 (5.17) 

Equation (5.17) explains 83.9% of the variation in the data. The data was also 
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analyzed linearly after a log-transformation. The resulting equation, equa-

tion 5.17, explained 84.7% of the variance. 

= 2465 (S )0.966 (e )-1.711 
NaCl pv (5.18) 

These relationships could be used to predict movement of clay particles and 

to predict break-away of aggregates from the soil matrix during rill erosion. 

In a· similar manner, Smerdon and Beasley ( 1961) gave critical tractive 

force as a function of plastisity index, dispersion. ratio, mean particle size, 

and percent clay. Correlation coefficients ranged in magnitude from 0.795 to 

0.980. Later, Lyle and Smerdon (1965) related critical tractive force to void 

,ratio and eight other properties to obtain eight different equations. The soil 

... properties were plasticity index, dispersion· ratio, percent organic matter, 

vane shear strengths, cation-exchange-capacity, mean particle size, calcium-

· sodium ratio, and percent clay. These relationships have potential for 

•. characterizing the detachment rate during rill ·flow. 
i 

Erosion by Failure of Rill Banks 

So far only shear detachment by rill flow has been considered. This 

writer has observed that in the field a major source of detached sediment in 

the rills is the undercutting and ultimate failure by sloughing of the rill 

walls. Large blocks of transportable material are input to the rills in this 

manner. A void exists in the rill literature on this topic, necessitating 

exploratory research into rill sloughing and the utilization of gully erosion 

studies for guidance. The problem with the use of gulley erosion studies to 

predict rill erosion quantities is the extreme magnitude and time frame 

difference between gully erosion and rill erosion. More work needs to be 

done on .rill wall stability and failure. This phenonmenon will be more fully 

discussed in the rill development chapter. 
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Recommendations 

The detachment of soil in rills is poorly understood. For the present 

time it can be qualitatively viewed as an excess shear stress phenomenon with 

.additional soil detachment due to seepage forces and rill wall failure. Quan

titatively, any of the equations presented above must be fitted at some stage 

to the soil in question. An equation based· on soil physical parameters is 

: needed if detachment is to be included in erosion modeling. The most phy-

sically sound procedure for estimating potential detachment rate appears 

to be Foster's shear excess formula given by equation 5.8. 

Detachment by splash in the interrill areas was described alternately by 

a function of rainfall intensity, momentum, and kinetic energy. The power re

lationship given by Bubenzer and Jones ( 1971) includes both intensity and 

''tkinetic energy. Additionally, predictions of detachment are given as a func

tion of percenf'clay. Of the relationships given, the Bubenzer-Jones equation 

,appears to be the most adaptable in terms of predictive parameters. 



CHAPTER 6 SOIL EROSION: TRANSPORT EQUATIONS 

Introduction 

Most erosion models that use transport relationships utilize river 

sediment transport equations. It is important .to discuss the assump-

tions and empiricism inherent to each of these equations to ascertain 

the applicability of their use for rill and interrill flow. The major 

equations considered for use for rill and interrill flow transport are 

described in the following sections. 

Rill Transport Equation 

Yalin Equation 

The Yalin ( 1963) sediment transport equation was recommended for 

overland flow by Neibling and Foster (1980). Their conclusion was that 

the Yalin equation could be· used "as is" for computing overland flow 

sediment transport rates. They based. the conclusion on compared per-

formance of six different sediment transport equations using 176 tests 
a;-·' 

and six different materials. Their results showed that only the Yalin 

equation performed adequately. 

The assumptions inherent in the Yalin equation are extensive; vis, 

1) steady, uniform flow, 

2) turbulent flow, with a laminar sublayer of thickness less 
than the size of bed roughness elements, 

3) cohesionless, moveable bed, 

4) equal sized grains, 

5) grain motion by saltation, and 

6) Shields' shear-velocity curve is accurate. 

Most of these assumptions are not very restrictive. However, the 

assumption that grain movement is only by sal tat ion makes the Yalin 

equation a bedload equation that, al though suitable for shallow flow, 

may not consider enough of the sediment transport processes to handle 
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rapid rill-flow, with its high suspended solids content. Alonso (1980) 

tested eight sediment transport equations using seven sets of data and 

265 total runs. Field data and flume data were utilized, the depths 

ranging from 1.13 inches to 22.7 inches, velocities ranging from 0.5 fps 

to 4.2 fps, slopes from 0.03 percent to 2.2 percent and sediment concen-

trations from 10 ppm to 61,000 ppm. 

The Yalin equation only did an average job while the Yang ( 1973) 

total-load equation yielded the most accurate prediction. The Yang 

equation will be discussed in a later section. The Yalin equation's 95% 

confidence limits of the mean for predicted load/measured load ratio 

deviated significantly from 1.0, and the low limit was in fact about 1.5. 

The Yalin equation was presented by Yalin (1972) as: 

l 
q p2 

s 

( . D)3/2 
-y s 

= O .6 35 
s --- [1 - -

1
- ln ( 1 + as ) ] . 

as 
( 6 • 1 ) 

where q is the sediment load in lb/ft-s, p is the fluid density in 
s 

slugs/ft3, -y s is the sediment specific weight in water in lb/ft3, 

Dis a typical grain size in ft, 4 is a reciprocal mobility number given 

by: 

4 = 
-y D 

s 
2 

p v. 

where V • is the shear velocity in fps. 

a ands, are given by 

~ 
a = 2. 45 0 4 w • 

and 

s = 
1 

~--'---- - 1 
4 Yer 

( 6. 2) 

The other two parameters, 

( 6. 3) 

( 6 • 4) 
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(6.5)where Y is from the Shields curve and is a function of either 
er 

V* D -y D3 

er or ~~~s~~-
P "2 \} 

depending on the version of the Shields curve available, and W is 

the solid/fluid density ratio (p/p). 

from Yalin ( 1972) is shown in Figure 6.1. 

The modified Shields curve 

For computerization, the 

Shields curve will need to be tabulated, or have functions fitted 

to various sections of it. 

Modified Yalin (CREAMS) Equation 

Foster et al. ( 1980, 1981) developed a model for estimating 

erosion and sediment yield from field-sized areas. They utilized 

a modified Yalin equation from Foster and Meyer ( 1972) for overland 

flow and rill flow sediment transport. The modification was necessary 

to take varying sediment sizes and densities into account. The sedi-

ment transport is calculated using the following steps: 

1) Calculate the excess tractive force for each size of particle, 
assuming only that size is present (denoted 6.). 

1 

2) Calculate the non-dimensional transport for each sediment 
size, assuming only that size is present (denoted P.). 

1 

3) Calculate the total excess tractive force for the mixture, 
by summing the individual excesses, e.g. 

n 
s 

T = E 6. 
i=1 1 

(6. 5) 

where n is the number of difficult sediments. s 

4) 

5) 

Calculate the individual non-dimensional transport of each 
size in the mixture by multiplying P. by 6./T (denoted (Pe)i). 

1 1 
Calculate the individual transport capacity for each size 
in the mixture, 

W . = (Pe) 
1
. ( S ) . p g d. V * 

Sl g 1 W 1 
( 6. 6) 
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where W . is the transport capacity. 
Sl 

6) Redistribute the transport capacity according to the sediment 
load for each size, and calculate the required non-dimensional 
transport by, 

P. 
l, 

(6. 7) 

7) Calculate the fraction of transport capacity used by those 
particles with Wsi > qsi by, 

SPT = 

n 
s 

i:1 
( 6. 8 ) 

where Ki = 1 for Wsi 2:c qsi, and Ki = 0 for Wsi < qsi. 

8) The excess transport to be distributed is then 

9) 

E = 1 - SPT xc 

Determine the total 
for which w 

si qsi 

n 

SDLT = 
r,s 

6.11.. 
i=1 

l l 

( 6. 9) 

excess tractive force for those particles 

(6.10) 

10) Distribute the excess according to 6. fractions and q . 
1 Sl 

= (6./SDLT) (E ) (P.) (S ).gp d.V*£. 
1 xc l g 1. W l 1 

(6.11) 

and 

T . = q .K. 
Cl Sl 1. 

(6.12) 

where 11.. and K. are as above. 

11 ) 

l l 

Repeat steps 6-10 until either all T . < c1-
If all T . < q . then proper T . s nave 

Cl. - Sl Cl . 
T . > q . then all of the excess will be 
sI2;; s5 1 redistribute by 

q . or all T . < q .• 
b1e'en found . ci If ~h 
given to the particle 
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(6.13) 

and 

T . = q ./SMUS 
Cl Sl 

(6.14) 

Data presented by Foster and Meyer (1972) shows that this method does a 

fair job for 7 and 10% slopes and 70 and 100 foot refined plots the 

prediction for shorter plots and shallower slopes was poor at best. 

The Yalin equation in its original form and in its modified form 

utilize the Shields' diagram to relate the critical shear Reynolds' 

number to the critical dimensionless lift force. A problem arises be-

cause Shields' curve was developed for coarse, cohesionless granular 

solids. Mantz ( 1977) extended the Shields' diagram to include fine 

grains and flakes. The grains tested ranged in diameter from 15 µ to 

66 µ. Mantz plotted his own data together with data from the literature 

as a Shields-type diagram. The regression line of the low Reynolds' 

number data is greatly different in slope from the Shields' curve, 

crossing at a Reynolds' number of about 1 .2. The extended Shields' 

diagram presented by Mantz has a confidence limit that would allow a 

multitude of curve shapes including two straight lines intersecting at a 

boundary Reynolds' number of about 8. Mantz's extended curve is shown 

in Figure 6.1. Foster et al. (1980) used the Mantz (1977) relationship 

for the Shields curve for their modified Yalin equations. 

Yang Equation 

Yang (1973) proposed a sediment transport equation based on unit-

stream- power concepts. In a previous study, Yang (1972) found through 
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regression that the most dominant flow characteristic for sediment transport 

is unit-stream-power, defined as the product of the average flow velocity 

and the energy slope of the flow. Unit-stream-power as defined by Yang (1973, 

pg. 1680) is: 

" ... the time rate of change of potential energy expenditure per unit 
weight of water in an alluvial channel, ... " (Yang, 1973, pg. 1680). 

He expressed the sediment-transport concentration as 

ln Ct= a+ S ln (VS - V S) er 
(6.15) 

where Ct is the sediment concentration, VS is the unit-stream-power, V S 
er 

is the critical unit stream power required at incipient motion, a and Sare 

parameters. The difference, (VS - V S), is denoted the effective unit stream 
er 

power. Yang states that the equation was verified by 1,225 sets of labora-

tory data and 50 sets of field data and that most of the data exhibits a 

correlation coefficient of O. 98 or higher. Yang ( 1973) improves . on this 

equation by making the unit-stream-power parameters dimensional. 

The Yang equation was developed for noncohesive sand with a median sieve 

diametergreater than 62 µm and a specific gravity of 2.65. The energy slope 

is approximated by the water surface slope. Yang• s final proposed equation 

is 
ln Ct = 5.435 - 0.286 ln [w~] - 0.457 ln (v:) + [(1.799 - 0.49 1n(:d) 

- 0.314 ln C:)] 1n( V! -v s) er 
w 

(6.16) 

where w is the particle fall velocity, d is the particle diameter, v is th, 

kinematic viscosity, and v. is the shear velocity. The dimensionless quanti
v. 

ties, wd and - might be denoted the fall Reynolds' number and the dimen-
v w 

sionless shear velocity, respectively. 
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Alonso ( 1-980) and Alonso et al. ( 1981) found that the Yang equation 

yielded the most accurate prediction of eight transport equations tested, 

especially for sand transport. In Alonso (1980) the mean ratio of predicted 

and measured load for the Yang equation fell close to 1 .0 for both field and 

flume data with the 95% confidence interval including unit for all three 

groups of data. Yang's equation yielded predictions for field data (ratio 

mean = 1.01) and the flume data with depths greater than 70 particle dia-

meters (ratio mean= 0.99). 

The Yang equation uses a single particle size for its determination. An 

algorithm must be developed to utilize this equation for multi-particle size 

transport. A Foster et al. ( 1980, 1981 ) style approach might be utilized, 

but more research is necessary to validate the procedure. Once that al-

gorithm can be developed, the Yang equation shows promise for accurately 

estimating sediment transport in channelized flows. 

Ackers and White Equation 

Ackers and White ( 1973) developed a sediment transport equation based 

upon sediment mobility considerations and dimensional analysis. In the de-

velopment, noncohesi ve sediments and steady-uniform flow are assumed. The 

data used for verification excludes supercritical and transition flows. The 

maximum Froude number is O. 8. The calculation procedure is spelled out in 

Appendix II of Ackers and White (1973). 

The Ackers and White equation procedure is as follows: 

1) Calculate the dimensionless particle size, Dgr' for the representa
tive particle diameter by: 

D = D(g(S - 1)/v2 ) l/ 3 
gr s 

(6.17) 

2) Determine the transition exponent, n; the initial motion Froude 
number, A; the sediment transport function exponent, m; and the 
sediment transport function coefficient, C; by: 
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n = 1.00 0.56 log
10 

D 
gr 

(if D > 60 
gr n = 0.0) 

A 
0.23 

0. 14 (if D > 60, A 0. 17) = --+ = 

vn; gr 

9.66 
1. 34 (if D > 60, m 1 . 50) m = -D-+ = 

gr gr 

log 10 c = 2.86 log 10 Dgr - (log10ogr) 2 
- 3-53 

(if D > 60, C = v.025) gr 

Compute the particle mobility, F , by: 
gr 

F 
vn 

- 1 ) [ 32 

v (":) l = gr 
yg D(S log 10 s 

(6.18) 

(6.19) 

( 6. 20) 

(6.21) 

(6.22) 

where V is shear velocity, d is flow depth, "' · is rough-turbulent 
equation coefficient equal to 12.30/k , where k is a linear mea
sure of grain roughness, and Vis the ~ew velocity of the flow. 

Calculate dimensionless sediment transport rate, G , by: 
gr 

F 
G = C( ..JI!:.. - l)m 
gr A 

Convert G to sediment flux x, by 
gr 

(G ) S D n 
.X..= gr s (") 

a ~. 

( 6. 23 ) 

( 6. 24) 

Equations (6.18) through (6.21) are based on measured data from almost 

1,000 flume experiments. Uniform sediments were used, with flow depths up to 

0. 4 m ( 15. 75 inches). One problem with the method is that no guidance is 

given for choosing k . No term for slope is utilized, although it is ins 

trinsic to the velocity and shear velocity. The relationship is only good 

for sand size and larger particles, as D must be> 1 by Ackers and White's 
gr 

recommendations (D ~ 0.04 mm at 15°C). 
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Laursen Equation 

Laursen (1958) developed a total sediment load equation for streams. His 

procedure is a combination of a multiple particle size average concentra-

tion equation and a graphical representative of total load/bed load relation-

ship for dimensionless critical velocity. His equation. 

T ' T /p 

l: (~)7/6 (-0- 1 ) f 
0 ( 6. 25 ) c = p -

Yo T w 
c 

where p is the percentage of particles in fraction with representative 

diameter. d in feet, y 
O 

is the depth of flow in feet. , is the particle 
0 

boundary shear, , is the critical tractive force. and f ( , /p/w) is given 
C O 

graphically as a function of(, /p/w), where, is the average boundary shear, 
. 0 0 

pis the fluid density and w is the sediment fall velocity in fps. The par-

ticle boundary shear is.given by 

v2 d 1 /3 
T = 

o 30 1 /3 
Yo 

(6.26) 

and the critical tractive force is given by 

T : C d ( 6. 27) 
c 

where C is a coefficient dependent on the sediment characteristics and the 

flow near the boundary. A C value of 4 was used for most of the development 

analysis. 

The data used for the development of this relationship included particle 

diameter from 0.011 mm to 4.08 mm, with c values from 0.001 to 11.1 in 

percent by weight (parts per 100) or 10 ppm to 111,000 ppm. 

Ranga, Raju, Garde and Bhardwaj Equation 

Ranjga Raju et al. (1981) presented sediment transport relationships for 

the total load in alluvial channels. They defined total load as bedload 
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plus suspended load originating from the bed. Wash load was assumed to be 

negligible. The data for the analysis were taken from the literature and 

ranged from 0.017 m (0.7 inches) to 10.0 m (33 ft) in depth, velocities of 

0.126 m/s (0.413 fps) to 2.5 mis (8.2 fps), and slopes of 0.0001 to 0.0229. 

Their final equation, 

-3m 

(6. 28 

is claimed to be applicable for the range 

0.05 < T*' ( :: ') -m.:'._ 1.0 (6 .29) 

where T is the average bed shear stress corresponding to grain roughness, 
0 

T
0 

is the average bed shear stress, T~ is the dimensionless grain shear stress, 

'" m is a constant based on dimensionless shear velocity. v*/w, and q,T is the ,, 
dimensionless total load transport. 

The dimensionless grain shear 

T* = (-y 

where Rb" is from 

1 f Rb' s 
- r J = d 

s f 

R,213 8 112. 
b 

(-y s 

stress is given by 

T ' 0 

- r )d f 
(6.30) 

(6.31) 

and -Yr is the fluid unit weight. -y is the sediment unit weight. S is 
s the 

slope, d is the sediment diameter, and U is the average velocity. The 

average shear stress is 

where Rb is the flow hydraulic radius. Therefore. equation 6.31 becomes 
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R ' S 1 r b 

'Yr Rb S 

-3m 
(6.32) 

The exponent. m, is fitted from channel data. for a dimensionless shear ve-

locity less than 0.5. mis equal to zero. For large values, the equation is: 

m=0.2 -0.10 
w 

The fall velocity equation of Ruby is used, 

2 (Ss - Sf)d 36v2 6v 
d w = d2 + 3 

and v, is taken as g RbS. No units were given for any parameters. 

( 6 . 33) 

( 6. 34) 

Cal cu-

lations by this writer indicate that overland flow and fine particles are 

outside of the range of applicability given by equation 6.34. 

Other Equations and Conclusions 

Other equations could be cited for use in an erosion model. i.e. Li et 

al. (1977), Einstein (1950), and numerous others. Most, if not all, exhibit 

the same general trends and have common constraints, such as non-cohesive 

sediment and shallow slopes. Their basis is theoretical, but all are em-

pirical in their final form. making applications outside of their range of 

verificati'on questionable at best. 

Based on the above analysis, it can be recommended that a physically-

based erosion model should utilize the Yalin equation as modified by foster 

and Meyer ( 1972). This should only be done until such a time as data col-

lection for steep slopes (< 3%) and shallow flows be used to develop a Yang 

( 1973) style equation for multiple particle sizes. The stream-power concept 

seems to have the most promise for sediment transport prediction. 



CHAPTER 7 RILL FORMATION 

The formation of rills is indicative of a severe erosion hazard. 

The rills provide channels for concentrated runoff, with high detail

ing and transporting capability as compared to non-rill overland flow. 

Accordingly, a major portion of this study is devoted to developing 

relationships to predict rill formation. 

Rill Equilibrium Properties 

It is important to know the rill properties after the rills 

have developed to equilibrium. This knowledge guides examination 

of the processes producing such a shape. 

Mosley (1972, 1974) used a layer bin of a sand-silt mixture 

under artificial rainfall to examine areal rill network properties at 

equilibrium. He related sediment discharge from each rill network to 

river-morphology-style "parameters calculated from the rill network geo

metry and found that the rill network pattern is dendritic in nature, 

with a strong resemblence to a watershed drainage network of rivers 

and streams ( see Figure 7. 1). The equilibrium sediment discharge 

was most strongly related to the total length of the rill network, while 

the equilibrium sediment concentration and the equilibrium sediment 

contribution were most strongly related to the original soil surface 

shape. He concluded that rill drainage density. or the length of 

rill per unit area. is a crucial consideration in both analysis and 

control of soil erosion. His reasoning for this conclusion is based 

on the analysis-of-variance for sediment yield in his study and the 

realization that a higher rill drainage density indicates that a greater 

proportion of the eroding surface is under direct influence of channel

ized flow. 

-84-
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Figure 7. 1 6. 9% surface from. _Mosley ( 1972) showing 
a sample rill distribution 
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Li, Ponce, and Simons (1980) proposed a model to estimate the rill 

density, defined as the percentage of plot width that is within rill 

walls. They developed equations for rill density under both laminar 

and turbulent flow assumptions. Unfortunately, the equations contain 

numerous empirical constants, requiring fitting. In addition, the develop

ment of the equations utilizes the concept of armoring of the surface 

due to large. untransportable particles. Foster and Lane ( 1981) com-

mented that agricultural soils do not armor in this fashion. and that 

the 084 criteria used in the Shields' diagram ( as proposed by Li et 

al.) is also not appropriate for agricultural soils. It must be noted 

that agricultural soils do armor through development of a surface 

seal or crust, but the 084 criteria of Li et al. would not account for 

that armoring. 

It can be concluded from Mosley's work that the areal equilibrium 

shape is dendritic and that thin· shape affects the sediment delivery 

characteristics of the network. The work of Li et al. indicates that 

the equilibrium density of this pattern at any cross section on an erod

ing plane can be estimated if the appropriate parameter values can be 

determined. 

The cross sectional pattern of the rills at equilibrium must also 

be considered. It is this shape that dictates the shear stress distri

bution and the flow conditions that prevail at equilibrium. Lane 

and Foster (1980) stated that the rill shape can be taken as rectangular 

with the width related to the flow by: 

b 
W = a Q ( 7. 1 ) 

where Wis channel width, Q is flow rate. and a and bare constants. 

For the CREAMS model, however, Foster et al. (1980) stated that: 
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"A triangular cross section, a reasonable approximation to most 
field channels, was used to develop the friction slope curves 
because the equations are simpler." (Page 52). 

Rohlf (1981) utilized a channel cross section composed of straight-

line segments. If the number of segments is allowed to be large, 

a very general shape will be formed. Rohlf examined Foster• s rectan-

gular section as defined in equation 7. 1 along with the segmented 

section. He found that the segmented section formed a semi-circular 

shape at equilibrium unless an erosion resistant layer is encountered. 

in which case the shape goes to rectangular. Comparing his predict.ions 

to experimental results from other researchers. Rohlf indicated that the 

equation developed for sediment discharge utilizing a rectangular cross 

section yielded a better prediction than his segment-cross section mod-

el. It must. be noted that- there are many differences between the two 

algorithms, other than cross section shape, so shape conclusions must be 

drawn with caution. 

Schwab et al. (1966) state that the equilibrium shape of a natural 

stream is parabolic rather than a rectangle. It seems appropriate, 

then, to utilize a line- segment shape more similar to parabolic for 

rill analysis, such as a trapezoidal shape or some higher order polygon. 

On that basis and on the basis of Rohlf' s work. a segmented cross 

section is used in the study under consideration. 

Rill Development 

The development of a rill network is one of the least understood 

processes in hydrology. Very little work has been attempted in this 

area and it is the major emphasis of the study at hand. Both the 

initiation and the propagation of rills will be considered. 
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Initiation of Rills 

An excellent qualitative discussion of the initiation of rills 

is given by Leopold et al. (1964), in which they describe the concept 

of micropiracy. This concept was explained by Horton ( 1945) as a 

consequence of the overtopping of ridges between adjacent microrills. 

to unify their watersheds, and to form a layer channel. 

As indicated through Horton's ideas, the topography of the soil 

surface greatly affects the overland flow, and hence, the soil erosion. 

The watershed divides on the surface dictate the volume of water avail-

able for concentration in that watershed. Therefore, if a surface is 

very smooth, much water can concentrate because the entire area runs 

to one channel. At the other extreme, if the surface is very rough. 

little water can initially concentrate, so erosion is initially low. 

and rilling is slight. 

For a given type of surface roughness, a change in slope will 

affect the erosion through a reduction in the sediment transporting 

power of the concentrated flows. Foster and Wischmeier ( 197 4) recog-

nized the importance of such a slope change and developed an algorithm 

to calculate an LS factor for the USLE for irregular slopes. Their 

factor gives much higher erosion for a convex shape slope than for a 

concave shape. This trend has also been observed in the field. 

Seepage faces are important whenever moisture and a steep soil 

face are found together. In the case of soil erosion. as mini water

sheds on the soil surface fill, the soil "walls" containing the flow 

saturate (or nearly saturate), reducing their stability. "Failure" 

of these soil walls allows more rapid concentration of flow than through 

micro piracy alone. Seepage is also important when considering rill 
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wall stability. The sloughing of rill walls into the flow adds a 

large. easily detached mass to the flow and changes the shape of the 

rill channel. 

Propagation of Rills 

After rills begin, they grow in areal influence and depth. The 

major mechanisms that cause this growth are flow shear and rill wall 

sloughing. Both mechanisms change the cross sectional shape of the 

rills and hence, affect the rill flow and sediment carrying character-

istics. 

The shear stress applied by flowing water has been a topi·c of 

research for many years. Average bed shear stress is given by Morris 

and Wiggert, 197 2) : 

T = -y Rh S 
0 

(7.2a) 

for shallow slopes and 

T = -y Rh sin e 
0 

(7.2b) 

for general slopes, where , is the average bed shear stress, -y is the 
0 

specific weight of the fluid, Rh is the hydraulic radius of the flow. 

S is the bed slope and e is the bed angle. Both equations assume 

uniform flow and are obtained by setting the gravitational component 

in the flow direction equal to the bed frictional resistance and sol v-

ing for T • Equations 7.2a and 7.2b give no indication of the distri
o 

but ion of this shear. The velocity distribution largely dictates 

the shear stress distribution, at least on the average. Raudkivi 

( 1976) states: 

"It is generally assumed that the orthogonals to the isovels are 
surfaces of zero shear. This is true only on the average. 
At any instant, however, there is a turbulent shear stress 
on these orthogonals caused by the turbulent momentum transfer." 
(pp. 24 7 -248) . 
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Raudkivi goes on to state that, assuming that the isovels are surfaces 

of zero shear, the bed shear stress between isovels is given by, 

' = 0 

-yt:, A sin9 
L 

( 7. 3) 

where ,
0 

is the average bed shear stress between the chosen orthogo-

nals, L is the bed length between those orthogonals, t:,A is the area 

of water contained between those orthogonals and 9 is the bed angle. 

Many researchers have examined the shear distribution using 

this concept and each has used a slightly different manner to calcu-

late t:,A. For example, Leighly ( 1932) developed a graphical method to 

obtain this area by drawing a cross section of the channel. superim-

posing a net formed by the isovels and their orthogonals. and measur-

ing the area contained by the channel bottom, the isovel orthogonals 

and the line (or point} of maximum velocity. Lane (1953, 1955) utilized 

a power equation to represent the velocity with respect to the distance 

from the bed. A membrane analogy and numerical solutions were utilized 

to calculate the shear distribution for triangular, rectangular and 

trapezoidal cross sections. Rohlf ( 1981) utilized Lane· s power func-

tion concept along with the assumption that the orthogonals to the iso-

vels are perpendicular to the channel boundary. Using straight line 

channel segments, Rohlf derived an equation for the incremental shear 

stress. 

A simpler method for calculating incremental shear stress was 

put forth by Lundgren and Jonsson (1964). They found that. for shallow 

channels, a method using channel bottom normals proved sufficient. 

Essentially, lines normal to the channel bottom extending to the surface 
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are calculated for each channel segment in question and the area formed 
" . 

by the normals, the surface and the channel bed is easily calculated, 

especially for straight line segmented channels. Their numerical 

solution showed little difference in prediction between their area method 

and the velocity distribution method, with much simpler analysis. 

The authors state that the channel must be smooth, not polygonal. 

However, it would seem that a polygon with a large number of segments 

would approach their method. Figure 7.2 shows their results for 5 dif-

ferent methods of analyses. Figure 7. 3 shows data from Replogle and 

Chow ( 1966) and the prediction of Foster's ( 1982) equation, Rohlf' s 

(1981) equation and Lundgren and Jonsson's method using a segmented 

channel ( two to ten segments) to represent the semi-circular channel 

of Replogle and Chow. The shear distribution found using the latter 

method is ·discussed in more detail in the sediment generation compon-

ent verification section of this report. 

Rill wall sloughing is the other major mechanism by which the 

rills propagate. Few erosion models have considered this phenomenon. 

but we have observed it to be very important during erosion events. 

Rohlf (1981) observed rill wall failures in motion pictures taken of 

rills and states that the rill wall stability could be added to his 

model. Wu et al. (1982) included rill wall stability by setting an 

upper limit on the rill wall gradient (their rills are triangular). 

Once that gradient is reached. it is assumed that the wall falls to a 

new, stable slope gradient and the soil material is deposited into the 

rill. Deposition must be considered in detail, so Wu et al. ignore the 

sloughed mass in their model. Wu et al. stated that the limiting and 
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equilibrium gradients could be set by experience. It would seem that a 

detailed slope stability analysis is needed to derive simple relation-

ships for rill wall stability consistent with soil mechanics principles. 

At the present time, however, the Wu et al. approach is the best avail-

able. 

Density Effects on Rill Formation 

The effect of density changes in the soil profile on rill develop-

ment have been observed by many researchers. The bottom of a tillage 

layer, for example, usually has a much lower erosion potential due to 

its higher density. Lane and Foster (1980) stated that a rill will 

erode downward until it reaches a nonerodible (or less erodible) layer 

and then widens. Rohlf ( 1981) used some unpublished data of Foster 

and observed the same phenomenon. A segmented cross section, as dis-

cussed in the shear stress section, would require keeping track of which 

sections have reached the less erodible layer and would change shape 

dramatically, eventually approaching the rectangular shape assumption 

used in the CREAMS model (Foster et al., 1980). 

CONCLUSIONS 

The following conclusions can be drawn about rill formation: 

1) A detailed representation of the soil surface is necessary 
to determine the number of rill channels that will form. 

2) A multi-segmented rill cross section can be used to calculate 
the shear distribution causing rill formation and propagation. 

3) The layering effects of tillage must be taken into account 
to determine rill propagation, and 

4) A "limiting gradient" approach to rill wall stability can 
describe the sloughing phenomenon, albeit greatly simplified. 



CHAPTER 8 lt'.>DEL DEVELOPMENT 

The !_entucky Erosion Model (KYERMO) was developed as a research 

tool to isolate the important aspects of the rainfall /runoff /erosion 

process. The development goals were to: 

1) Include as many known aspects of the processes as possible, 
even if complete development will not be undertaken immed
iately. 

2) Utilize measureable parameter relationships whenever possible. 

3) Minimize limiting assumptions, such as shallow slopes for 
flow equations, to allow applicability to steep slopes. 

The model consists of a main program and 27 subroutines. It is 

written in Microsoft FORTRAN for use on an IBM PC, requiring approxi-

mately 200K of random access memory to run, a disk drive for input and 

a printer for output; It must be noted that this model is in constant 

flux and is continually being improved as experience is gained in its 

use and as more research data becomes available. 

Main Program and Support Programs 

The MAIN program of KYERMO provides the framework for the model. 

The support programs ( INITIA, PRINTO, RAIN FA. MOVE, PRINT1 , PRINT2, 

PRINT3) provide initialization, bookkeeping and output capabilities. 

The support programs are called from MAIN (except for PRINT which 

is called from INITIA). Each will be discussed in detail in subsequent 

paragraphs. A software listinf for all programs is given in Appendix I. 

The structure of the MAIN program can be represented by the flow 

chart in Figure 8.1. The generation and routing calls are to sub-main 

programs rather than to the actual subroutines to facilitate changes 

in program structure as the program· is improved through experience and 

further research. A list of all variables is given in Appendix VI. 
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The INITIA subroutine is the parameter input and initialization 

routine for' KYERMO. In this subroutine parameter values are read 

from disk and set up as variables for use by the rest of the model. 

In addition, the subroutine PRINTO is also accessed by INITIA. PR INTO 

can be used to print all of the input parameters if desired. A list 

of INITIA inputs is shown in Table 8.1. 

The RAINFA subroutine is a second input subroutine. It reads 

rainfall intensity drop size distribution and energy data as the pro

gram runs. It is accessed at times that are input during the previously 

read operation. A future modification will be to have options for 1) 

natural rainfall energy and drop-size distribution for the given in

tensity, or 2) Kentucky Rainfall Simulation energy and drop-size dis

tribution, 3) Rainulator energy and drop-size distribution. or 4) the 

option to specify all rainfall characteristics. At the present time the 

only option is (4). RAINFA accesses its own print routine to output 

the input parameters. A list of the inputs for RIANFA is given in Tab

le 8.2. 

The MOVE subroutine is utilized before each space or time incre

ment to reset those variables that are to be utilized again. It also 

calculates statistics for the PRINT1, PRINT2, and PRINT3 subroutines. 

The output subroutines (PRINT1, PRINT2 and PRINT3) are used 

to ptint the statistics and run information for KYERMO. All have on/off 

options specified in INITIA. The PRINT1 routine outputs after every 

slope increment. The PRINT2 routine outputs after each time increment. 

The PRINT3 routine is used to generate output after the run is com

pleted. The output parameters are given for PRINT1. PRINT2, and PRINT3 

in Table 8.3. A listing of PRINT1 is given in Appendix I. 



Variable Name 

HPL 
PN, 
NJ 
NR( J l 
NSEG(J,M) 
NSS(J,M,MJ) 
SO(J) 
HLINC(J) 
TS 
DTM 
ITRS 
TCELS 
KS(L) 
SMC(L) 
B(L) 
XI(L) 
DMM(I) 
SS(I) 
FDMM(I) 
RDFDMM(I) 
DS(L) 
MC(L) 
PCL(L) 
EF, 
EV 
N(J,M) 
NS(J,M) 
RWSW(J,M) 
ISSD 
IRSD 
RR(J) 
cc 
El 
E2 
E3 
PSM 
PS3 
ARDET(L) 
BRDET(L) 
P(lql 
P01 
P02 
P03 
Rl (J ,Ml 
K2(J,M) 
K3(J,M) 
RX(J,M,MJ) 
RY(J,M,MJ) 
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Table 8.1 INITIA Inputs 

Dimension 

2 
1 
1 
10 

10, 10 
10,10,10 

10 
10 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
2 
2 
2 
10 
10 
10 
10 
2 
2 
2 
1 
1 

10, 10 
10, 10 
10, 10 

1 
1 
10 

1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
2 
1 
1 

10, 10 
10, 10 
10, 10 

10,10,10 
10, 10, 10 

Variable Description/Units 

Horizontal Plot Length (ml 
Plow Width (ml 
Number of Plot Increments(-) 
Number of Rills in Each Increment(-) 
Number of Initial Sediments in Each Rill(-) 
Number of Sub-Segments for Each Segment(-) 
Plot Increment Slope (m/m) 
Horizontal Plot Increment Length (m) 
Simulation Time (min) 
Time Step (min) 
Time of Initial Rain Start (min) 
Ambient Temperature (°C) 
Lab Saturated Hydraulic Condition (cm/hr) 
Lab Saturated Moisture Content (cc/cc) 
Log-Log Slope or Moisture Rel. Curve (-) 
Log-Log Intercept of Moisture Rel. Curve (cmH

2
0) 

Sediment Type Diameter (mm) 
Sediment-Type Specific Gravity(-) 
Matrix Fraction of Sediment Type (-) 
Rain Detached Fraction of Sediment Type (-) 
Final Degree of Saturation(-) 
Initial Moisture Content (cc/cc) 
Percent Clay (%) 
Infiltration Rate Criterion (cm/hr) 
Infiltration Volume Criterion (cm) 
Rill Manning 'n' (-) 
Sheet Manning 'n' (-) 
Rill Watershed Width(-) 
Sheet Trans Ed Choice (-) 
Rill Trans Ed Choice(-) 
Plot Increment Random Roughness (cm) 
Bubenzer-Jones Coefficient (g/min) 
Bubenzer-Jones Intensity Exponent(-) 
Bubenzer-Jones Energy Exponent(-) 
Bubenzer-Jones Percent Clay Exponent(-) 
Maximum Potential Soil Splash(-) 
Potential Soil Splash at 3 Drop Diameters (-) 
Foster Detach Ed Coefficient (g/min) 
Foster Detach Ed Exponent(-) 
Print Option~ (-) 
Print Option 1 (-) 
Print Option 2 (-) 
Print Option 3 {-) 
Flow ICTN Indicator(-) 
Flow !CTN Indicator (-) 
Flow ICTN Indicator (-) 
Initial Rill Cross-Section (K Value) (cm) 
Initial Rill Cross Section (K Value) (cm) 



Variable 

Rainfall Rate 
Rainfall Energy 
Rainfall Duration 
Next Rainfall Start 

Rainfall Drop Size 
Drop Class 1-12 
Drop Class 13-24 
Drop Cla~s 25-28 
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Table 8.2 RAINFA Inputs 

Fortran 
Units Format 

cm/hr F 
Joules/cm" F 
Min I 

Time Min I 

Distribution: 
Decimal Fraction 12F 
Decimal Fraction 12F 
Decimal Fraction 4F 

Data Item 
Line II 

1 1 
1 2 
1 3 
1 4 

2 1-12 
3 1-12 
4 1-4. 

In addition to the initialization and print routines, the frame-

work formed by the MAIN program and its support routines includes the 

following four components: 

1) Runoff generation component. 

2) Runoff routing component, 

3) Sediment generation component, and 

4) Sediment routing component. 

Each of these components will be discussed in subsequent sections. 

Runoff Generation Component 

The runoff generation component consists of its sub-main program, 

RUNGEN, and three subroutines: SURSTO, INFILT, and RUNOFF. These three 

subroutines calculate surface storage, infiltration rate, volume. runoff 

rate, and RUN GEN. respectively. All of the subroutines are ·listed 

in Appendix II. 

In order to predict surface storage, the subroutine SURSTO util-

izes the plot slope and an index of surface roughness termed "random 

roughness" (Allmaras et al., 1966) to estimate total available surface 



Variable 

J 
T 
HDDSL 
F(J) 
V(J) 
oo· 
QI 
RO(J) 
SSTO(J) 
SSO(J) 
M 
QSHEET(J,M) 
QRILL(J,M) 
I 
RDET(I,J) 
DETOTM(I,J,M) 
DETOTD(I,J,M) 
ST(I,M) 
RT(I,M) 
DEP(I.J .M) 
QSRILL(I.2 .M) 
T 
RORTOT 
SEDRTO 
TSPWFR 
QRILL(NJ,M) 
QSRILL(I,2,M) 
ROTL 
ROT CM 
SDKG 
SDMTHA 
SDTAC 
WSDL 
WSDKG 
RTOT 
RTOTL 
NUM(I) 
PFW(I) 
HPL 
PN 
NJ 
HLINC(J) 
SO(J) 
TS 
DTM 
IMD1 
IMD2 
RIOT 
RTOTL 
ROTL 
ROT CM 
CN 
SDKG 
SDMTHA 
SDTAC 
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Table 8.3 PRINT2 Outouts 

Variable Description (Units) 

Current Slope Increment(-) 
Current Time (min) 
Horizontal Distance Downslope (m) 
Infiltration Rate (cm/hr) 
Infiltrated Volume (cm) 
Interflow Out of Increment (cm/hr) 
Interflow into Increment (cm/hr) 
Runoff Rate (cm/hr) 
Potential Surface Storage (cm) 
Surface Storage Filled (cm) 
Rill Watershed under consideration(-) 
Sheet Flow Rate (cc/sec) 
Rill Flow Rate (cc/sec) 
Sediment Particle Type (-) 
Raindrop Detachment Rate (g/min) 
Rill Flow Matrix Detachment Rate (g/min) 
Rill Flow Deposited Detachment Rate (g/min) 
Sheet Flow Transport Rate (g/min) 
Rill Flow Transport Rate (g/min) 
Deposition Rate (g/min) 
Sediment Delivery Downslope (g/min) 
Current Time (min) 
Total Runoff Rate (!/min) 
Total Sediment Delivery Rate (kg/min) 
Total Sediment Plus Water Flow Rate (l/min) 
Rill Flow Rate (cc/sec) 
Sediment Delivery Rate (kg/min) 
Cumulative Runoff (f) 
Cumulative Runoff (cm) 
Cumulative Sediment Delivery (kg) 
Cumulative Sediment Deliver (mt/ha) 
Cumulative Sediment Delivery (t/ac) 
Cumulative Water and Sediment Delivery (L) 
Cumulative Water and Sediment Delivery (kg) 
Cumulative Rainfall (cm) 
Cumulative Rainfall (L) 
Sorted Sedimetn Type (-) 
Percent Finer by Weight(%) 
Horizontal Plot Length (ml 
Plot Width (m) 
Number of Plot Increments (-) 
Horizontal Increment Lengths (m) 
Increment Slopes (m/m) 
Total Simulation Time (min) 
Time Step (min) 
Initial Moisture Deficit Layer (cc/cc) 
Initial Moisture Deficit Layer 2 (cc/cc) 
Total Rainfall (cm) 
Total Rainfal (L) 
Total Runoff (L) 
Total Runoff (cm) 
Equivalent Curve Number (-) 
Sediment Delivery (kg) 
Sediment Delivery (mt/ha) 
Sediment Delivery (t/ac) 

.. 
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storage using curves developed by Linden ( 1979). These curves were 

presented earlier in Figure 3.3. The representation of these curves for 

use in KYERMO was developed by fitting a four-point Lagrangian function 

through the inflection points on Linden's curves. Linden found that no 

appreciable storage exists on slopes above 20% (in the range of random 

roughness examined), so 20% is used as an upper limit. 

The subroutine INFILT is the most involved subroutine in the run-

off generation component. It is based upon the Moore (1981a) and Moore 

and Eigel ( 1981) extension of the Green-Ampt-Mein-Larson (GAML) model 

which was developed by Mein and Larson ( 1971) as an extension of the 

Green and Ampt ( 1911) equation. A modification of the Moore ( 1981 a) 

work for use in this model is the use of the "field saturation" concept 

as outlined by Hirschi, Larson and Slack (1980) and Hirschi (1980). 

The GAML model is an approximation to the infiltration process 

developed by combining Darcy's equation, 

V = K dh (8.1) 
dz 

and moisture continuity. The derivation is taken as the hydraulic head 

over the distance it acts, or 

dh 
d + L + S pond av 

L 
(8.2) = dz 

where d d is the depth of the surface ponding (usually taken as 
pon 

zero and is assumed to be zero in KYERMO), L is the depth to the wetted 

front (moisture is assumed to move as piston flow) and S is the 
av 

average capillary suction across the wetted front. Therefore, Darcy· s 

equation can be represented by 

L + S av 
L 

(8.3) 
,' 



', 
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The piston flow assumption leads to a simple representation for contin-

uity. The infiltrated volume must equal the product of the total 

fillable porosity minus the initial moisture content and the depth to 

the wetted front, or 

F = (0 - 0. )L 
S 1 

( 8. 4) 

where F is the infiltrated volume expressed as water depth, 0 is the s 

total fillable porosity, and ei is the initial v.olumetric moisture con

tent, assumed to be uniform. The difference between es and e 1 is termed 

the initial moisture deficit (IMD). Solving for L, 

L = 
F 

IMD 
(8.5) 

Therefore, substituting for Land letting V be the infiltration rate, f, 

f = K 

or 

f = K 

F /IMO + S av 
F 

IMO 

F + S (IMO) 
av 

F 

Simplification leads to the familiar GAML rate equation 

f = K 1 + 
IMO (S ) 

av 
F 

( 8. 6a) 

(8.6b) 

(8. 7) 

At all times, if the rainfall rate is less than the infiltration rate, 

the value off is limited to the rainfall rate. 

The "field saturation" concepts put forth by Hirschi, Larson. 

and Slack ( 1980) use an unsaturated upper limit for soil moisture 

content. This condition is probably caused by air entrapment in the 

soil due to surface sealing (Moore, 1981 b). The level of saturation in 
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the field is specified by the user, with a 901(, moisture level being 

a good estimate if the actual value is unknown. as recommended by 

Slack ( 1978). The relationship between K and 8 is given through the 

use of c'ampbell 's (1974) method, which utilizes the moisture retention 

curve, the saturated hydraulic conductivity, and the saturated moisture 

content of a soil to estimate the K - 8 relationship. Through the use 

of Campbell's equation. 

K = K (8/8 ) 2 b+3 
s s 

( 8 .8) 

where bis the absolute value of the log-log slope of the moisture re-

ten ti on curve, Kfs (conductivity at "field saturation") and S can 
av 

be estimated. Moore ( l979) , using Campbell's concepts, developed a 

general equation for S which can be stated as, 
av 

s av = 
S (k a - k a. ) 

e rfs r1 
a(krfs - kri) 

(8. 9) 

where S is the air entry suction, k f and k . are respectively the e rs ri 

relative conductivities (k/k ) at "field saturation" and inti tally, s 

and a is a constant given by, 

b + 3 
a= 2b + 3 (8.10) 

A reasonable estimation of S can be obtained using the log-log inter
e 

cept, of the moisture retention curve. Therefore, from Hirschi ( 1980). 

s = av 

10x 8-b (k a - k a) 
s rfs ri 

(8.11) 

where xis the log-log intercept of the moisture retention curve. 

Moore and Eigel ( 1981) modified the GAML model to account for 

a two-layered system. Their final rate equation was used in KYERMO, 

after "field saturation" substitutions, or 



= 

H + F - F1 
E + F - F1 
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for L < L1 

(8.12) 

for L > L1 

where Kfsl and Kfs
2 

are "field saturation conductivities for layers 

1 and 2, respectively, F and fare as previously defined, Lis the depth 

to the wetted front, L
1 

is the depth of the upper layer (the lower layer 

is assumed infinite). F 
1 

is the infiltrated volume stored in the upper 

layer, and H and E are as follows: 

(8.13a) 

(8.13b) 

Note that the subscripts 1 and 2 denote layers 1 and 2, respectively. 

The final equations are solved at each time interval by iteration 

until the values of f and F change by less than small, user-selected 

amounts. A small amount of numerical instability was found at the layer 

interface, but this is remedied by recalculating the values using 

the upper layer equation if the rate immediately after crossing the 

interface is larger than the previous value. An example output is shown 

in Figure 8.2 . 

The RUNOFF subroutine utilizes an exponential relationship presented 

by Barfield, Warner and Haan (1981). which can be stated as. 

RO = (R - f) (1 - e-(P-F)/ss) (8.14) 

where RO is the runoff rate, f and F are as defined above. R is the 

rainfall rate, P is the accumulated rainfall volume and ss is the total 
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available surface storage. If there is no surface storage (i.e. ss = 

0), RO is assumed equal to (R - f}. 

The runoff rate on each slope increment during each time step 

is assumed to be inflow to the rill system. Runoff in the rill system 

is computed in the runoff routing component, along with other runoff 

variables and statistics. 

Runoff Routing Component 

The runoff routing component consists of a sub-main program, RUNROT. 

and three subroutines, RILLFL, RLFLOW. and RLCSSH. All are listed in 

Appendix III. The runoff is routed through a rill network initially 

set up in INITIA. The rill channel cross section is assumed as a 

series of segments, with the segment endpoints initially specified in 

INITIA. The cross sections are changed in the sediment generation com

ponent, reflecting detachment of sediment. 

The subroutine RILLFL calculates the flow in each rill on a 

slope increment using Manning's equation. The flow routing breaks the 

model time step into smaller parts to gain accuracy and stability. 

RILLFL averages flow characteristics from the previous time step to set 

the routing time step at or below the critical time step required 

for routing method stability. RILLFL then calls the subroutine RLFLOW, 

which calculates the routing. 

The subroutine RLFLOW uses a four-point kinematic routing pro

cedure as outlined by Brakensiek ( 1966). The procedure uses a finite 

differencing method with Manning's equation as the rate equation and 

utilizes the known flow rate and area at previous time and space steps 

to calculate the flow rate and area at the current location and time. 

This concept is shown in Figure 8. 3. The procedure is essentially an 

• 
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initial value problem in two dimensions. Briefly the development is as 

follows: 

Continuity Equation: aQ aA 
ax + at = q (8. 15a) 

Rate Equation: (8.15b) 

where Q is flow rate, A is flow area, q is lateral inflow, n is Manning's 

coefficient, R is the flow hydraulic radius, and y is the slope angle. 
n 

The continuity equation (8.15a) is discretized by using finite difference 

approximations for all the terms. Brakensiek found that a central dif

aA ference equation was best for at• but a forward difference equation was 

aQ 
best for ax . The representations are 

aA A4 - A3 + A2 - Al 

at = 2/it 

aQ Q4 - Q2 
ax = /ix 

The continuity equation then becomes, 

or 

where: 

+ 

A4 
+-2-=«+B 

A = lit/lix 

« = 

8 = )_Q2 + litq 

= q 

(8. 16a) 

(8. 16b) 

(8.17) 

(8.18) 

(8.19a) 

(8.19b) 

( 8. 19c) 

.• 
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In RLFLOW the known quantities are calculated and the subroutine RLCSSH 

called to calculate the depth of flow, area of flow, wetted perimeter, 

and hydraulic radius for the multi-segmented channel cross section. The 

new flow rate is then calculated and the routing is continued. 

The RLCSSH subroutine is a complex subroutine used to calculate 

the depth of flow in a channel cross section represented. by straight 

segments. A Newton-Raphson technique is used to iterate to the new 

depth. Model points of the channel are redefined so that they begin and 

end at the new water's edge. In the algorithm small areas are essentially 

summed in an attempt to match the unknown left-hand-side to the known 

right- hand-side of the continuity equation. The depth estimate is then 

revised and the iteration is repeated until a 0.01% or smaller change 

is found between iteratives. The wetted perimenter, hydraulic radius, 

and area in RLCSSH are then calculated and the values returned to RLFLOW 

through COMMON blocks. 

After the flow rates are obtained through the RUNROT routines. 

the sediment generation routines are called by the main program. 

Sediment Generation Component 

The sediment generation component consists of its submain program, 

SEDGEN, and five subroutines: RADET. RLDET, SHDIST, RLSHAP, and SLUFF. 

Rainqrop detachment, rill flow detachment, rill wall sloughing, and the 

change of the rill channel cross section due to detachment and deposi

tion are all computed in this routine. 

In the RADET subroutine sediment detachment due to rainfall 

impact is evaluated. A base soil detachment rate is calculated using 

the final equation of Bubenzer and Jones ( 1971) which can be stated 

as, 



~--
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1
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( 8. 20) 

where ss is the soil splash rate in g/min, C is a coefficient. e 1, e
2

, 

and e
3 

are exponents, R is rainfall rate in cm/hr, E is the rainfall 

energy .in joules/cm", and Pel is the percent clay of the surface layer. 

Coefficient and exponent values are input by the user, with Bubenzer 

and Jones' values being gocd estimates if actual values are not known. 

The base soil detachment rate is used for areas not covered by surface 

ponding, but the value must be adjusted to consider those areas covered 

by water. A potential soil splash coefficient is calculated. for each 

drop size class to assess the drop detachment on ponded areas. Palmer 

( 1965) examined the effect of surface water on soil detachn:ent due to 

various sizes of raindrops and found that detachment rose to a maxi-

mum at a depth of about one drop diameter and was almost zero at a depth 

of three drop diameters. This phenomenon is provided for in RADET by 

allowing the user to specify a maximum coefficient (such as 1.5) and the 

coefficient at three drop diameters (such as 0.1) and then by fitting a 

function to the shape of Palmer's data through those points. The 

28 raindrop size classes specified in RAINFA are considered separately, 

with their individual potential splash coefficient weighted by their 

fraction of the rainfall. The weighted individual coefficients are 

then' summed and the resultant "average" coefficient is used to adjust 

for the surface ponding. A final raindrop detachment rate is thus ob-

tained. The particles on the soil surface are assumed to be detached 

according to the fraction specified in INITIA. 

The RLDET subroutine and the other subroutines called from RADET 

were the longest subroutines in development. Foster's (1982) empirical 
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equation utilizing excess shear is used as the basic equation, with user 

specified coefficient and exponent for each soil layer. Foster's 

equation can be stated as 

B 
D = " (T - T ) er 

(8.21) 

where 't is the channel boundary shear stress in N Im' and T is the 
er 

critical shear stress for detachment in Nim' . The critical shear 

stress was found to be a strong function of percent clay by Smerdon 

for T 
er (1961). Their relationship is used in RLDET and Beasley 

Mat:-ix and deposited material were treated separately with a critical 

shear stress of 0.5 Nlm2 used for deposited material. The fraction 

of the surface covered by deposition and the particle size distribution 

~xposed on the bed were considered in calculating the detachment rate 

for each sediment type . 

. The RLDET subroutine values for the bed shear are required for 

each segment of the rill cross section. These values are provided in 

the subroutine SHDIST through the use of the "area method" of Lundgren 

and Jonsson (1964). Essentially. each segment of the rill cross section 

was divided into a user-specified number of sub-segments and the area of 

water exerting stress on it was calculated. The lines of "zero stress" 

were assumed to be the bisection of the angles between the cross section 

segments_. The water area over each sub-segment was summed to obtain the 

total area above a segment. The shear was then calculated based on the 

weight of the water, the length of the segment and the bed slope at that 

point. The nodal points in the RLSHAP subroutine were reset by defining 

the channel boundary according to the matrix detachment between the 

points. Continuity was obtained by matching the volume of soil removed 
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through detachment with the volume change in bed location. The new 

coordinates were then transferred to the subroutine SLUFF to consider 

rill wall sloughing. 

In the SLUFF subroutine an algorithm similar to Wu et al. ( 1982) 

was used to calculate rill wall sloughing. In this subroutine the ex

posed slopes above the new water surface were evaluated for stability. 

If their slope exceeded a user-specified value, the area above an 

equilibrium slope line (also specified by the user) was calculated and 

added to the detachment of that flow situation. New channel nodal points 

were then calculated. 

The SEDGEN sub-main and its subroutines were used to calculate the 

sediment detached and available for transport downslope. The sediment 

routing component was then used to evaluate sediment transportation and 

deposition. 

Sediment Routing Component 

The sediment routing component consists of its. sub main, SEDROT 

and four subroutines: SHEET, RILL TR, SEDTRA, and YANGSE. In this 

component transport and deposition of sediment in the sheet and rill 

flow were evaluated. 

as options for each. 

Two sediment transport equations were provided 

After this component was considered, KYERMO 

prepares to move to the next slope segment or time step, and outputs 

. statistics when instructed by the user. 

In the SHEET subroutine the sheet flow transport of material 

detached by rainfall were evaluated. The sheet flow rate, wetted peri

meter, and depth were calculated based on the runoff rate and a sediment 

transport routine called to calculate the transport. All sediment not 

transported was considered to be deposited and had to be re-detached. 

The sheet flow was assumed to flow at an angle to the rill.,, giving a 
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wider wetted perimeter than if it were parallel or perpendicular to the 

rill. It was further assumed that the rill was in the center of its 

watershed so that the runoff was input equally to each side of the rill. 

The RILLTR subroutine was used for essentially the same calcula

tions for rill flow as SHEET was for sheet flow, except that there were 

more sources for detachment. In RILLTR boundary shear detachment. sedi

ment deli very from upslope, sediment deli very by sheet flow, and de-

tachment due to sloughing of rill walls was calculated. Sediment 

transport capacity was then calculated by one of the transport equations 

and deposition was calculated. 

In the SEDTRA subroutine the sediment transport capacity of either 

sheet or rill flow was calculated using a modified Yalin ( 1963) equa

tion. The modification is that of Foster and Meyer ( 1972) and involved 

distributing the .transport capability among various particle sizes. A 

full development of the modification algorithm is given by Foster et al. 

( 1980) as part of the CREAMS model documentation. The Shields curve 

was used in SEDTRA. Shield's curve was represented by four straight 

lines and included the extension by Mantz ( 1977). The curve and the 

segments are shown in figure 8.4. 

The YANGSE subroutine was used to calculate the sediment transport 

using a modification of the Yang ( 1973) equation. The modification 

to Ya.rig's equation involved the distribution of the sediment transport 

among particle types by first calculating a transport for an "average" 

particle type and then distributing that transport among the types ac

cording to their fraction of the whole load.. At the current time. the 

priority for transport was given to the small particles. allowing then 

to fill the transport capacity first. However, a probable improvement 
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of the algorighm would be to use an iterative procedure similar to that 

of the SEDTRA algorithm. Each of the sediment transport equations in 

this model have been shown to be accurate in shallow flow applications. 

The user should evaluate the situation and choose which equation is more 

;: appropriate. Alonzo ( 1980) and Neibling and Foster ( 1980) presented 

data supporting the use of either of these equations in small-scale 

sediment transport situations. 

The Kentucky Erosion Model has been and will be in constant 

flux throughout its development. verification, and use. It must be 

noted that the listings given in the appendices may be out-of-date at 

the time of final publication, due to improvements and corrections made 

in conjunction with its use. 

KYERMO Uniqueness 

It seems appropriate to outline some of the unique algorithms 

and interrelationships used in this model. Most of the components have 

relationships that have not been used in an erosion model or at least 

have not been used in the manner used in KYERMO. 

The runoff generation routines that are unique to KYERMO are the 

surface storage calculations based on random roughness and slope, 

and the two-layer modified GAML model used to calculate infiltration. 

Both of these relationships allow great flexibility in the estimation 

of runoff from varying surfaces and soils. Because the surface storage 

and infiltration were calculated for each slope increment, some changes 

in the surface or soil could be handled directly. 

The runoff routing routine that is unique in the model is the 

rill-cross sectional-shape routine that was used to calculate the flow 

depth through a Newton-Raphson numerical technique. which allowed 

complex geometries to be used for the rill channels. 
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The sediment generation component contains many unique routines. 

The raindrop detachment routine was used to calculate detachment under 

ponded conditions due to each drop size class utilizing input sizes and 

11 fractions. By using the Bubenzer and Jones style detachment equation 

intensity. energy and the were taken soil into account. The shear dis-

tribution relationship was used to calculate the shear on each face so 

that bed material removal and rill shape changes could be considered. 

The rill wall sloughing routine, coupled with the rill geometry change 

routine provided a tool for rill development research not seen pre

viously. 



CHAPTER 9 KYER}«) COMPONENT VERIFICATION 

Each component of KYERMO has been run with its own main program 

to check the output for consistency before all the components were linked 

together in the unit. A limited sensitivity analysis was performed 

on each to give insight about the problems and assumptions within 

each algorithm. 

Runoff Generation Component 

The runoff generation component was tested using the basic data 

inputs shown in Table 9 .1. Each parameter was varied to give a range 

of outputs to demonstrate the "appropriateness" of the component calcu

lations. Each set of runs is presented in chart form in Figures 9. 1 

through 9 . 5 . In each case, the trends were consistent with observed 

natural behavior. 

The first variable examined was the plot slope. The surface storage 

algorithm indicates that, for a given random roughness, available 

surface storage and plot slope are inversely related. Therefore. 

as the slope increases, the surface storage should decrease and the 

runoff rate should approach the rainfall excess rate more quickly. 

This relationship is shown in Figure 9.1. 

The next variable checked was random roughness. The surface storage 

algorithm indicates that, for a given slope, as random roughness increases. 

surface storage decreases and the rate of change of runoff rate slows. 

Thhis relationship is shown in Figure 9.2. 

Another variable examined was the rainfall rate. Because the infil

tration rate was limited at the upper end by the rainfall rate, the speed 

at which the soil profile was wetted up. and hence the infiltration rate 

change, _would be slowed. This phenomenon is indicated in Figure 9. 3 
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Table 9.1 Runoff Test Input Data 

Variable Dimension Variable Description (Units) 

Rain 
TS 
DTM 
TR 
RR(l) 
IMD1 
IMD2 
SAV1 
SAV2 
KFS1 
KFS2 
EF 
EN 
so ( 1 ) 

1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 

1 
1 

Rainfall Rate (cm/hr) 
Simulation Time (min) 
Time Step (min) 
Rainfall Duration (min) 
Random Roughness (cm) 
Initial Moisture Deficit (cc/cc) 
Initial Moisture Deficit (cc/cc) 
Average Suction Along Wetted Front (cm-H20) 
Average Suction Along Wetted Front (cm-H 0) 
Field Saturated Hydraulic Condition (cm/fir) 
Field Saturated Hydraulic Condition (cm/hr) 
Infiltration Rate Criterion (cm/h~) 
Infiltrated Volume Criterion (cm) 
Plot Slope (m/m) 

A fourth variable checked was the upper layer depth. The effect 

of this variable was influenced by the other parameters. In this case, 

the effect of a change in upper layer thickness was quite noticeable 

because the upper layer was dominating the infiltration process, as 

shown in Figure 9.4. 

The next parameters checked were the initial-moisture deficits 

of each layer. The results were affected by the depth of the upper 

layer and other factors, but for a reasonably thin upper layer, both 

layers were important as shown in Figures 9.5a and 9.5b. 

The limited sensi ti vi ty analysis shown in the above figures all 

indicated that the trends were correct. It was then necessary to show 

accuracy using measured data, if available. D from !dike et al. (1980) 

was available to check the infiltration routine. A comparison of 

predicted and observed values in Figure 9.6 shows that the infiltration 

routine works very well for the !dike et al. data. 
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Runoff Routing Component 

The runoff routing component in this model has been checked for 

stability and continuity. The methodology itself has been checked for 

accuracy by others. In Figure 9. 7. the 4-point kinematic routing 

prediction of streamflow was compared with the inflow data of Rice and 

Larson ( 1972) and predictions by the method of characteristics. Note 

the good agreement between the two prediction methods and the appro

priate shift from the inflow hydrograph. 

The runoff routing component was linked to the runoff generation 

component to examine the sensitivity of routing to varying inputs. A 

plot of the moisture balance for a 9 percent plot is shown in Figure 

9.8. The first input varied was plot slope. The plot slope should 

affect both the runoff rate ( due to higher surface storage for a given 

roughness). and the rill flow rates as calculated using Manning• s 

This effect is shown in Figure 9. 9. On high slopes where surface 

storage is essentially zero, there is very little difference due to 

different slopes because flow is limited by the delivery rate. Note the 

good continuity performance listed in Figure 9.9. 

The next parameter varied was the rainfall rate. The major item 

of interest was the flow continuity. In Figure 9. 10 the routing for 

four rainfall rates, with one hour durations is shown. 

uity performance was excellent for each. 

The contin-

The third parameter varied was the number of increments into which 

the plot was divided. The number of rills on each was set to 2 and 

the cross sections of all the rills were set to be identical. Flow was 

assumed to run straight down the rills with no junctions between rills. 
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The results are shown in Table 9. 2. It seems that if the rill number 

is constant, as few as 2 slope increments can be used and still main-

tain accuracy in the flow routing. 

Sediment Generation Component 

The major algorithms to be checked in the sediment generation 

component were the raindrop detachment, rill flow detachment, and the 

shear stress distribution algorithms. Each was examined individually 

for accuracy. 

The detachment of soil by raindrops was calculated using a Bubenzer 

and Jones ( 1971) style equation tied to a "potential soil splash" 

function based on the Palmer ( 1965) data and the analysis of Massie 

(1980). The main relationship to be checked was the representation of 

the effect of a water layer on the surface. This effect was taken 

into account through the "potential soil splash" function. 

tion was: 

PSS = c
1 

exp (C2 
D 
d 

3 
D 
d 

2 
D 
d 

The func-

(9. 1) 

where PS-? is potenital soil splash, c1 , c2 , c
3

, and c4 are constants 

to be fitted, D is the surface water depth, and d is the raindrop 

diameter. The boundary conditions were as follows: 

PSS = 1.0 when D = 0 (9.2a) 

PSS = K1 when D = R ( 9. 2b) 
0 

PSS is a maximum when D = R (9.2c) 
0 

PSS = K2 when D = 3 ( 9. 2d) 

where K
1 

is the maximum value for PSS (= 1). R
0 

is the water depth-drop 

diameter ratio at which the maximum occurs, and K2 is the value of PSS 
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Table 9.2 Effect of Number of Increments on Routing Continuity 

Total Flow 
Outlet Flow Outlet Flow Volume Total Volume 

ii of at 30 min at 60 min (Cut off at Runoff Error 
Increments (cc/s) (cc/s) 12 min) Volume (I.) % 

1 936.20 1319.68 27 68 .3 2838 .0 2.4 
2 939 .70 1320.16 2927. 9 2838 .o 3.2 
4 940.32 1320.31 2923 .1 2838.0 3.0 
10 941 .27 1320.46 2923.5 2838 .o 3.0 

with a water layer depth of three drop diameters. These boundary 

conditions were adequate to solve for the constants in terms of the in-

put parameters K1 , K2 , and R
0

• If the maximum detachment was assumed 

to occur at a depth of one drop diameter, the constants were as follows: 

cl = 1.0 (9.3a) 

c2 
1 (K1 K2

) (9.3b) = 12 1n 

c3 = - ln (Kf
12

K;
16

) (9. 3c) 

C4 = ln (Ki/4K;/12) (9. 3d l 

Predictions from equation 9.1 with constants defined in equations 9.3a 

through 9.3d are shown in Figure 9.11 for five different parameter com-

binations along with the Palmer (1965) data. The assumption of R equal 
0 

to one is reasonably consistent with Palmer's data, al though the data 

are quite scattered. However. Mutchler and Larson (1971) concluded that 

the maximum detachment would occur with a water layer of 1/5 of the drop 

diameter. Accordingly, Equation 9. 1 was solved using R as an input. 
0 

The equations are very complicated; but they will allow the user to 

specify the water layer-drop diameter ratio at which the maximum will 

occur. When R is set to 1, the new equations reduce to equations 9.3a 
0 
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through 9. 3d. as expected. Massie ( 1980) stated that Palmer's data 

should show the right shape, but the magnitude of his soil splash data 

is questionable due to lower kinetic energy during his experiments 

than that which would occur during natural rainfall. 

The rill flow detachment equation used in KYERMO was presented 

by Foster (1982). The coefficient and exponent were fitted by Meyer 

et al. ( 1975) for furrow erosion with and without a canopy. The com

parison presented by Foster (1982) is shown in Table 9.3. The agreement 

is excellent. 

The shear stress distribution along a channel cross section 

was calculated in order to calculate the erosion on each channel cross 

section segment and to estimate the resulting geometry change. The 

relationship utilized was based upon the work of Lundgren and Jonsson 

(1964). In Figure 7.3 the algorithm results for the Replogle and Chow 

data were compared with the algorithm of Rohlf (1981) and Foster (1982). 

The agreement with measured data was very good. 

Sediment Routing Component 

The final component to be considered is the sediment routing com

ponent. The two sediment transport equations provided in KYERMO have 

already been shown as the best available for erosion work. The user 

can specify either the Yalin (1963) equation as modified by Foster and 

Meyer· (1972) or a modification .of the Yang (1973) equation for sheet 

flow transport and for rill flow transport. In Table 9. 4 the results 

presented by Alonzo ( 1980) are shown and in Table 9.5 the results 

presented by Neibling and Foster ( 1980) are shown. The Z parameter in 

Table 9 .4 is a dimensionsless flow depth. . In each table a specific 

relationship is shown to be superior. In Table 9.4 the Yang (1973) 
.• 
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Table 9.3 Comparison of Observed Erosion Rates with 
Erosion Rates from Equation Fitted to Data 
From Rill Erosion Study of Meyer et al. 
(1975a) (From Foster, 1982) 

Disch~rge Shear Rill Erosion Rate 
x 10 Velocity* Stress Observed Fitted 

m3 /s m/s N/m2 g/m rill length x m wetted 
permiter x s 

1.85 0.27 3 .7 6 2.44 2.41 
3.51 0.33 4 .97 6.50 6.58 
5.49 0.39 6 .06 10 .7 4 10.43 
7 .97 0.44 7. 12 15.02 15 .59 
4.36§ 0.36 5.48 2.88 3.02 
8.22§ 0.44 7 .23 6. 63 6.19 

10.78§ 0.48 8. 17 8 .50 9.56 

*From Meyer et al. (1975a) velocity vs. discharge regression equa-
tion fitted to measured data. 

§A three layer screen canopy just above the soil covered these 
rills. 

equation is spown to be better, while in Table 9 .5 the Yalin equation 

is shown to be better. Both equations can be utilized in the model. 



Table 9,4 Sediment-Transport Equation Comparison of Alonzo (1980) 

Formula 
No. of 
tests 

Ackers and White---------40 
Engelund and Hansen------40 
Laursen------------------40 
MPME---------------------40 
Yang---------------------40 
Bagnold------------------40 
Meyer-Peter & Muller-----40 
Yalin--------------------40 

Ackers and White---------177 
Engelund and Hansen------177 
Laursen------------------177 
MPME---------------------177 
Yang---------------------177 
Bagnold------------------177 
Meyer-Peter & Muller-----177 
Yalin--------------------177 

Ackers and White-.---------48 
Engelund and Hansen-------48 
Laursen-------------------48 
MPME----------------------48 
Yang----------------------48 
Bagnold-------------------48 
Meyer-Peter & Muller------48 
Yalin---------------------48 

Ratio between predicted and measured load 
95%-confidence limits Standard 

Mean of the mean deviation 

1 ,27 
1.46 

,64 
,83 

1.00 
,39 
.24 

2.59 

1.34 
,7 3 
.81 

3. 11 
,99 
,85 
.40 

1.62 

1.12 
• 7 5 

1.04 
1.34 

• 90 
1.53 
1.03 
1.92 

Flume 

Field Data 
1.05 
1.28 

,49 
,50 
.89 
.31 
.22 

2,08 

1. 48 
1 .64 

.80 
1 • 15 
1.13 

,47 
,27 

3. 11 

data with Z < 70 
1.2li 

.63 

.13 
2,95 

,93 
.81 
.39 

1.38 

1.54 
,83 
.88 

3,52 
1.08 
1,22 

,47 
2.23 

Flume Data with Z > 70 
,93 
,59 
,7 6 

1.04 
.19 

1.46 
1.00 
1.45 

1.28 
,90 

1.32 
1 .64 
1.05 
1.87 
1.27 
2.41 

0 .68 
,56 
.48 

1.02 
,39 
.26 
,09 

1.62 

1.29 
.68 
,51 

2 ,75 
.60 

2,50 
.49 

4.08 

,52 
,50 
,99 

1.04 
.51 

1.14 
.83 

1.65 

Percentage of 
tests with ratio 
between 1/2 and 2 

Percent 

87 .8 
82.9 
56. 1 
58.5 
92,7 
32.0 

0 
46.3 

7 3,0 
51 • 1 
71.4 
42. 1 
7 9.8 
20.8 
18.5 
32.6 

89.6 
66 ,7 
7 9 .2 
66,7 
85.4 
45.8 
7 2 ,9 
64,6 

I 

'-" 
°' I 
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Table 9.5 Percentage of Occurrences Where the Ratio of Calculated to Observed Sediment 
Discharge Was Between 0.75 and 1.5 (From Neibling and Foster, 1980) 

Test Specific Method 

(number) ( ')(,) 

0.432 mm sand 2.64 22 0 0 23 32 10 10 
0.265 mm sand 2.64 40 10 0 65 23 5 15 
0.342 mm sand 2.64 42 0 0 25 0 78 13 
0.342 mm coal 1.60 31 0 0 87 0 87 16 
0,156 mm coal 1.67 38 3 0 71 29 45 0 
Soil aggregates 1.8 3 33 0 67 0 67 0 

(D50 Approach) I 

Soil aggregates -
1.8 3 0 0 67 0 67 0 w 

(7 size classes) 
..., 
I 
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CHH 
CIHI 

DEPARTMENT OF ABRICULTURAL ENBINEERIN6 
UNIVERSITY OF KENTUCKY 

LEXINGTON, KY 40546-0075 

..... 
••••• ..... ..... 

C11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 
C11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 
c 

COKNON/SOILKP/KSl2l,SNCl2l,B(2l,Xl(2l,KC(2l,DSl2l 
X,SAVl2l,KRFSl2) 
COKNON/PLOT1/NJ,NR(l0l,NRR,BDl2l,HDDSL 
COKNON/6EDPAR/DKNll01 1 6SllOl,FDNN(lOl,FDKNRD(lOI, 

XDEP(l0,10,101 
COKNON/TIKEP/T,DTK,DTB,TB,TRB,TRD,TR,ITRS 
COKNON/RAINP/RAIN,EKRAIN,EK,RDNKl281,FRDNNl28l,RTOT 
COKNON/INFISP/KFS1,KFS2,BAY1,SAV2,IND1,IND2,EF,EV 

X,LIIIOl 
COKNON/INFP/FIIOl,YllOl 
COKKON/SURFAC/RR110l,SSTOC10l,FCOYC10l,STOD,DSURF,STOl10l 
COKNON/PLOT/HPL,PN 1SLINC(l01 1801101 1SINE110l,COSINEIIOI 

X ,PCL 121 1HLINCl10l 
COKNON/ENYIR/B 1TCELS,YK,SF,PI 
COKNON/FLDN/DRILLC10 1 10l,YRILLC10 1 10l,HRRILLC10 1 10l 

X,PNRILLClO,lOl,ARILLCI0,10,21 
COKNON/PRINT/POO,PD1,PD2,P03 
COKKON/RILLP/IKlllOl,IK2ClOl,IK3110l,Klll0,101 1K2110,101 

X,K3110,10l 
CDNKON/RADP/PSN,PB3,CC,El,E2,E3,SSD,RDETC10,IOI 
COKKON/RLDP/ARDET(2l 1BRDET(2l,SHEARIIO,I0,10l,RSH,CSH 

X,DRILLII0 1 10l,EXS,DRRCIOl 
· CDNNON/NATER/ROC10l,DRO,DSHEET(l0 1 10l,ROPl10l 
CDNKON/SHEF/8T(I0,10) 1FCDC10,l0 1 10l 
CDKNON/STATS/VNF 18EDR,SEDVR,8EDRTO,TSPNFR 

X,RDTCK,ROTL,BDKB,SDKTHA,SDTAC,NSOL,RTOTL 
CDKKON/RLSL/DSRCIOl,DSRILLII0,2,101,RTCIO,IOl,RTRllO) 
COKKON/BHEEF/ISSD,NSCI0,10) 
CONNON/NANE/8EDEDl2) 
COKNON/INTE/DO,DI 
CONNON/RILLPA/IRSD,NIIO,IOl,Zll0,10,101,RNBN(lO,IOl 

X,LAYER(I0,10,101,NSEBllO,lOl,NSS(lO,lO,IOl 
COKKON/SEDDIS/PFN(lOl,NUNllOl,SEDDNK(IOl 



.-. 

c 
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COHHON/DETR/DETOTO( IO, IO, IO) ,OETOTH( I0, 10, 10) 
COHHON/BEODEP/FOHNB(I0,10,1001 
COHHON/RLSHA/RX(I0,10 1 301,RY<IO,I0,301,XOL(IO,IOl 
COHHON/SLUF/XSR(IO,IOl,YBR(I0,101,XSL(IO,IOl,YBLIIO,IOl 
COHHON/RLSH/XII0 1 101,Y8(101,Y(l0 1 IOI ,XLIIOl ,XRIIOl, IL(IOl 

X,IR(!Ol ,XB(!Ol 
COHHON/RLLINE/SL0(10 1 10l,YIN(I0,10l 
COHHON/HISC/IIN,IIIN,SUHO,SUHQP 
REAL N,NS,HC,KRFS,KS,KRl,KFSl,KFS2 1 1H01 1 1HD2,Ll 1LI 
INTEGER T,TR,TRQ 1 TRS,DTH 1 TS,POO,POl,P02,P03,0TS,TCH,TO 
OPEN(5,FILE•'RUNOAT'l 
OPEN16,FILE•'PRN'l 

C••• INITIALIZE PROBRAN ANO INPUT PARAHETERS 
c 

c 

CALL INITIA 
ROTL•O,O 
RTOT•O,O 

C••• BEBIN SIHULATION 
c 

DO 10 T•DTH 1 TB,DTN 
c 
C••• CHECK TINE FOR RAINFALL ANO INPUT IF NECESSARY 
c 

c 

IF(T,LT,TRSl60T020 
CALL RAINFA 

20 CONTINUE 
RTOT•RTOT+RAIN•DTN/60, 
BDKB•O,O 
IISOL•O,O 

C••• BEGIN AT TOP OF PLOT 
c 

c 

25 CONTINUE 
HODSL•O,O 
00 30 J•l,NJ 
NRR•NR(Jl 
RORTOT•O,O 

C••• CALCULATE RUNOFF BENERATION DUE TO RAINFALL 
c 

CALL RUNBEN(Jl 
c 
C••• ROUTE RUNOFF 
c 

CALL RUNROTtJ l 
c 
C••• CALCULATE SEDINENT GENERATION 
c 

CALL SEDBEN(JI 
c 



C••• ROUTE SEDl"ENT 
c 

CALL SEDROT(J) 
c 
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C••• PREPARE TO NOYE TO NEXT INCRENENT 
c 

c 

CALL "OVEIJ> 
IFIPOl,NE,l)BOT030 

Cn• PRINT INTERNEDIATE .SLOPE RESULTS IF DESIRED 
c 

CALL PRINTllJ) 
c 
Ctt• INCRE"ENT SLOPE 
c 

c 

30 CONTINUE 
IFCP02,NE,1)60TOIO 

Cttt PRINT INTERNEDIATE TI"E RESULTS AT BOTTON OF PLOT . 
CtH IF DESIRED 
c 

CALL PRINT2 
10 CONTINUE 

IFIP03,NE,llBOT040 
' c 

,. 

Cttt PRINT Bl"ULATION SUNNARY IF DESIRED. 
c 

CALL PRINT3 
40 CONTINUE 

STOP 
END 



, 
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c 
C11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 
Ctt111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 

SUBROUTINE INITIA 
c11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 
c111111111111111111111111111111111111111ttttttttttttttttt111 

c 
CONNON/801LHP/KS(2l,SHC(2l,B(2l,Xl(2l 1 NC(2l,DBC2l 

X,SAV(21,KRFS(2l 
COHNON/PLDT1/NJ,NRC10l,NRR,BD(2l,HDDBL 
COHHDN/BEDPAR/DHN(lOl,BS(lOl,FDHN(lOl 1FDNHRDC10l, 

XDEP ( 10 1 10 1 101 
CONMON/TIHEP/T,DTN,DTB 1 T8,TRS,TRQ,TR,ITRB 
CDNHON/RAINP/RAIN,EKRAIN,EK,RDHHC2Bl,FRDHH(2Bl,RTDT 
COHHDN/INFISP/KFS1,KFS2,BAV1,SAV2,IND1 1 1HD2,EF,EY 

X,LI(lOl 
CONHON/INFP/F(10l 1 V(10l 
CONKDN/SURFAC/RR(IOl,BSTO(lOl 1 FCOV(IOl,BTDD,DSURF,STO(IOl 
CONNON/PLOT/HPL,PN,SLINC(IOl 180(10l 1BINECIO),CDSINE(l0l 

X,PCLC2l 1 HLINCCl0l 
COHMON/ENVIR/8,TCELS,VK,BF,PI 
CONHON/FLON/QRJLLCIO,IOl,YRJLLCIO,IOl,HRRILL(I0,101 

X,PNRILL(IO,IOl,ARILL(I0,10,21 
COHHON/PRINT/PDO,POl,P02 1P03 · 

·coNHON/RJLLP/IKl(IOl,IK2(101,IK3(10),Kl(I0,10l,K2(10,10) 
X ,K3 ( 10 1 10) 

COHNON/RADP/PSN 1PS3,CC 1El,E2,E3,BSO,RDET<I0,10) 
COHNON/RLDP/ARDET(2l 1 BRDETC2l,SHEARCI0 1 10,10) 1 RSH,CBH. 

X,DRILLCI0 1 10l,EXB,DRR(l0l 
CONNDN/NATER/RDII0) 1 QRO,QBHEET(I0 1 10l 1ROPIIOI 
COHHON/SHEF/ST(l0 1101 1FCDCI0,10 1 10) 
COHNON/STATB/VNF,BEDR,BEDVR,BEDRTO,TBPNFR 

X,ROTCH,RDTL,SDKS,SDKTHA,SDT~C.wsoL,RTOTL 
. CDNHDN/RLBL/QBR(I0> 1QBRILLCI0 12,10l,RT(I0 1 10)·,RTR(IOI 

CDHHDN/SHEEF/lBBD,NB(I0,10) 
COHNON/NAME/BEDEQ(21 
COHHON/INTE/Q0 1QI 
COHHON/RILLPA/IRBD,N(IO,IOl,Z(I0,10 1 101,RNSN(IO,IOl 

X,LAYERCI0,10 1 101 1NBESCIO,IOl ,NSBCIO,I0,101 
CDHHON/SEDDIS/PFNIIO>,NUH(IOl 1 SEDDHH(IO) 
COHHON/DETR/DETDTD(I0 1 10,IOl,DETOTH(I0,10 1 10) 
CONNON/BEDDEP/FDHNBCI0 1 10 1 1001 
CDNHDN/RLBHA/RXCIO,I0,301,RY<I0,10 1 301 1 XDLCI0,10) 
COHHDN/BLUF/XBRCIO,IO>,YSRCIO,IOl,XBL(IO,IO),YBLCI0,101 
COHHON/RLBH/X(I0,10),YB(IOl,YII0 1 101,XL(IOl 1 XRIIOl 1 1L<IOI 

X,IRCIOl ,XBCIOl 
COHHON/RLLINE/SLDCI0 1 101,YIN(I0 1 10l,SLNSCI0,10l 
CONHDN/HISC/IIN,IIIN,BUHQ,BUMQP 
REAL N,NB,HC,KRFS 1KS 1KRI,KFSl,KFS2,IHDl,IMD2 1LI,LI 
INTESER T,TR,TRQ,TRB,DTH,TB,POO,POl,P02,PD3,DTS,TCH,TO 
DPENCS 1FILE•'RUNDAT'I 
OPENC6,FILE•'PRN'I · 



OPENC4 1 FILE•'SURDAT'l 
OPENC7,FILE•'CON'l 
READ(5 1 11HPL,PN 

I FORNAT< 2F7, 2 l 
READ(5 1 12lNJ 

12 FORNATII2) 
READ(5 1 131 (NR(JI ,J•l,NJl 
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DO 107 J•l ,NJ 
READ(5,13)(NSEBCJ,Nl 1 N•l,NR(Jll 
DD 107 N•l,NR(Jl 
READC5,13l(NBB(J,N,NJ),NJ•l,NBEB(J,Nll 

107 CONTINUE 
13 FORHAT(l013l 

READC5 1 41 CSO(Jl ,J•l,NJl 
READ(5,4l(HLINC(Jl,J•l,NJI 
READ(5 121TB,DTN,ITRB,TCELB 

2 FDRNAT(3l5,F5.2l 
READ(5,31(KS(Ll,SNC(Ll 1 B(Ll 1 XI(Ll,L•l,2l 

3 FORNATCBF7.4l 
BD(ll•II.-SNC(lll•2,65 

· BDC21•(1.-6NCC21l•2,65 
READ(5,4l(DNNCil,I•l,IOI 
READl5 1 41CBSCil,I•l,IOI 
READl5 1 4l(FDNNCil,I•l,10l 
READC5,41(FDNNRD(Il 1 I•l,10l 

4 FDRNATCIOF7,41 
READC5,5l(D6(Ll,NCCLl,PCL(Ll,L•l,21,EF,EV 

5 FDRNATCBF7,3l 
READ C5, 61 (LI (JI, J•I, NJ I 
DD 130 J•l,NJ 
NRR•NRCJI 
READ (5 1 101 fN CJ I Nl ,N•l ,NRRI 
READ<5,1014NB(J,Nl,N•l,NRRI 
READ<5,61CRNSN<J,Nl,N•l,NRRI 

130 CONTINUE 
6 FDRNATCIOF7.21 

READ(5 17lI66D 1 lRSD 
7 FORNATC2I51 

READC5,41CRR(Jl,J•l,NJI 
READ(5,,ICC,El,E2,E3,PSN,PS3 

'READC5 1Bl(ARDET(Ll 1BRDETCLl,L•l,21 
B FORNAH4F7. 41 
9 FORNATC6F7,41 

10 FORNATCIOF5,3) 
READC5,lllPOO,POl,P02,P03 

II FORNAT<412l 
NRl•NR ( II 
DD 100 N•l,NRI 
Kl<l,Nl•O 
K2(1 1 Nl•O 
K3<1,Nl•O 
XDL< I ,NI •O, 0 



I 
100 CONTINUE 

DO 101 J•2,NJ 
NRR•NR(JI 
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READ ( S, IS I (KI CJ," I , K2 ( J, 11 I I K3 ( J, 11 > , 11• 1 , NRR > 
IS FDRHAT(10CIX,31111 

DO 101 H•l,NRR 
NSG•NSEGCJ,111 
XDL(J,111•0,0 
DO IOI 11J•l ,NSG 

' FCDCJ," 111Jl•O,O 
I "' J"•IOl"+"J 

IOI CONTINUE 
DD 102 J•l,NJ 
f(Jl•O,O 
1/(Jl•O,O 
STO(Jl•O,O 
RDCJ>•O,O 
RDPCJl•O,O 
SINECJl•SIN<ATANCSDCJIII 
CDSINECJl•CDSCATAN(SDCJIII 
SLINCCJl•HLINCCJI/CDSINECJI 

102 CONTINUE 
DD 103 1•1,10 
DD 103 J•l,NJ 
NRR•NRCJI 
DO 103 "•l,NRR 
DETOTl1CI,J,111•0,0 
DETDTD(I,J,111•0,0 
DEPCI,J,111•0,0 
DSRILLCI,1,Hl•O,O 
DSRILLCI,2,111•0,0 
STCI,")•0,0 
RTCI,111•0.0 

103 CONTINUE 
8•981. 
DO 110 l•l ,2 
SAE•l0,1tXl(Llt6"C(L)11C-BCLII 
E•2,t8(Ll+3, 
A•CBCLl+3,)IE 
DSl•l1C(ll/S"CCLI 
DBF•DBCLl 
KRl•DSIHE 
KRFS CLI •DSFHE 
SAYCLl•SAE•CKRFSCLlt•A-KRI••AI/A/(KRFSCLl-KRII 

110 CONTINUE 
SAY I •SAY I 11 
SAY2•SAYl21 
KFSl•KRFSCl)tKSCII 
KFS2•KRFSC21tK6(21 
I"Dl•DS(llt611CC11-"Clll 
IHD2•DSC21tS"Cl21-11CC21 
NRITEl7,1Slll"Dl,I"D2 
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151 FORNATC5X,2(FB,411 
YK•0,0290B•TCELS••C-0,37B41 
SF•l,06143+CTCELS+273,l•C-2,IB3E-041 
RTDT•0,0 
ROTL•0.00 
TRS•ITRB 
SUNll•O,O 
SUHIIP•O,O 
IIN•O 
II IN•O 
Pl•l,14159 
IFCSF,BT,l,OISF•l,O 
DD 105 J•l ,NJ 
NRR•NR(JI 
DD !OS H•l,NRR 
IIRILLCJ,Nl•O,O 
IISHEETCJ,Hl•0,0 
RXIJ,N,ll•0,0 
NS6•NSEBCJ,Nl+I 
READC4,201CRXCJ,N,HJl,RVCJ,N,NJ>,"J•2,NSB+II 
RVCJ,",ll•RVCJ 1N1 2l 

105 CONTINUE 
20 FORNATC20CFS,III 

IFCPDO,NE,1160TD120 
CALL PRINTO 

120 CONTINUE 
END 

.' 

I 
I 

\ 
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c 
Ctt111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 
c11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 

SUBROUTINE PRINTO 
Ct1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 

c••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
c 

co""ONJPLOTI/NJ,NR(IOl,NRR,80(2),HDDBL 
CONNON/BEDPAR/D"N(IOl,SS(IOl,FDNN(IOl,FDNNRD(lOl 

X,DEPl10,I0,10l 
CDNNON/PLOT/HPL,PN,SLINCl!Ol,BOIIOl,BINEIIO),COBINEtlOI 

X,PCL(2l,HLINC(l0l 
CDNNON/6DILNP/KBl2l,6"Ct2),Bt2),Xlt2),NCl2),D6121 

X,SAY(2l,KRF6121 
CDNNON/TINEP/T,DTN,DTS,TB,TRS,TRD,TR,ITRS 
CONNON/lNFlBP/KFSl,KFS2,BAYl,6AY2,INDl,lND2,EF,EY 

X,LlllOl 
CON"ON/6URFAC/RR(10),66T0(101,FCDY1101,STOD,DSURF,STO(l0l 
CONNON/ENYIR/&,TCELS,YK,&F,Pl . 

· CONNON/PRINT/POO,P01,P02,PD3 
·CONNON/RILLP/IKl110l,IK2(10l,lK3110l,KIIIO,lOl,K2tl0,10l 
X,K3(10,10) 
CONNON/RILLPA/IRSD,NllO,lOl,ZltO,lO,lOl,RNSWII0,101 

X,LAYERl10,10,10l,NSEBl10,10l,NSSl10,I0,10) 
CDNNON/RADP/PSN~PS3,CC,El,E2,E3,SSD,RDETl10,10l 
CONNON/RLDP/ARDET(21,BRDETl2l,SHEARl10,I0,10l,RBH,CSH 

X,DRILLl10,10l,EXS,DRRl10) 
CONNON/SHEEF/ISBD,NSCI0,101 
CONNON/RLSHA/RX(10,10,30l,RY(10,10,301,XDLC10,10) 
CONNON/NANE/SEDEQl2) 
CHARACTERtS SEDEQ 
CHARACTERtS POC2l,POPt41 
lNTE6ER TB,DT",POO,P01,P02,P03,DTS 
REAL KS,NC,Ll,N,NS 
OPEN16,FILE•'PRN'l 
NRITE16,11 
NRITEC6,11 

1 FORNAT11X,71('t')l 
NRITEl6,2) 

2 FORNATI' t',23X,'INPUT PARA"ETERB1 ',29X,'t'l 
NRITEl6,ll 
NRITEt6,ll 
NRITEl6,3l 

3 FORNAT(' t',69X,'t'l 
NRITEl6,1001HPL 
NRITEl6,110lPN 
NRITE16,120lNJ 
NRITEl6,1301TS 
NRITEl6,1401DTN 
MRITEt6,143llTRB 
MRITEl6,ISOlTCELB 

100 FORNAT(' 1',lOX,'HDRIZ, PLOT LENSTH tNl1 ',F6,2,2&X,'t'l 
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110 FORNATC' •',lOX,'PLOT IIIDTH CNl1 ' 1FS,2 1 37X,'•'I 
120 FOR"ATC' •',IOX,'NUNBER OF PLOT INCRENENTS1 ',I2,29X,'•'l 
130 FORNAT(' •',IOX,'TOTAL SINULATION TINE ("IN)I ',14,2sx,···1 
140 FOR"AT(' ··,1ox,·T1"E STEP ("INl1 ',12,39X,'•'l 
143 FOR"ATC' •',IOX,'INITIAL RAINFALL START Tl"E ("INl1 ',13 1 20X 

X, 'I') 

150 FORKAT(' •',IOX,'A"BIENT TENPERATURE CDEB, CELBIUSl1 ',F4,l,IBX 
x' '.') 
IIRITEC6 1 31 
IIRITE (6,SI 

5 FOR"ATC' • PLOT INCRE"ENT PARA"ETERS1' 1 42X,'•'I 
IIRITEC6,31 
IIR !TE C 6, 160 I 
IIRITE (6, 1701 
NRITEC6, ISOI 
IIRITEC6,31 

ISi FOR"ATC'+ ' 169X,'•'I 
160 FORNATC' •',IBX,'HORIZ I OF',6X 1 'TOP LAYER',7X,'RANDON' 1 9X 

X 1 '•' I 
170 FORMAT(' • INCR SLOPE LENBTH RILLS',7X 1 'DEPTH' 1 7X 

X,'ROUBHNEBB',BX,'•'I 
180 FORMAT(' ··,ax, '(MIMI' ,u, '(Ml ',!BX, '(CK) ·,ux, '(CM) ',IOX, 'I') 

DO 40 J•l,NJ 
IIRITE<6,361.J,BO(Jl,HLINCCJl 1 NR<Jl 1LICJl,RR<JI 

40 CONTINUE 
36 FORMATr··· ',I3,3X,FS,3,4X,F6,3,6X,I3,BX,F4,l,11X,F4,l,IOX,'1'1 

IIRITE<6,31 
IIRITEC6 1 371 
IIRITE<6,31 
IIRITE(6 1 3BI 
IIRITEC6,39l(N,N•l 1 101 
DO SO J•l,NJ 
NRJ•NR(JI 
IIRITEC6 1411.J 1 CNSEB<J,Nl,N•l,NR.Jl 
IIRITE C6, ISi I 

SO CONTINUE 
37 FORMAT(' •',IBX,'I OF RILL CHANNEL BESNENTS1',24X,'•'I 
38 FORMAT<' •',28X,'RILL',37X,'t'I 
39 FORMAT(' t INCR ',lOClSl,13X 1 't'l 
41 FORNAT C' • ', 12 1 2X, 10<1511 

IIRITE<6,31 
IIRITEC6 1 421 

42 FOR"AT(' 1·,1ax,·1 OF RILL CHANNEL BEBMENT SUB-SEBNENTS1',12X 
X, 't' I 
IIRITE(6 1 31 
DO BO J•l,NJ 
NRITEC6 1 4SIJ 

4S FORNATC' • lNCR 11 ', 13 1581, '•' I 
IIRITE (6, 31 
IIRITEC6,3BI 
IIRITEC6,471CN,N•l 1 101 

47 FORNATC' • SES ' 1 lOCISl,13X,'•'I 



NRJ•NR<Jl 
DO 60 N•l 1NRJ · 
NSS•NSESIJ,Nl 
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NRITEl6 141)N 1 (NBS(J,N,NJ) ,NJ•l,NS&) 
NRITE(6,lllll 

60 CONTINUE 
NRITE16,:n 

80 CONTINUE . 
NRITEl6,3). 
IIRITE(6,43) 
NRITE(6,3) 
IIR !TE 16, 38 > 
NRITE(6 14Bl IN,N•l,10> 
DO 70 J•l,NJ 

· NRJ•NR(J) 
NRITE 16 144) J, IRIISll(J, NI ,N•I, NRJ) 
IIR llE ( 6, Ill II 

70 CONTINUE 
43 FORNATI' 1',IBX,'RILL IIATERSHED NIDTH (CNl1',25X,'t') 
44 FORNAT(' 1',14,2X 110F6,1,' t') 

NRITEl6 13l 
NRITE(6,6) 

6 FORNAT<' I' 1 !BX, 'RILL FLOII NANNI NS lt1 ', 31X 1 'I') 

· IIRITE<6,3l 
IIRITEl6 13Bl · 
IIRITE16,4Bl(N 1N•l,101 

48 FORNAT(' I ·rNCR ' 1 10(12,4X1 1 't') 
IIRITE(6 13) 
DO 90 J•l,NJ 
NRJ•NRIJ) 
IIRITE (6 1 46)J, <N<J ,NI ,N• 1,NRJ I 

· 11R1TEl6 11511 
90 CONTINUE 
46 FDRNAT(' t',14,2X 1 10F6,3,' t') 

IIRtTEl6 13) 
NRITE(6, 71 

7 FDRNAT I' t', 18X, 'SHEET FLDII NANNI NB N1 ' 1301, 't') 
IIRITEl6 13) 
IIRITEC6, 38) · , · 

. IIRITEl6,481 CN,N•I, IOI 
IIRITEC6 131 
DD 95 .J•l,fl.J 
NRJ•NRI.Jl · 
IIRITEC6,46)J 1 CNBIJ 1Nl,N•l,NRJI 
IIRITEC6,lllll 

95 CONTINUE 
IIRITEC6,31 
IIRITE(6 1 41 

4 FDRNAT(' t',IBX,'FLDII JUNCTION INDICATORB1',26X,'t'l 
IIRITE<6,31 
IIRITEl6 1 381 
NRITEl6,49l(N,N•1,101 

.' 
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49 FOR"AT(' • ' 1 1016 1:SX,'t'I 
IIRITE<6,511 

SI FOR"ATI' • INCR',10(' LCR'l,4X,'•'I 
IIRITE(6,:SI 
DO 105 J•l,NJ 
NRJ•NR(JI 
IIRITE(6,521J,<Kl(J,"l,K2(J,N1 1K3<J,"l,"•1 1 NRJI 

. IIRITE(6,1511 
1 OS CONTINUE 

52 FORNAT(' • ',I2,IX,10(3X 1 3JIII 
IIRITEl6 131 
IIR ITE ( 6, 531 

53 FORNAT(' ··,1ax,'RJLL WATERSHED SURFACE COORDJNATES1',l6X,'•'I 
IIRITE<6,31 

,.. DO 115 J•l,NJ · 
IIR ITE < 6, 451 J 
NRITE 16,"I 
IIRITEl6 154l<N,N•l,l01 

54 FORNAT(' • RILL ' 11016,' t'l 
NRJ•NR<JI 

55 FORNATI' •',33X,'SEBNENT',29X,'t'I 
DO 125 "•l,NRJ 
NSS•NSEBIJ,Nl+2 
IIRITEl6,561",IRX<J,",NJl,NJ•2,NSBI 
NRITE(6, 1511 
NRITEl6,571 <RY<J,N,NJI ,NJ•2,NSBI. 
IIRITE<6,1511 

125 CONTINUE 
115 CONTINUE 
56 FORNATI' t ' 1 12 1 ' XI ',lOF6,II 
57 FORNAT (' t YI ', 10F6, ll 

NRITE<6,31 
IIRITE(6 1581 

· 58 FORNAll' t SOIL LAYER PARANETER81 ' 123X, 'LAYER I' 1 6X 
· 11 'LAYER 2 t' I 

IIRITE(6 131 · 
IIRITEl6,S91ARDETl11,ARDETl21 
IIRITE(6 16llBRDET(ll 18RDETl21 
IIRITEl6,621KSl11 1KSl21 

· IIRITEl6 16318NCIII ,BNC121 
·1fRITEl6 16418111,B(21 

IIRITE 16 1651 
IIRITE(6 1691XIlll,XIl21 
IIRITEl6,7ll . 
IIRITE(6 1661DSlll,DBl21 
·11RITE<6,671NCl11,NC(21 
IIRITEl6 1 6BIPCL(ll,PCL(21 

59 FORNATI' • RILL DETACHNENT.EQ, COEFF, IB/CN/CN/NINl1 
XF7,3 1 6X,F7,3,' t') 

61 FORNAT(' t RILL DETACHNENT EXPONENT',21X,F7,3~6X,F7,3,' t'I 
62 FORNATI' • LAB SATURATED HYDRAULIC COND. ICN/HRl1' 1 7X,F7,3 1 6X 

X,F7,3,' t'I 
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63 FORHAT(' t LAB SATURATED HOIST. CONT, (CC/CC)1°,IOX,F7.3,6X,F7.3, 
X' I') 

64 FORHAT I' 
X,F7.3," 

65 FOR"ATC' 
69 FORHAT <' 

X,F7.3,' 
·71 FOR"AT I' 
· 66 FORHAT (' 
67 FOR"AT I' 

t ABB OF L-L SLOPE OF "DIST. REL, CURVE1',7X,F7.3,6X .. , 
t', 6X, '<LOB {CH-NATER I/LOB CCC/CC> I ',37X 1 't') 
t INTERCEPT OF L-L HOIST, REL, CURVE1' 1 10X 1F7.3,6X .. ) 
t' ,6X,' (LOS{C"-IIATERI > ',4BX 1 't') 
t FINAL DESREE OF BATURATION1 ' 1 1BX,F7.3 16X 1 F7.3,' t'I 
• INITIAL "OIBTURE CONTENT CCC/CCl',l3X,F7.3~6X,F7,3 

x t • • • ) 

68 FORHAll' t CLAV FRACTION (XI' ,2BX,F7.3,6X 1 F7,3,' t') 

IIRITEl6,3) 
IIRITE<6, 721 

72 FOR"AT(' t SEDl"ENT PARTICLE PARAHETERB1',39X,'t') 
IIRITEC6,3) 
IIRITE(6 173) 
IIRITE(6 1 741 
IIRITEC6,31 
DO 135 l•l,10 
IIRITE(6 1 7511,DH"CI>,SBCll,FD"H<ll,FD""RD<II 

135 CONTINUE 
73 FDR"AT(' ··,ex,'DIAHETER SPEC. BRAV.',7X,'"ATRIX',lOX 

X,'RAINDROP DET. t') 
74 FDR"ATC' • TVPE <H"I ',24X, 'FRACTIDN';HX,'FRACTION •'> 
75 FOR"AT (' . t ', 12 1 SX 1F6. 3 1 BX ,FS, 2, llX 1F7. 3, l2X 1F7. 3 1 • t' I 

IIRITE(6,3) 
POii>•' NO' 
POl21•'VEB' 

"PDP<2)•POCPOl+ll 
· PDPC:S>•PD<P02+ll 
POP(4)•PDCPD3+1) 
NRITEC6, 76) 
NRITEC6 1 31 
NRITEC6 1771CC 

·IIRITEC6,7BIEI 
NRITEC6 1 79)E2 

. IIRITEC6,BIIE3 
IIRlTE<6,B2)PS" 
NRITEC6,B3)PB3 
NRlTEC6 1S41EF 
·1fRlTEl6,BS>EV 
IIRlTEC6,:U 

. IIRlTE(6 186) 
NRITEC6,31 
IIRITEC6,B71PDPl2> 
NRITEC6 1SB)PDP(3) 
IIRlTE 16 1 891 POP 141 
IIRlTEl6,31 
SEDEDCll•'VALIN' 
8EDEDl21•' VANS' 
IX•I 



' < 

IF(IBBD,EQ,111X•2 
NRITE(6,91lBEDEQCIXl 
IX•I 
IF(IRBD,EQ,111X•2 
NRITE(6,9218EDEQ(IXI 
IIRITE<6,:Sl 
NR ITE 16, II 
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IIRITE<6, II 
76 FOR NAT (' t BOIL SPLASH AND INFILTRATION PARAHETERS1 ',28X, '•' l 
77.FORHATI' t',IOX,'8PLASH EQUATION COEFFICIENT CB/CH/CH/NINl1 

XF7,:S,BX,'t'l 
78 FORNAT<' E' 110X,'SPLASH EQ, INTENSITY EXPONENT1 ',F7,:S,20X,'t'l 
79 FORNAT <' t', IOX ,'SPLASH ED, ENERBY EXPONENT I ';F7 .:s,nx ,' t' l 
81 FORNAT(' t',IOX,'SPLABH·EQ, CLAY PERCENTABE EXPONENT1 ',F7,:S,14X 

X,'t'l 
82 FORNAT(' t',IOX,'NAXIHUN POTENTIAL BOIL SPLASH1 ',F:l,2,22X,'t'l 
83 FORNATC' t' ,lOX,'POT, BOIL SPLASH AT 3 DROP DIAl'IETER DEPTHt ' 

X,F6,:S,9X, 't'l 
84.FORNAT(' t',lOX,'INFILT, RATE CONYERS, CRITERION <CH/HRlt ',F7,4 

X,IOX,'t'l 
85 FORNATC' t',10X,'INFILT, VOL, CONYERS, CRITERION (CNl1 ',F7,4 

x,1:sx,·,·1 
86 FORNAT<' t RUN PARANETERB1',:l:SX,'t'l 
87 FORNAT(' 1',IOX,'PRINT AFTER EACH SLOPE INCRENENT?',6X,A:S 

X,17X, 't'l 
88 FORNAT(' t',IOX,'PRINT AFTER EACH TINE INCRENENT?' 1 7X 1 A3 117X,'t'l 
89 FORNAT(' t' 1 10X 1 'PRINT FINAL SUNNARY?',19X,A3,17X,'t'I 
91 FORNAT<' t', 10X ,'SHEET FLOII BED, TRANSPORT EQUATION? ',A:l, 17X 

It 'I') 
92 FORNAT(' t', IOX ,'RILL FLOII BED, TRANSPORT EQUATION? ',A:l, 17X 

X,'t' l 
END 
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c 
C11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 
Ctttttttttttttttttttttttttttt1111111111111111111•••••••••••• 

SUBROUTINE RAINFA 
Cttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttt 
Cttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttt 
c 

c 

CONNON/RAINP/RAIN,EKRAIN,EK,RDNNl2Bl,FRDNN(2Bl,RTOT 
CONNON/TINEP/T,DTN,DTB,TB,TRB,TRQ,TR,ITRB 
INTEBER TR,TRQ,TRB,T,DTN 
READ(S 1 llRAIN,EKRAIN,TR,TRB 
TRQ•T+TR-DTN 

·EK•EKRAINtRAINtDTN/60, 
DO 10 K•l,28 

·RDNNCKl•Kt0,25-0.125 
10 CONTINUE 

READCS,21CFRDHNCKl 1K•l,l2l 
READ<S,211FRDNNCKl;K•l3,241 
READ(S 1 3lCFRDHNCKl,K•2S 1 281 
CALL PRINTR 

l FORHATC2F6.2,216l 
2 FORNAT(l2F6,3l 
3 FORNATC4F6. 31 

END 

Ctttttttttttttttttttilttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttt· 
c•••••••••••••••••••••••11•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

SUBROUTINE-PRINTR 
Cttttttt1111111111111111111111111ttttttttttt•ttttt11tttttttt· 
··C••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
c 

COHHON/RAINP/RAIN,EKRAIN,EK,RDNNC2Bl 1FRDNN(2Bl,RTOT 
CONl10N/TIHEP/T 1 DTH,DTS,TB,TRS,TRQ 1TR,ITRS 
INTEBER TR,TRQ,TRB,T,DTN 
OPENC6,FILE•'PRN'l 
IIRITE 16, ll 
IIRITEC6,ll 
IIRITE 16,111 T 
IIR ITE (6 Ill 
IIR ITE 16, ll 

· 11RITEC6,3l 
IIRITE 16, 101 RAIN 
IIR !TE 16, 20 IEKRA IN 
IIRITEC6 1 301TR 
IIR ITE 16, 40 I TRS 
IIRITE 16, 31 
IIRITE<6,SOI 
IIRITEC6 1 31 
IIRITEC6,SSl 
DO 100 K•l,28 
IIRITEC6 160lK 1 RDNNCKl,FRDNNCKltl00, 

100 CONTINUE 



IIRITEC6,31 
IIRITE(6, ll 
IIRITE (6 1 ll 

I FORNAT(IX 1 71C'•'II 
3 FOR NATI' •' 1 691 1 '•' I 
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5 FORNAT(' •' 1 19X 1 'RAINFALL INPUTS AT TINE ',13 1 ' NIN' 1 19X,'•'I 
10 FORNATf' •' 1 101,'RAINFALL RATE CCN/HRl1',F5,2,32X 1 '•'1 
20 FORNAT<' •',IOX,'RAINFALl ENERGY (~DULES/CN/CNl1' 1F5,3 1 23X 1 't'I 
30 FORNAT(' •',IOX,'RAINFALL DURATION ININl1' 1 13 132X,'t'I 
40 FORNATC' •',10X 1 'NEXT RAINFALL START TINE CNINl1',U,2:SX,'•'I 
50 FORNATC' •',IOX,'DRDP SIZE DISTRIBUTION1 ' 1 361 1 '•'1 
5:S FORNAT<' •',10X 1 'SIZE CLASS' 1 11X,'DIA, <NNI ' 1 11X 1 'l YOLUNE' 

x,101, ••• , 
60 FDRNAT(' •',14X 1 12,17X,F:S,2 1 14X,F:S,1,12X,'•'I 

END 

.' 



' ", 

i_ 
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c 
C••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
c11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 

SUBROUTINE KOYE(Jl 
c111111111111111111111111111111111111111•111111111111111•••• 

Ct11111111111111111111111111111111•••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

c 
COKKON/PLOTI/NJ,NR<IOl,NRR 1BD<2l,HDDBL 
CONKON/RAINP/RAIN,EKRAIN,EK 1RDKN(28l 1FRDNK<2Bl 1 RTOT 
COKKON/STATB/YWF,BEDR,BEDVR,BEDRTO,TBPWBR,ROTCK 

X,ROTL,BDKG 16DKTHA 1BDTAC,WBDL,RTOTL 
COKKON/FLOW/QRILL(I0,101,YRILL(101,HRRILL(10,101 

X,PWRILL<I0,101 1ARILLC10,10,21 
COKKON/RLBL/QBR(101 1 QBRILLC10,2,101,RTl10,IOl,RTR(10l 
COKKON/SEDDIS/PFW(IOl,NUK(IOl,SEDDKK(IOI 
CDKHON/SEDPAR/DKK<IOl,BB(101 1 FOKN(101 1 FDKKRD(10l 

X,DEP(I0 1 10 1 101 
COKKON/PLOT/HPL,PW,BLINC(10l 1 BO<IOl,BINE(10),COBINE(IOI 

X,PCL<21,HLINC(IOI 
COKKON/ENVIR/G,TCELB,VK,BF,PI 
DIKENSION DK(101 
IF(J,EQ,NJlGOT020 
DO 10 K•l,NRR 
DO 10 1•1,10 
QSRILL(I,1,Kl•QSRILL(I,2,KI 

10 CONTINUE 
HDDSL•HDDSL+HLINCIJI 
BOT040 

20 DO 30 K•l,NRR 
DO 30 1•1 1 10 
QSRILL(l,1 1Kl•0,0 
BEDDKK<ll•O,O 

30 CONTINUE 
HDDBL•HDDBL+HLINC(JI 
VWF•O,O 
BEDR•O,O 
BEDVR•O,O 
DO 102 K•l,NRR 
DO 103 l•l,10 
SEDDKK(Il•BEDOKK(ll+QSRILLCI,2,Kl/1000,1DTK 
SEDR•BEDR+QSRILL<I,2,Kl/1000, 
SEDVR•SEDVR+QBRILL<I,2,KI/BS(II/BF/1000, 

103 CONTINUE 
YWF•YWF+QRILL(J,Kl 

102 CONTINUE 
SEDRTD•SEDR 
TSPNFR•YNF+SEDVR 
ROTCH•ROTL/10,/HPL/PW 
SDKG•SDKB+SEDRTOtDTK 
SDKTHA•BDKB/HPL/PN 
6DTAC•SOKTHAt2,2046/2,47105 
NSDL•NSDL+TSPNFRtDTK 



RTOTL•RTOT•HPLIPW•10, 
NSDKS•SDKB+ROTLISF 
DD 110 1•1 1 10 
Dl1 CI l •01111 II l 
NUN II l •I 

110 CONTINUE 
DD 120 1•1 1 9 
JI•I0-1 
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DD UO JK•1 1JI 
IF(Dl1CJKl,LT,D11(JK+lllSOTD1lO 
TE•Dl1CJKI 
Dl1CJKl•Dl1CJK+11 
Dl1CJK+1l•TE 
TEN•NUl1CJKI 
NUl1CJKl•NUl1CJK+1l 
NU11CJK+1l•TEN 

130 CONTINUE 
120 CONTINUE 

PFN(1l•SEDDl111Cll/SDKBt100, 
DD 140 1•2,10 
PFNCil•SEDDl111(Il/BDKS•IOO,+PFN(l-11 

140 CONTINUE 
40 CONTINUE 

END 
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c 
C••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
c••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

SUBROUTINE PRINTIIJI 
C••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
c••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
c 

COKKON/BTATS/VWF,SEDR,SEDVR,SEDRTD,TBPWFR,ROTCK,ROTL 
X,SDKB,SDKTHA,BDTAC,NSDL,RTOTL 
COKKDN/TIKEP/T,DTN 1DTS,TB,TRS 1 TRQ,TR,ITRS 
CDKMON/INFP/FIIOl,YClOI 
COKKON/BURFAC/RRllOl,BBTOCIOl,FCOVCIOl,BTOD,DSURF,STOIIOI 
COMKON/RLSL/QSRC101 1QSRILLII0 1 21 101,RTIIO,IOl,RTRl101 
COKMON/SHEF/STClO,IOJ,FCDCI0,10 1 101 
COMMON/INTE/Q0 1QI 
CONNON/WATER/RO(IO),QRO,DSHEETC10,101,ROPl101 
COMMDN/FLOW/QRILLllO,IOl,YRILLCIO,IOl,HRRILLCl0,101 

X1PWRILLC10,101 1 ARILLIIO,I0,21 
CDNNON/RADP/PSN,PS3 1CC,El,E2,E3 1SSO,RDETII0,101 
COKNON/RLDP/ARDETl21 1 BRDET(2l,SHEARII0,10 1 10),RSH,CSH 

X,DRILLIIO, 101,EXS,DRRIIOI 
CONMON/PLOTI/NJ,NRIIOl,NRR,80121,HDDSL 
CONNON/PLOT/HPL,PN,BLINC(IOl,BOIIOl,BINE(IOl,COSINEIIOI 

X,PCLl21,HLINCCIOI 
CDKMDN/SEDPAR/DKNIIOl,SSCIOl,FDKMIIOl,FDMMRDIIO> 

X,DEP(I0,10 1 101 
CONNDN/DETR/DETOTDII0,10,101,DETOTMCI0,10,10) 
INTEGER T 
NR !TE !11 1 11 
WRITEl6,11 

I FORMATCIX,711'1')) 
WR !TE C 6, 21 J, T 
IIRITEl6 1 11 
WRITE (6 1 11 

2 FORNATI' *',IBX,'INCREMENT',13 1 ' RESULTS AT TIME ' 1 13 1 ' NIN' 
X,ISX, 'I') 

WRITE 16, 3) 
3 FORMAT (' t' 1 69X, '*' I 

WRITE C 61 4 I HDDSL 
4 FORMAT(' t',IOX,'HORIZ, DISTANCE DOWNSLOPE CNl1 ',F6,2 1 21X,'t') 

WRITE(6 1SIFIJI 
IIRITEC6,61VCJI 
IIRITEC6 1 7)QI 
IIRITEl6 1 8)QO 
WR IT E ( 6 1 91 RO ( J) 
NRITEC6 1 101SSTO(JI 
WRITEl6,111STOCJI 
WRITEl6,3l 

5 FORMAT(' 1',IOX,'INFILTRATION RATE CCM/HRl1 ',F6,2,25X,'t'l 
6 FORMAT(' t',IOX,'INFILTRATED YOLUKE (CMl1 ',F6,2,27X,'t'I 
7 FORMAT(' *',IOX,'INTERFLOII INTO INCREMENT CCM/HRl1 ',F6,2 1 18X 
x' '.', 
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B FDRKAT(' t',IOX,'INTERFLDII OUT OF INCREKENT ICK/HR>1 ',F6.2 1 16X 
x, '•'> 

9 FORKAT(' t',IOX,'RUNOFF RATE ICN/HRII ',F6.2,31X,'t'l 
10 FDRNATI' t' 1 10X 1 'PDTENTIAL SURFACE STORAGE ICK)1 ",F6.2,20X,'t') 
II FDRNATI' t',IOX,'SURFACE STORA&E FILLED (CNl1 ',F6.2 1 23X,'t') 

IIRITE (6 13) 
IFIRDTL.GT.0.0)60TOl70 
IIRITE(6 1 171) 

171 FDRNAT(' t',31X 1 'ND FLDll' 1 31X 1 't'I 
BDTD:SOO 

170 IIRITEl6 1 12l 
12 FDRNATI" t',SOX,'FLDII RATES ICC/BECl1 RILL SHEET FLOW 

X,'RILL FLOll',5X,'t'I 
NRJ•NR(J) 
DD 100 N•l,NRJ 
IIRITE(6 1 131N 1QSHEET(J 1Nlt2 1QRILLCJ 1 NI 

100 CONTINUE 
13 FDRNATI' t' 131X,12,BX,F6.2 19X,F6.2 17X,'t'I 

IIRITEl6,31 
IIRITE (6 1 141 

14 FDRKATI' 1',BX,'DETACHNENT RATES (6/NINl1',36X,"t'I 
IIRITEl6 1 31 
IIRITE (6 1 1151 

15 FDRNAT(' t' 1 26X,'PARTICLE TYPE1',29X,'t'I 
IIRITE(6 1 22111 1 1•1 1 101 

22 FORKATI' t' 16X,1016 1 ' t'l 
IIRITE(6 1 1611RDET<l,Jl,I•l,t01 

16 FDRKAT<' 1 RAIN ',IOF6.0 1 ' t'l 
IIRITE(6 1 31 
IIRITEl6 1 171 

17 FDRNAT(' 1 KATRIX',62X,'t'I 
IIRITE(6 1 SBI 

18 FORMAT(' t RILL',63X,'t'I 
DD 110 N•l ,NRJ 
IIRITEl6,191K,CDETDTKCI,J,Nl,I•1,101 

110 CONTINUE 
19 FORNAT<' I ' 1 I2 12X,IOF6.0 1 ' t'I 

tlRITEC6 1 31 
IIRITE(6 1 20l 

20 FDRKAT(' 1 DEPOS.' 162X 1 't'I 
IIRITE(6 1 1BI 
DD 120 N•l,NRJ 
IIRITEl6 1 191N,CDETDTDCI,J,Nl,1•1 1 101 

120 CONTINUE 
IIRITEC6 1 31 
IIRITEC6 1 21l 

21 FDRKATC' t',BX,'TRANSPDRT RATES CB/NINl',:SBX,'t'I 
IIRITEC6 1 3) 
IIRITE(6 1 15l 
IIRITE(6 1221(I 1 1•1,IOI 
IIRITEC6 1 231 

23 FORNATC' t SHEET',62X,'t') 
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IIRITE(6 1 1BI 
DD 130 N•l,NRJ 
IIR ITE ( 6 1 191 N, ( BT (I, NI , I• I , 10 I 

130 CONTINUE 
IIRITE<6,31 
IIRITE(6 1 1BI 
DD 140 N•l,NRJ 
IIRITE(6,191N,<RT<I,Nl,1•1,101 

140 CONTINUE 
IIRITE(6,31 
IIRITE(6,241 

24 FDRNAT(' t',BX,'DEPOSITIDN RATE (8/NINl1',37X,'t'I 
IIRITE(6,31 
IIRITE (6 1 151 
IIRITE(6 1 251CI,l•l,101 

25 FDRNAT(' • RILL',1016,' t'I 
DD 150 N•l,NRJ 
IIRITE<6,191N 1 (DEP(I,J,Nl,I•1,10) 

I :10 CONTINUE 
IIRITE<6,31 
IIRITEi6,261 

26 FORNAT(' •',BX,'BEDINENT DELIVERV DDIINSLOPE (6/NINl1',2:IX,'t'I 
IIRITE(6 1 31 
IIRITE(6, 1:11 
IIRITE(6,2:ll(l,l•l,10) 
DO 160 N•l,NRJ 
IIRITE(6,191N 1 (QSRILL(I,2,Nl,I•l,101 

160 CONTINUE 
300 IIRITE<6,31 

IIRITEC6 1 1 I 
IIRITE<I,, 11 
RETURN 
END 
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c 
c,1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 
c,1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 

SUBROUTINE RUNGEN(J) 
c,1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 

·c••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
c 

c -

COKKON/STATB/VWF,SEDR,SEDVR,BEDRTO,TSPWSR,ROTCK,ROTL 
X,SDKB 1BDKTHA,SDTAC 1 WSDL,RTDTL 

CDKKON/PLOT1/NJ 1 NRC10) 1 NRR 1 BDl2),HDDSL 
·coKKON/TIKEP/T,DTK,DTB,TS,TRB,TRQ,TR,ITRS 
COKKON/RAINP/RAIN,EKRAIN 1 EK,RDKKl2B>,FRDKK(2Bl,RTOT 

·coKKON/INFISP/KFSl,KFB2,SAVl,SAV2,IKDl,IKD2,EF,EV 
X,LillOI 
COKKON/INFP/FCIOl,V(IO> 
COKKON/SURFAC/RR(IO>,BSTO<IOl 1FCOV(I01 16TOD,DBURF,ST0(101 
COKKON/PLDT/HPL,PN,6LINCIIOl,SD(l0) 181NE(IOl,CDSINE(IOl 

X,PCLl2l,HLINC<IO> 
CDKKDN/NATER/ROIIOl,DRO,DBHEETII0,10),ROP(IOI 
CDKKDN/INTE/DO,DI 
IEAL KFS1 1KF62,IKD1,IKD2,LI 
INTEBER DTK 

C1tt CALCULATE SURFACE STORAGE 
c 

;CALL SURSTO(J) 
c 
C1t1 CALCULATE INFILTRATION RATE AND INFILTRATED VOLUME· 
c 

CALL INFILT(J) 
c 
C1tt CALCULATE RUNDFF·RA'1'E 
c 

CALL RUNOFFCJ> 
ROTL•RDTL+RD(Jl•DTK/60,tHPLtPW 
RDRTOT•RORTDT+RD(J) 
RETURN 
END 
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c 
C•1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 

c,11111111111111111111111111111111111+1111111111111111111111 

SUBROUTINE SURSTO(J) 
c,1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 

c,1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 

c 
c 
C••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
C••• THIS SUBROUTINE USES A RELATIONSHIP DEVELOPED BY •• 
Cttt LINDEN(1979l TO EVALUATE POTENTIAL SURFACE STORAGE •• 
C••• VOLUNE AS A FUNCTION OF LAND SLOPE AND SURFACE •• 
C••• RANDON ROUGHNESS, THIS RELATIONSHIP IS STATE-OF-THE-•• 
C••• ART AND HAS NOT BEEN WIDELY TESTED, THIS SUBROUTINE•• 
Cttt WILL BE REVISED IN THE FUTURE, •• 
C1111111111111111111•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

c 

c 

COHNON/PLOT1/NJ,NR(101,NRR,BD<2l,HDDSL 
COMMON/PLOT/HPL,PW,SLINC(10l,S0(101,~INE(10l,COSINE(IOI 

X,PCL<2l,HLINC(101 
COHNON/SURFAC/RR(!Ol,SSTO<IOl,FCOV(IO),STOD,DSURF,ST0(10) 
DINENSION RRE(61 
DATA RRE(I) ,RRE(2) ,RRE(3) ,RRE(4) ,RRE(5) ,RRE(6)/ 

xo.,.B,t.6,2,4,3,2,4.t 

C••• LINDEN <1979) PRESENTED CURVES FOR SURFACE STORAGE 
C••• VERSUS LAND BLOPE FOR EACH OF THE RANDON ROUSHNEBS 
C••• VALUES IN THE ARRAY RRE. THESE CURVES WERE FIT 
C••• USING A LAGRANBIAN TECHNIQUE, NATCHINB AT FOUR POINTS, 
C••• THE FUNCTION SE OUTPUTS THE APPROPRIATE SURFACE STORAGE 
C••• VALUES FDR LINEAR INTERPOLATION BETWEEN THE CURVES 
c 

S•SO(J)IIOO, 
ll•INT(RR(Jl+II 
IF(ll,LT, 11 ll•1 
IF(ll,BT,51 ll•5 
SSTO(Jl•<RR(JI-RRE(ll)l/(RRE(ll+11-RRE(lll)t(SE<II+l,SI 

X-SE(ll,Sll+SE(ll,81 
10 CONTINUE 

END 
c 
c11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 

' FUNCTION SE(ll,SI 
C••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
c 

DINENSION C1(6) 1 C2(61,C3(6l,C4C61,C5(6) 
DATA C1(11,C1(21,C1(31,C1(41,Cl(5),C1(61/ 

X0,,1,042E-03,B.396E-04,6,00BE-04,5,167E-04,3,056E-04/ 
DATA C2(11 ,C2(2l ,C2(31 1 C2(4l ,C2(5) ,C2(61/0, ,l,20BE-02, 

X1,319E-02,1,146E-02,1.165E-02,B,52BE-03/ 
DATA C3(1) ,C3(21 ,C3131 ,C3(4l ,C3(51 ,C3(61/0, ,5,E-O:J,B,OIBE-03, 

X:J,163E-04 1 3,833E-03 1 -3,278E-03/ 
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DATA C4<1) ,C4(2) ,C4(31 ,C4(4) ,C4(:51 ,C4(6l/O, ,0,2,0,4,0.62 
x, o·; e4, t. 06/ · 

DATA CS(ll ,C:5(2l ,C5(3l ,C5(4l ,CS(Sl 1 C5(6l/O, ,B, ,10, ,12, ,IS. 
X,19./ 
6E•Cl(lll•611J,-C2(11)1S•S+C3(1Il•S+C4(lll 
IF(S,GT.CS(IlllSE•O.O 
RETURN 
END 
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c 
C11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 

c,11111111111111+1111111111111111+11111111111111111111111111 

SUBROUTINE INFILT(Jl 
c,, ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
c,1111111111111111111111111111111111111111~1111111111111111• 

c 
c 
c,1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 

Cfff THIS SUBROUTINE UTILIZES A "ODIFIED SREEN-A"PT-"EIN- ff 
Cttf LARSON INFILTRATION HODEL TO CALCULATE INFILTRATION ft 
Cfff ON EACH INCRE"ENT AT A BIVEN TINE, THE NODIFICATION •• 
Cftt INVOLVES USING A TWO-LAYER SYSTE" AB DEFINED BY 11 

Cfff "DORE (19811 AND THE FIELD SATURATION CONCEPTS ft 
Cfft UTILIZED BY HIRSCHI, LARSON, AND BLACK (1980) FOR tt 
Ctff THE "ODEL PARA"ETERS, 11 

Cftt••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••ttftfftftfffffttfftt 
c 

c 

COH"ON/TIHEP/T,DTH,DTS,TS,TRS,TRQ,TR,ITRS 
CON"ON/RAINP/RAIN,EKRAIN,EK,RD"H(281,FRDHH(28l,RTOT 
COHHON/INFISP/KFSl,KFS2,SAV1,SAV2,IHDl,IHD2,EF,EV 

X,Ll(IOI 
COHHON/INFP/F(10) 1 V(10l 
COHNON/INTE/QO,QI 
REAL IHD1,I"D2,KF61 1 KFS2,LI 
INTEGER DT" 
IFIRAIN,GT.0,0lGOTOBO 
F(Jl•O,O 
BOT090 

BO DTH•DT"/60. 
Ll•Ll(J) 
Fl•F(Jl 
Yl•Y(Jl 
Yl•INDl•Ll(J) 

Cftf BRANCH FOR NETTED FRONT IN UPPER OR LOWER LAYER 
c 

IF(Vl,6E,Y1160T040 
c 
Cftf DETERNINE INFILTRATION RATE AND VOLUNE FOR END OF TINE 
Cftf STEP NITH NETTED FRONT IN UPPER LAYER BY CONVERGING 
Cttf SUCCESSIVE APPROXIHATIONS NITHIN PRESCRIBED LINITS FOR 
Cftt RATE AND YOLUNE 
c 

c 

45 VN•Vl+FltDTH 
FN•KFSlt(l,+l"DltSAVl/YNI 

Cftf COHPARE INFILTRATION RATE AND RAINFALL RATE AND BET 
C••• INFILTRATION RATE TO LESSER VALUE 
c 

IF(FN.GT.RAINIFN•RAIN 
DO 10 11•1,10 



c 
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VNl•VI+<Fl+FNl/2,tDTH 
FNl'•KFS I• (I, +IIIDIISAV l /VNI l 

C••• COIIPARE INFILTRATION RATE AND RAINFALL RATE AND SET 
C••• INFILTRATION RATE TO LESSER VALUE 
c 

c 

IF(FNl,6T,RAINlFNl•RAIN 
IF<ABS<FNI-FNl/FN.6T,EFlBOT020 
IF<ABS(VNI-VNl/VN,6T,EVl60T020 
GOT030 

20 VNcVNI 
FN•FNI 

10 CONTINUE 

C••• PRINT MESSAGE IF CONVERGENCE DOES NOT OCCUR WITHIN 10 
C••• TRIALS AND ACCEPT FINAL APPROXIIIATION AS CLOSE ENOUGH 
c 

c 

WRITE(l, 1 10001 
WRITE (I, 1 1010) 
NRITE<o,1020lJ 

30 VN•VNI 
FN•FNI 
BOTOIOO 

C111 DETERIIINE INFILTRATION RATE AND VOLUME FOR END OF TINE 
C••• STEP WITH WETTED FRONT IN LOWER LAYER BY CONVERGING 
C••• SUCCESSIVE APPROXIHATIONS WITHIN PRESCRIBED LINITB FOR 
Cttt RATE AND VOLUNE 
c 

c 

40 VN•Vl+FIIDTH 
FN•KF62+(1ND2•(Ll+SAV2l+VN-Vll/(Ll•IND2•KFS2/KFSl+VN-V 

x l) 

c111 COMPARE INFILTRATION RATE AND RAINFALL RATE AND SET 
C••• INFILTRATION RATE TO LESSER VALUE 
c 

c 

IF<FN,GT,RAINlFN•RAIN 
DO :SO 11•1,10 
VNl•Vl+(Fl+FNl/2,tDTH 
FNl•KFS21(IND2t(Ll+SAV2l+VN-Vl)/(Ll•IMD2•KFS2/KFS1+YN-

XVI) 

C••• COMPARE INFILTRATION RATE AND RAINFALL RATE AND SET 
C••• INFILTRATION RATE TO LESSER VALUE 
c 

IF(FN1,6T,RAIN>FNl•RAIN 
IF(ABS(FNI-FNl/FN,BT,EFIGOT070 
IF(ABS(VNI-YNI/VN,6T,EVl60T070 

· GOTOl>O 
70 YN•YN1 

FN•FN! 
SO CONTINUE 
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c 
C••• PRINT NESSAGE IF CONVERGENCE DOES NOT OCCUR WITHIN 10 
C111 TRIALS AND ACCEPT FINAL APPROXINATION AS CLOSE ENOUBH 
c 

c 

WRITE(6, IOOOJ 
IIRITE(6, 10101 
WRITE(6 1 1020JJ 

60 VN•VNl 
FNcFNI 

C111 CHECK FOR INSTABILITY DUE TO ARTIFICIAL LAYER INTERFACE 
C111 AND USE UPPER LAYER SEQUENCE IF FOUND 
c 

IF(FN,6T.FI)60T04S 
c 
C••• ACCOUNT FDR INTERFLDN IN APPARENT INFILTRATED VOLUHE 
c 

100 CALL INTERF 
F(Jl•FN 
V(J)•VN+<QI-QDJ•DTH 

90 RETURN 
1000 FDRNAT(SC/J,SX,SC't'J,'RATE AND/OR VOLUNE DID NOT CONV 

XERGE') 
1010 FORNAT(lOX,'WITHIN PRESCRIBED LIHITS AFTER 10 ITERATIO 

XNS,'J 
1020 FORNAT(lOX,'VALUES AFTER JO ITERATIONS USED FOR SEGNEN 

XT ' 1 12 12X,S('t'l,S(/ll 
END 
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c 
c111111111•1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 

c,1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 

SUBROUTINE INTERF 
c,1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 

c••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
c 
C••• DUKKY SUBROUTINE TO BE FULLY DEVELOPED AT A LATER DATE 
c 

COKKONIINTEIQO,QI 
Ql•l,O 
QO•l,O 
RETURN 
END 
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c 
C11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 

c••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
SUBROUTINE RUNOFF(J) 

c,1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 

C11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 

c 
c 
c11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 
C••• THIS SUBROUTINE USES A RELATIONSHIP PRESENTED BY 11 
C••• BARFIELD,NARNER,AND HAAN (1981) TD CALCULATE THE ** 
C111 RUNOFF SUPPLY RATE ON A BIVEN SLOPE INCREMENT AT A ft 

C••• GIVEN TINE, IT USES AN EXPONENTIAL RELATIONSHIP TO •• 
C••• REPRESENT THE SURFACE STORAGE DETENTION, •• 
c11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 
c 

CONNON/TINEP/T,DTN,DTS,TS,TRS,TRQ,TR,ITRS 
CONNON/RAINP/RAIN,EKRAIN,EK,RDNN<2Bl,FRDNN(28l,RTDT 
CONNON/INFP/FC!Ol,V(IO) 
CDNNDN/SURFAC/RR(!Ol,SSTO(!Ol,FCOV(l0) 1STDD,DSURF,ST0(10l 
CDNNON/NATER/RO(IOl,QRO,QSHEET(lO,IOl,RDP<lOl 
INTEGER DTN 
IF<SSTO(Jl,LT,0,l)GOTDIO 
RO(Jl•(RAIN-F(J))t(l,-EXPC-<RTOT-V<Jll/SSTO<Jlll 
STO(Jl•STO(Jl+(RAIN-FCJl-ROCJll•DTN/60, 
FCOV<Jl•STO(Jl/SSTO<Jl 
60T020 

10 RO(Jl•RAIN-F(Jl 
FCOV(Jl•O,O 
STD<Jl•O.O 

20 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END 
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c 
c11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 

c,1111111111111111111111+11111111111111111111111111111111111 

SUBROUTINE RUNROTCJl 
C11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 

c1111111+1111111111111111111111111+1111111111111111111111111 

c 

c 

CONNON/PLOTI/NJ,NRC!Ol,NRR,BDC2l,HDDSL 
CONNON/TINEP/T,DTN,DTS,TS,TRS,TRQ,TR,ITRS 
CONNON/PLOT/HPL,PN,SLINCCIO>,SO(IOl,SINECIOl,COSINECIOl 

X,PCLC2l,HLINC(l0l 
CONNON/ENVIR/G,TCELS,YK,SF,PI 
CONNON/FLDW/QRILL(IO,IOl,YRILL(IO,IOl,HRRILLCIO,IOl 

X,PNRILLCIO,IOl,ARILL(IO,I0,2> 
CONNON/RILLP/IKl(!Ol,IK2(10) 1 1K3(10l 1 Kl(I0,10l 1 K2(10,10l 

X,K3(10,10l 
CONNON/NATER/ROCl0) 1 QRD 1 QSHEET<I0,10l 1 ROP(IO> 
CDNNON/STATS/VNF,SEDR,SEDYR 1 SEDRTO,TSPNFR 

X,RDTCN,ROTL,SDK6 1 SDNTHA 1 SDTAC,NSDL,RTOTL 
CONNDN/RILLPA/IRSD 1 N(IO,IO),Z(l0 1 10,10l,RNSN(I0,10) 

X,LAYER(IO,IO,!Ol,NSEB(IO,IO>,NSS(I0,10 1 10) 
CONNON/RLSHA/RX(IO,I0,30>,RY(IO,I0,30) 1 XDL(I0,10) 
REAL N 
INTEGER T,DTN,DTS 

Cttt CALCULATE NATER FLOW IN RILLS 
c 

CALL RILLFL(Jl 
RETURN 
END 
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c 
c,1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 

c••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
SUBROUTINE RILLFL(J) 

c,1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 

c••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
c 
c 
c,11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111•1111 

C••• THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES THE FLOW IN EACH RILL USINB• 
C111 NANNINB'S EQUATION AND A SPECIFIED SE6NENTED CHANNEL I 

C111 CONFIGURATION, IT THEN CALLS UP A SEPARATE SUBROUTINE• 
C••• TO ROUTE THE FLOW THROUSH THE RILLS, 1 
c1111111111111111111111111111111•••••••••1111111•111111111•1 
c 

CONNON/8TATS/VWF 1 6EDR,6EDVR,SEORTO,TSPNFR 
X1 ROTCN,ROTL,SDK6,SDNTHA,SDTAC,WSDL,RTOTL 
CONHON/PLOTI/NJ,NR(!Ol,NRR,BD(2l,HDDSL 
CONNON/NISC/IIN,IIIN,SUNQ,SUNQP 
CONHON/RILLPA/IRSD,N(IO,IOl,Z(IO,IO,IOl,RWBNII0,10) 

X I LAYER I IO I IO I IO> , NSEG I IO I IO> 1 NSS I l O I IO, l O > 
COHNON/RILLP/ !Kl ( 10) 1 IK2 ( 10) 1 IK3 ( 10) ,Kl ( 10 1 101 ,K2 ( 10, 10) 

X,Kl(I0,10) 
COHNON/PLOT/HPL,PW,SLINCII0),60(10),SINEIIOl,COSINE(IOl 

X,PCLl21,HLINCl101 
COHNON/ENVIR/6,TCELB,VK,BF,PI 
CONNON/TINEP/T,DTH,DTS,TS,TRS,TRQ,TR,ITRS 
COHHON/NATER/ROIIO),QRO,QSHEET(IO,IOl,ROPIIOl 
CONHON/FLOW/QRILL(I0,101,YRILLIIO,IOl,HRRILL(l0,10) 

X,PWRILL<IO,IOl,ARILL(I0,10,2) 
INTEBER DTH,T,DTS 
IF(ROTL,EQ,0,0)60T0200 
IF(IIN,EQ,IIGOT07:5 
QNS•O,O 

• AHS•O, 0 
YNS•0,0 
DO :50 N•l,NRR 
QNB•QHB+QRILLIJ,H) 
AHB•ANS+ARILL<J,H,2) 
YNB•YNB+YRILL(J,NI 

:50 CONTINUE 
QN•QHS/NRR 
AH•AHS/NRR 
YN•YNS/NRR 
Bl•SINE(J) 
IF(IIIN,EQ,1)60T060 
!FIYH,LE,0,0)BOT07:5 
IFIVN,LE,0,0l60T07:5 
VN•QH/AH 
DTS•INT<SLINC<Jl•IOO,/(VH+SQRT(GtYN)l) 
IFIDTS,BT,DTN•60>DTS•DTN•60 

6:5 CONTINUE 

.• 
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IFIDTB,LT.l)DTB•I 
IA•INTIDTN•60./DTBI 
IFIIA,EQ,DTN•60./DTB>BOT070 
DTS•DTS-1 

, BOT06S 
• 60 DTS•IO 

I II N• I 
70 CONTINUE 

:;, ITS• IT-DTNI •60+DTS 
ITST•T*60 
DO BO IT•ITB,ITBT,DTS 
ROP(Jl•RO<Jl 
CALL RLFLOW(J) 

" SUNQ•O.O 
DO 110 N•l,NRR 
SUKQ•SUKQ+QRILLIJ,N>•60. 

110 CONTINUE 
BO CONTINUE 

BOT01SO 
75 CONTINUE 

DTS•DTN•60 
CALL RLFLOll(Jl 
ROP<J>•RO(J) 

120 CONTINUE 
140 CONTINUE 

BUMQ•O.O 
DO 145 M•l,NRR 
SUMQ•SUKQ+QRILLIJ,Nl•60. 

145 CONTINUE 
1 SO CONTINUE 

DO 160 M•l,NRR 
ARILL<J,M,ll•ARILL(J,N,2) 
IF(J.EQ.1lGOT0160 
QRILL<J-1,Nl•O,O 

160 CONTINUE 
IIN•O 
IFISUMQ.LE.O.Ol60T0200 
IFIABSl1.-SUNQP/SUNQ).LE,0.001lllN•1 

200 CONTINUE 
SUNQP•SUNQ 
RETURN 
END 
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c 
c11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 

c11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 

SUBROUTINE RLFLON(J} 
c••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
c••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
c 
c 
C11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111•11111 

C••• THIS SUBROUTINE USES A FOUR-POINT KINENATIC ROUTING •• 
C••• PROCEDURE AS DESCRIBED BY BRAKENSIEK (19671 TO ROUTE•• 
C••• THE RUNOFF THROUGH THE RILLS, THIS IS THE ONLY •• 
C••• SUBROUTINE THAT USES DTS AS ITS PRINARY TINE-STEP. 11 

C••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
c 

CONHON/PLOT1/NJ,NR110l,NRR,BOl2l,HDDSL 
CONHON/FLOW/QRILL(I0,10} 1 YRILL(l0 1 10l,HRRILL(10,10} 

X,PNRILLCI0,10l,ARILL(10 1 10 1 2l 
. COHHON/ RI LLP / I}( I ( IO l , I }(2 ( 10 l I I }(3 (l O l I K 1 ( IO I IO} , K2 ( 10, IO l 
X,K3(10, 10l 
CONNONIPLOT/HPL,PW,SLINC(10l,S0(10l,BINE(10l,COSINE(10l 

X,PCLC2l ,HLINC(10} 
CONNON/WATER/R0(10l 1 QRO,QSHEET(I0,10l,ROP(10l 
CONl10N/TINEP/T,DTN,DTS,TS 1 TRS,TRQ,TR 1 1TR6 
CONNON/RILLPA/IRSD,NC10 1 10l 1 ZC10 1 10 1 10l 1 RWSW(10,10l 

X,LAYER(10 1 10,10l,NSE8(10,10l,NSSC10,10,10l 
INTEGER DTS 
REAL LHS,LAN,N 
LAN•DTS/SLINCCJl/100. 
DO 10 N•1,NRR 
QRO•RO(JltRWSW<J,N>•HLINC<Jl•l00,/3600, 
Q41N•O,O 
IF(J,EQ,1l60T015 
ALPHA•CARILLCJ,N,ll+K2(J,NltARILL(J-1,N,1l-K2CJ,Nl 

X•ARILL(J-1,N,211/2, 
IF(N.EQ,ll60T025 
IFCH,EQ,NRRIGOT030 
Q41N•CKl(J 1 NltQRILLIJ-1,H-ll+K3CJ,Nl•QRILLCJ-1 1 N+lll 
BOT035 

25 Q41N•K3CJ,HltQRILL<J-1 1 N+1l 
GOT035 

30 Q41N•KICJ,Hl•QRILL(J-1,N-ll 
GOT035 

15 ALPHA•O.O 
BETA•LAHHIRO 
SOT017 

35 BETA•LANtCQRILLCJ-1,NltK2(J,Nl+Q41N+QROl 
17 RHS•ALPHA+BETA 

IFCRHS,LE,O,OlSOT043 
CALL RLCSSH(J,N,D,RHS,LHS,LAl1} 
60T045 

43 V4•0.0 



A4•0.0 
P4•0.0 
HRRILLIJ,ft)•O,O 
PWRILLIJ,ft)•O.O 
YRILLIJ, ftl•O. 0 
QRILLIJ,ftl•O,O 
GO TOSO 

4S A4•ARILLIJ,N,2) 
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P4•PWRILLIJ,") 
ORILLIJ,N)•l,/N(J,">•IA4/P4/100.)••12,/J,)•SQRT(SINE(J))•A4• 

XIOO, 
SO CONTINUE 
10 CONTINUE 

RETURN 
END 
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c 
C11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111•••• 

c,111111111111111111111111111111111•1111111111111111111111111 

SUBROUTINE RLCSSHIJ,N,D,RHS,LHS,LAN> 
c,11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 

c111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111•11111111111111 

c 
c 
c111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 

C••• THIS SUBROUTINE UTILIZES THE FINAL CHANNEL NODAL PTB •• 
C••• FROH THE PREVIOUS TINE STEP TO CALCULATE THE DEPTH OF•• 
C••• FLOW FOR A 4-PT KINENATIC ROUTING PROCEDURE, THE •• 
C••• CHANNEL EDGE PTS ARE THEN RESET TO THE NEW NATER EDBE •• 
C••• AND THE OLD PTS ABOVE THE NATER ARE SAYED TO CHECK THE•• 
C••• STABILITY OF THE EXPOSED SLOPE. A NEWTON-RAPHSON 11 

C••• TECHNIQUE IS USED TO CONVERGE TO THE NEW FLOW DEPTH, •• 
C+tt ·THE CONVERGENCE CRITERION IS 0.0001, •• 
C111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 

c 
CONNON/RLSHA/RXl10,I0,30) 1 RYII0,10 1301 1 XDL(IO,IOI 
COHHON/SLUF/XSR(IO>,YSRIIO>,XSLIIO>,YSL(IO) 
CONHON/RLSH/X(IOl 1 YBll0) 1 YIIOl,XLIIOl 1 XRl101 

X,ILIIOI ,IRIIOI ,XBIIOI 
COHNON/FLOW/QRILL(10,IO>,YRILLl10,IO>,HRRILLII0,10) 

X,PWRILL(IO,IOl,ARILL(I0,10,21 
COHNON/RILLPA/IRBD,N(lO,IO>,Z(I0,10 1 10),RNSW(I0,10) 

X,LAYER(I0,10 1 IOI ,NSEGII0,101 ,NSSII0,10 1 101 
CONNON/PLOT/HPL,PW,6LINC(101 1 601101 1 6INE(IOl,COSINE(IOI 

X, PCL 121 ,HLINC (101 
REAL N,LHS,LAN,LHBO 
NSP•NSEBIJ,N)+2 
JI•O 
DO 5 I• 1, 30 
IF (RXIJ,N,Il,LT,XDLIJ,H))GOTO 5 
JI•JI+I 
Ylthl•ll•RY IJ ,N, I) 
XB<JI)•RXIJ,N,I> 
XIJI>•XB(Jl>-XB(ll 
IF(Jl,EQ,NSP+llBOTO 7 

S CONTINUE 
7 RS•SQRTISINEIJ))/N(J,H) 

YO•YB(l) 
10•1 
DO 10 1•2, NSP 
IFIYBlll,BT,YOIGOTOIO 
IO•! 
YO•YB I I> 

10 CONTINUE 
DO 20 1•1,NSP 
Y(ll•YB(Il-YO 

20 CONTINUE 
D• 1, 0 

.' 



,, 
' 

00•2,0 
LHBO•O,S 

2:5 1•10 
30 1•1-1 

IFCl,LE,0)60TD70 
IFIYll>,LT,DIBDTD30 
IF(YCll,EQ,D)GDTD40 
IFIYll+l),LT,D)BOTOSO 
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70 NRITEl•,l:SOOll,Ylll,Yll+ll,D 
1:100 FDRKATISX, 'H UNUSUAL PRDBLEK, I•' ,13,3FB,3,' H') 

STOP 
40 ILIKl•I 

XLIK>•XIJI 
BDTD60 

SO ILIKl•l+I 
XLCK)•ABSID•IX(l+11-Xll))/(Yll+II-Y(l))I 

60 CONTINUE 
DO BO l•ILl"l,NSP 
IFIY(l),LT,D)&OTOBO 
IFCYlll,EQ,D>SDTD90 
IFIY(l-11,LT,DIBDT0100 
NRITE<•,1:10011,Ylll,Yll-1),D 
STOP 

90 IR("l•I 
XRIKl•XIJ) 
SOTOllO 

100 IR(Kl•I-1 
XRl")•ABBID•IXIII-Xll-l)I/IYIII-Y(l-1)11 
BDTDllO 

80 CONTINUE 
NR ITE ( •, 1 :100) I, Y (I) 1 Y ( 1-11 , D 

110 CONTINUE 
NRITEl•,211>J,",IR("l,IL("I 
NRITE(•,2121XR(K>,XLIKl,D,DO 

211 FORNAT(SX,4110) 
212 FDR"ATl:IX 14FI0,41 

AREA•O,O 
NP•O,O 
DD 120 l•IL("l,IRINl-1 
YD•D-YIII 
XD•XIII 
YD1•D-Yll+II 
XD1•Xll+II 
AREA•AREA+IXDl-XD>•YD+O,S•IXD1-XDl•IYDl-YDI 
NP•NP+SQRTltXD1-XDl•IXDl-XDl+IYDI-YDl•IYDI-YDII 

120 CONTINUE 
YDL•D-Y IJL IN>I 
YDR•D-Y CIR !NI> 
AREA•AREA+O,S•IXLIN>•YDL+XRIN>•YDRI 
NP•WP+SQRTIXLIN)tXL(Nl+YDL•YDL)+SQRTIXR(N)•XR(")+YDR•YDR) 
RH•AREA/IIP•0.01 
LHS•LA"tlOO,tRHt•(2,/3,)•AREA•RS+AREA/2, 

.' 
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IF(ABSIIRHS-LH6l/RHSl,LT,0,0001lGOTOl30 
F•RHS-LHS 
FP•ILHSO-LHSl/lD-DOl 
LHSO•LHS 
QPO•QP 
DO•D 
D•DO-F/FP 
GOT025 

130 CONTINUE 
IFIILIHl,EQ.ll60T0210 
DO 200 HJ•l,IL(Hl-1 
XSL<NJ l •X IHJl 
YSLIHJl•Y(NJl 

200 CONTINUE 
IFIIRIHl,EQ,NSE6(J,Nl+llBOT0230 

210 DO 220 HJ•IR(Hl+l,NBEBIJ,Hl+I 
XSRll1Jl•XIHJ) 
YSRIHJ>•Y(l1Jl 

220 CONTINUE 
230 CONTINUE 

YRILLIJ ,Nl •D 
HRRILLIJ,Hl•RH 
PWRILLIJ ,11> •NP 
ARILLIJ,H,2l•AREA 
DO 140 I•l,NSP-1 
Z(J,N,l)•IY(l+ll-Yllll/(X(l+ll-X(l)l 

140 CONTINUE 
NSE•IRIN)-IL(H)+3 
DO 150 NJ•2,NSE-l 
XIHJl•XIHJ+IL(Nl-ll 
YINJl•YINJ+IL(Hl-ll 
RXIJ,H,HJl•X(HJl 
RY(J,11,NJl•Y(NJl 

150 CONTINUE 
Xlll•O,O 
YI 11 •D 
RX(J,H,ll•O.O 
RY(J,N,ll•D 
XINSEl•X(NSE-ll+XRINl 
RXIJ,N 1 NSEl•XINSEl 
YINSEl•D 
RY<J,N,NSEl•D 
NBEGIJ,Nl•NSE-1 
RETURN 
END 
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.' 
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c 
c••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
C11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 

SUBROUTINE SEDGENIJ) 
c11111111111111111111111111111111••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
c11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 

c 

c 

CDNHON/BEDDEP/FDMNBII0,10,100) 
COHHON/RLSH/XIIO,lO),YBIIO),Y!l0,10),XL(IO>,XR!lO>,IL!lO) 

X1 IRll0) 1 XBl10) 
CDNHON/PLOTl/NJ,NR!IOl,NRR 1 BD!2l,HDDSL 
CDMHON/SEDPAR/DHM!lOl,SSIIOl,FDMN(lOl,FDNNRD!lO), 

XDEP(l0,10 1 101 
CDNHDN/TINEP/T,DTN,DTS,TS,TRS,TRQ,TR,ITRS 
CDNNON/RAINP/RAIN,EKRAIN 1 EK 1RDNM(281,FRDNMl2B>,RTDT 
CDHHON/INFP/F!IOl 1 Y1101 
CDHNON/SURFAC/RRIIOl,SSTOIIOl,FCDY(IOl,STOD,DSURF,STD!10) 
CONNON/PLDT/HPL,PN 1SLINCl10),SD!lOl,SlNE1101,CDSINEllOI 

X1PCL!21,HLINC!101 
CDNHDN/ENYIR/B,TCELS 1 YK 1SF 1Pl 
CDNNON/FLON/QRILLII0 1 101 1 YRILLIIO,IOl,HRRILL(10 1 l0l 

X,PNRILLllO,lO>,ARILLll0,10 1 21 
CONHON/RADP/PSH,PS3,CC,El,E2,E3,SS0 1RDETl10 1 101 
CONNON/RLDP/ARDETl21,BRDETl2) 1 SHEARllO,l0,10>,RBH,CSH 

X1 DRILL!lO,lOl,EXS 1 DRR!10l 
COHHON/SHEF/STllO,IOl,FCDllO,l0,101 
CDHNON/RILLPA/IRSD,Nll0 1 101 1 Z(10,l0,10),RNSW(l0,101 

X,LAYERll0,10 1 101,NSEBIIO,lOl,NSS!lO,lO,lO> 
INTEGER DTN 

Cttt CALCULATE RAINDROP DETACHNENT 
c 

CALL RADETIJ) 
c 
Cttt CALCULATE RILL FLOM SEDINENT DETACHNENT 
c 

CALL RLDET!J) 
c 
Cttt CALCULATE NEN RILL SHAPES 
c 

CALL RLBHAP(Jl 
c 
C••• CALCULATE RILL NALL SLOUGHINB SEDINENT DETACHHENT 
c 

CALL BLUFF!JI 
RETURN 
END 
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c 
c,1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 
c,1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 

SUBROUTINE RADET!Jl 
c,1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 
c,1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 
c 
c 
c,1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 
C111 THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES THE BOIL DETACHNENT DUE TO•• 
Ct11 RAINDROP INPACT. IT UTILIZES A BUBENZER AND JONES 11 
Cttt 11971) STYLE EQUATION TO CALCULATE BARE-SOIL SOIL 11 
C111 SPLASH AND A POTENTIAL BOIL SPLASH FRACTION TO ADJUST•• 
C111 FOR PONDED CONDITIONS. THE POND-DEPTH-TO-DROP- 11 
C111 DIANETER RATIO 16 UTILIZED TD ACCOUNT FDR DIFFERING 11 
C111 SOIL SPLASH BETWEEN THE 28 RAINDROP DIANETER CLABBES.11 
Cttt THE TOTAL POTENTIAL SOIL SPLASH IS TAKEN AB A 11 
c111 WEIGHTED AVERABE OF THE SPLASH DUE TO EACH RAINDROP It 
Cttt SIZE CLASS. 11 
c11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 
c 

c 

CDNNDN/RAINP/RAIN,EKRAIN,EK 1RDNN(2Bl,FRDNNl281,RTDT 
CONNON/SURFAC/RRIIOl,SBTOl10) 1 FCOV<lOl,BTDD 1 DSURF 1STOIIOl 
CDNNDN/PLOT/HPL,PN,SLINCl101,SOIIOl 1BINE(101,CDSINEl10l 

X,PCLl2>,HLINC<IOl 
CDNNDN/SEDPAR/DNN110) 18Sl101 1FDNNl101,FDNNRDl101 

X,DEPll0,10,lOl 
CDNNDN/BEDDEP/FDNNBII0,10 1 100) 
CONNON/TINEP/T 1 DTN 1 DTB,TS,TRS,TRQ,TR 1 1TRS 
CDNNDN/RADP/PSN,PS3,CC 1 El 1E2,E3 1 SSD,RDETl10,101 
INTESER DTN 
STDD•STO(Jl 
IF (FCOV(Jl,EQ,0,0ITHEN 
DSURF•O,O 
GOTDIO 
END IF 
DBURF•STDD/FCDVIJ)tlO, 

10 BSO•CC1RAINttE!1EKt1E2tPCLll)ttE3 
TPSS•I, 
IF<DSURF,LT.O,OIIGDTOJO 
TPSS•O, 
DO 25 K•l,28 
PSSI•FRDNNIKIIPSSIRDNN<K),DSURF,PSN,PB31 
TPSB•TPSS+PSSI 

25 CONTINUE 
30 CONTINUE 

DO 40 I•l,10 
RDETll,Jl•III.-FCOVIJ))tSSO+SSOtFCOV(JltTPSSltFDNNRDII) 

40 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END 
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C••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••11111111111111111 
FUNCTION PSS(RDHH,DSURF,P6H,P63l 

C111111111111111t1111111111111ttttttlttttttttt111111ttt11111 
c 

DR•DSURF/RDHH 
C6•ALOB(PSHtt3,tP83l/12, 
C7•-ALOB(PS3tt(l,/6,ltPS"**l,5l 
CB•ALOG(PS3tt(l,/12,ltPSH••2,25l 
P•C6•DR••3.+C7tDRtDR+CB•DR 
IF(P,LT,-10,l&OTOIO 
PS•EXP(C6tDRtt3,+C7•DR•DR+CB•DR> 
60TD20 

10 PS•O,O 
20 PSS•PS 

RETURN 
END 
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c 
C••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
C••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••1111111111111111111 

SUBROUTINE RLDETIJI 
c1111•11111111111111111111111111111111•••••••••••••111111111 
C1•1111111111111111111•111111111111111111111•••••••••••••••• 
c 
c 
c••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
C••• THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES RILL FLOM DETACH"ENT USINB•• 
Cttt THE EXCESS SHEAR EDUATION OF FOSTER 119821, THE •• 
C••• COEFFICIENT AND EXPONENT ARE USER-SUPPLIED AND THE •• 
C111 CRITICAL SHEAR STRESS IS ESTIMATED FRON THE PERCENT 11 
Cttt CLAY USINB A RELATIONSHIP OF SMERDON AND BEASLEY tt 
Cttt 119611, tt 

C••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
c 

CONNDN/SHEF/ST(l0,101,FCD(l0,10 1 101 
CONNON/PLOT1/NJ,NR!101,NRR,BD<21 1 HDDSL 
CO"NON/RlLLPA/IRSD,NCI0,101,Z!lO,lO,IOl,RNSWCIO,IOI 

X,LAYER!10 1 10,IOl,NSEBIIO,IOl,NSSCI0,10,IOI 
CDNNON/ENYIR/6,TCELS,YK,SF,PI 
CONNON/PLOT/HPL,PN,SLINCC101 180(101,BINECIOl,COSINEIIOI 

X,PCL!21,HLINC!101 
CD"NON/FLOW/DRILL!l0,101 1YRILLCIOl,HRRILLCl0 1 101 

X,PNRILL(l0 1 101 1 ARILLII0,10 1 21 
CDN"ON/SEDPAR/DN"(IOl,SS(IOl,FD"N!lOl,FD"NRDCIOI 

X1 DEP!IO,I0,101 
CON"ON/DETR/DETDTD!lO,IO,lOl,DETDTN!l0,10 1 101 
CONNDN/BEDDEP/FD"NB!l0,10 1 1001 
CON"ON/RLDP/ARDET(21,BRDETl21 1SHEAR!IO,I0,101,RSH,CSH 

X,DRILLIIO,I0,101,EXB,DRR!lOI 
DO 10 "•l,NRR 
NSE•NSEGCJ,NI 
CALL SHDISTCJ,") 
DO 10 "J•l,NSE 
L•LAYERCJ,N,"JI 
CSH•0.493t!0.••<0,0183tPCLCLII 
EXS•SHEARCJ,N,NJI-CSH 
IFIEXS,LT,0,0IBOTD20 
DETOTN(J,N,"Jl•Cl,-FCDIJ,N,NJll•ARDETILl•EXS••BRDET(LI 
DETOTDCJ,N,NJl•FCDCJ,N,NJltARDET(Ll•<SHEARCJ,N,NJI 

X-0,S>••BRDET<L> 
GOT030 

20 DETOTN(J,N,NJl•O,O 
IF(SHEAR<J 1N1 NJl,LE,O,SIGDT02S 
DETOTD<J,N 1NJl•FCDCJ,N,NJl•ARDETCLl•ISHEARCJ,N,NJI 

X-0.Sl••BRDETCLI 
6DT030 

2S DETDTDCJ,N,NJl•O,O 
JK•IO•K+NJ 

30 DD IS I•l,10 

' 
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DRILL(l,","J)•DETOT"(J,","J)*FDHMll)+DETOTDIJ,","J) 
XIFD!i"Bll ,J ,J") 

IS CONTINUE 
10 CONTINUE 

RETURN 
END 
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c 
C••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
C•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••11111111111111 

SUBROUTINE SHDISTCJ,N) 
C••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Cttt111111111ttt••••••••••••••••••••111tt1111111111111111111 
c 
c 
C•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••111111111111111111 
C111 THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES THE SHEAR STRESS DIBTRI- •• 
C••• BUTION IN A RILL USIN6 THE "AREA NETHOD" OF •• 
C111 LUNDGREN AND JONSSON (19641, THE CROSS-SECTION OF THE•• 
C111 RILL CAN BE REPRESENTED BY UP TO 9 STRAIGHT-LINE 11 
Cttt SEBNENTS, 11 
C••••••••••••••••••••••••1111111111111111111111111•111111111 
c 

CONNON/RLLINE/SLOllO,tO),YIN(l0,101 
CONNON/RLSH/XCl0,10),YB(lO),Y(lO,lOl,XL<lOl,XR(lO>,IL(IO) 

X,IRIIO>,XB(lO) 
CONNON/RLDP/ARDETl2) 1 BRDETl21,SHEAR(I0,10,l0l,RSH,CSH 

X,DRILL<I0,10,101,EXS,DRRIIO> 
CONNON/RILLPA/IRSD,NllO,lO),ZllO,lO,l0) 1 RWSWll0 1 10l 

X,LAYERII0,10,IO>,NSE6(10 1 10),NSSII0,10,l0l 
CONNON/ENVIR/6,TCELS,VK,SF,PI 
CONNON/PLOT/HPL,PW 1 SLINCll01 1 SO(lO>,BINE(IO),COBINEllOI 

X,PCLl2l,HLINCIIOl 
DINENSION SLOPEClOl,YINTCIOl,BETA<IOl,6ANNAIIO>,SLN(10) 
DINENBION ALPHAll0) 1 DN(l0) 1 SLENllO>,SNINT(lOl,SAREAClOl 
DINENSION XSCIO>,IOl101 1 1ND(lll,XINTT(lll,BLl111,AR(101 
DINENSION INDNIIO>,DET<lO),SH(IOl,YXCIOl 
D•Ylll 
NSG•NSEG<J,N> 
DO 10 NJ•l,NSB 
DY•Y(NJ+l)-Y(NJ) 
DX•XINJ+l)-X(NJl 
SLOPE<NJ)•DY/DX 
BLO(N 1 NJ>•BLOPE<NJl 
YINT(NJ)•Y<NJ)-BLOPE<NJl•XINJ) 
YININ,NJl•YlNT<NJI 
IND<NJ)•O 
INDN(NJl•O 
SLENINJ>•BQRTCDYtDY+DX•DXl 

10 CONTINUE 
XS(l)•X(ll 
XB(NSB+l)•X<NS6+l) 
BLN(l)•O,O 
SLNINSB+ll•0,0 
SNINTll)•D 
SNINTCNSB+l)•D 
BETACll•ATAN<SLDPECl)) 
DD 20 NJ•2,NSB 
BETACNJ)•ATAN<SLDPEINJ)) 



.< 
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BAl1NACNJ)•BETACl1J-1) 
ALP~A<l1J)•PI-(BETACl1J>-BAl1NAC11Jl) 
DNCl1J)•CD-YC11Jl)/COSCALPHACl1J)/2,+BETA(NJ)-Pl/2,l 
IF<ABSCALPHACNJl/2,+BETACNJl-Pl/2,l,LT,O.Oll SOT030 
SLN(NJ)•TAN<ALPHA<NJl/2,+BETACNJ)) 
SNINTCNJ)•Y(NJ)-SLN<NJ)tXCNJ) 
XSCMJ)•CD-SNINTCNJ))/SLN(NJ) 
YXCl1J)•O 
BOT020 

30 INONCNJl•I 
SLNCl1J)•999,999 
SNINT<NJl•-99,999 
XS(NJ>•X<NJ) 
YX 01J l •D 

20 CONTINUE 
DO 40 NJ•l,N96 
DO ~O NJJ•NJ,NSS 
IFCXSCNJl,LE,XSCNJJll SDTD~O 
XS(NJ)•CSNINTCNJ>-SNINTCNJJ)l/(SLNCNJl-SLN(NJJll 
XSCNJJl•XSCNJl 
YX(NJl•SLNCNJl•XBCNJ)+SNINT<NJl 
YXCNJJl•YXCNJl 

:SO CONTINUE 
40 CONTINUE 

DD 60 NJ•l,NSB 
NSSS•NSSCJ,N,NJl 
SAREACNJ)•O,O 
Xl•X(NJl 
Yl•YCNJI 
X3•XCNJI 
Y3•YCNJ> 
DX•CXCl1J+ll-XCl1J)l/NSSS 
DY•SLOPE(NJl•DX 
XINTTCll•SNINTCNJl 
XINTT<NSSS+ll•SNINT(NJ+ll 
SL(ll•SLNCNJl 
SL(NSSS+ll•SLNCNJ+ll 
DD 70 11JJ•2,NSSS+l 
INDCNJJl•O 
IF(NJJ,EQ,NSSS+ll SDTOBO 
X2•Xl +DX 
Y2•Yl+DY 
BOT090 

SO X2•XCNJ+ll 
Y2•YCl1J+II 
SLCNJJ)•SLN<NJ+II 
XINTT(l1JJ)•SNINTCNJ+II 
SDTOIOO 

90 IFCSLDPECNJl,EQ,O,OlSDTOllO 
SLCNJJ)•-1./SLDPECNJ> 
XINTTCNJJ>•Y2-SLCNJJl•X2 

100 Y4•D 



IF(NJ,EQ,N86)THEN 
IF(NJJ,EQ,NSSS+l)THEN 
BOT0120 
ENDIF 
END IF 
X4•(D-XINTT(NJJ))/8L(NJJI 
BOT0130 

120 X4•X <NSB-11 
60TOl30 

110 SL(NJJl•999,999 
XINTT(NJJ)•-99,999 
IND(NJJ>•I 
Y4•D 
X4•X2 
XYR•X2 
XVL•X2 
6DTD140 
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130 IF<SLN(NJI.EQ.999,9991BDT01~0 
XYL•(XINTT<NJJ)-SNINT(NJ))/(SLN(NJ)·SL(NJJ)) 

140 YXL•SLN(NJl•XVL+SNINT(NJ) 
60TOl60 

HIO XVL•X <NJ) 
YXL•SL<NJJl•XVL+XINTT<NJJI 

160 IF<YXL,BT,D)YXL•D 
IF(VXL,LT,V21VXL•D 
IF(IND(NJJl,EQ,IIBOT0170 
IF<NJJ,EQ,NSSS+11SOT0180 
IF<SLN(NJ+l),EQ,999,999)60TD190 
XVR•(XINTT(NJJI-BNINT(NJ+l)l/(SLN<NJ+ll-SL<NJJ)I. 
BOT0170 

190 XVR•X(NJ+ll 
YXR•SL(NJJl•XYR+XINTT(NJJ) 
SOT0200 

IBO XVR•XS(NJ+l) 
170 YXR•SLN(NJ+ll•XVR+SNINT(NJ+I) 
200 IF(YXR,BT,DIYXR•D 

IF(VXR,LT.V21YXR•D 
Y4•ANINl(YXL,YXRI 
IF (Y4. Ell. D>THEN 
IF<NJJ,Ell,21THEN 
IF(SLN(NJl,NE.O,OITHEN 
BOTD210 
END IF 
ENDIF 
ENDIF 
BOT0220 

210 Y3•D 
IF(INDN(NJ),EQ,11BOT0230 
X3•(Y3-SNINT<NJl)/SLN(NJ> 
BOT0220 

230 X3•X1 
220 IF<NJJ,EQ,NSSS+l>THEN 



IFIX3,EQ,XIMJ+IIITHEN 
Y4•Y3 
ENDIF 
ENDJF 
JFIINDIMJJl,EQ.IIGDTD240 
JFIMJ,EQ,NSGITHEN 
IFIMJJ,EQ,NSBB+llTHEN 
GDTD2!i0 
ENDIF 
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ENDIF 
JF(SLIMJJl,EQ,999,999lGDTD260 
X4•!Y4-XINTT(MJJII/SL!MJJl 
BDTD270 

2!50 X4•X(NSG+ll 
SDT0270 

260 X4•X (MJ+I I 
270 IFIA86(X4-X3l,LE,O,Oll60T02SO 
240 SLS•!Y4-Y3l/lX4-X31 

XINTS•Y4-SLStX4 
SOT0290 

280 XINTS•O, 0 
SLS•O,O 

290 XINTl•SLIMJJ-ll/2,t(X3tX3-XltXll+XINTT<MJJ-llt(X3-XII 
XINT2•BLS/2,t(X4•X4-X3•X31+XINTS•IX4-X31 
XINT3•SLIMJJl/2,tlX4tX4-X2tX21+XJNTTIMJJ)t(X4-X2l 
XINT4•SLOPEIMJl/2,tlX2•X2-Xl•Xll+YINTIMJlt(X2-XII 
IFIINDIMJJl,EQ,IIXINT3•0,0 
JFIINDIMJJ-ll,EQ,IIXINTl•0,0 
ARIMJJ-ll•XINTl+XINT2~XJNT3-XINT4 
SAREAIMJl•SAREAIMJl+ARCMJJ-11 
Xl•X2 
U•X4 
Yl•Y2 
Y3•Y4 

70 CONTINUE 
SHEARIJ 1M,MJl•SAREAIMJl•BF•B/SLENIMJltSOIJI 

60 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END 
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c 
c111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 
C111111111111111111111111ffffffffffffflfffffffffffffflfffffff 

SUBROUTINE RLSHAPCJI 
C1f111ffffflttffltflfltfttflftfffftffft111fft1111ftftfflflftl 
Cfffflffffffffttfftf111fflffffffffflflffftffft11111111f111111 
c 
c 
Cftffftttffttttfftflffftflffttttffftttfftftftt1111tffffttf111 
CtffTHIB SUBROUTINE CALCULATES NEW BED COORDINATES DUE TO ff 
CfffFLON RENOYAL OF NATRIX NATERIAL, THE COORDINATES NILL 11 
CHfALSO BE CHANGED BY SIDEBLOPE SLOUBHINB, 11 
Cttftffffffttfftfftlfftffffffffffftftt11111111111111111111111 
c 

CONNDN/RLSH/X(10,101 1Y8(101 1 Y(l0 1 101,XLl101,XR(101,IL1101 
X,IR(101,XB<101 
CONNON/DEPR/DETOTDCI0,10 1 101,DETOTN(10 1 10 1 101 
CONNON/PLDT1/NJ,NRl101,NRR,BDl21,HDDSL 
COKNON/TINEP/T,DTN,DTS,TS 1 TRS,TRQ,TR,ITRS 
CONNON/RLLINE/SLDCIO,IOl,YIN(I0,101 
DIKENBIO~ YN(101 
DO 10 N•l,NRR 
V:S•Y<N,11 
DO 20 NJ•l,NBEBIJ,NI 
L•LAYER(J,N,NJI 
AREA•DETOTN(J,N;NJltDTNt60,tBD(L) 
Xl•X(N,NJI 
X2•X(N 1NJ+II 
X3•X1 
X4•X2 
Yl•Y(N,NJI 
Y2•Y<N,NJ+II 
XINT4•SLOIN 1 NJl/2,tlX2tX2-X1tX11+YINCN,NJ)tCX2-XII 
Y4•<AREA+XINT4+Y3tlX4-X31/2,lt2,/IX4-X31 
YNINJl•Y4 
Y3•Y4 

20 CONTINUE 
IF(Y4,EQ,Y(N,NSEBIJ,Nl+IIIBOTOl:S 
DY•IYCN,NSES(J 1Nl+II-Y41/NSEB(J,NI 
DO 30 NJ•2,NSEB<J,NI 
YNINJl•YNINJl+DY 

30 CONTINUE 
l:S CONTINUE 

DO 10 NJ•2,NSEBIJ,NI 
YIN,NJl•YN<NJI 

10 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END 

.' 
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c 
c,1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 
c,1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 

SUBROUTINE SLUFF!Jl 
c••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
c11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 

c 
c 

' C11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 

Cttt THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES THE BEDl"ENT CONTRIBUTION 11 
h Cttt DUE TO RILL NALL SLOUGHING. IT ASSU"ES THAT THE 11 

C••• RILL NALLS HAVE A SET ANGLE, WHICH WHEN EXCEEDED, 11 
C••• CAUSES SLOUGHING OF THE RILL NALL DONN TO A STABLE 11 
C••• ANGLE, THIS SLOUGHED "ATERJAL JS TREATED AS 11 
C••• DETACHED "ATERJAL OF THE SANE PARTICLE "AKEUP AB THE 11 
Cttt MATRIX MATERIAL, 11 
Ctt111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 

c 
COHHON/RLSHA/RX(I0,10 1301,RVII0,10 1 301,XDLII0,101 
CDNNON/SLUF/XSR(IO,IOl,VSRIIO,IOl,XSL(I0,101,YSLII0,101 
CONNON/RLSH/XIIOl,YBIIOl,VIIOl,XL(IOl,XRIIOl,ILIIOl 

X,IRIIOl,XBIIOl 
CONNON/PLOTI/NJ 1NRIIOl,NRR,BDl2l,HDD9L 
COMNDN/RLLINE/SLDIIO,IOl,YJNIIO,IOl,SLNB(I0,101 
CONMON/RJLLPA/IRSD,NIIO,IOl,Z(IO,IO,IOl,RNSNII0,101 

X,LAYERIIO,IO,IOl,NSEB(IO,IOl,NSSII0,10,101 
COMNDN/DETR/DETOTDIIO,I0,10l 1 DETOTN<I0,10 1 10l 
CONNON/SLOUGH/SLDO,SSLO 
DJNENSIDN XSSIIOl,SSLIIOl,YSSIIOI 
DO 10 N•l,NRIJI 
NSG•NSEB<J,Nl 
DO 20 NJ•l,IL(Nl-1 
IFIXSL(N 1 NJI.EQ.999,9991BOTDIS 
ZS•IYINJ+ll-YINJll/lX<NJ+II-X<NJll 
JF(ZS.ST.SSLOIBDTDIS 
BOT020 

IS CONTINUE 
DOS JN•l,NJ 
XCHK•(YJNIN,JNI-YJNOl/lSLOO-SLOIN,JNII 
YCHK•SLOOtXCHK+YJNO 
IF IXCHK,LT,X<JNIIBOTOS 
JFIXCHK,BT.XIJ"+IIIBOTOS 
JHJBHL•JM 
BOT07 

S CONTINUE 
NRITEl•,6> 

6 FORNATISX,'SLOUSHINB PROBLEN ON LEFT SJDE'I 
STOP 
BNA66•0,0 
NJL•MJ 
DOS JN•IHJBHL,MJ-1 
ARE•O,St!SLOIM,JMl-SLOOl•CXIN,JN+ll••2,-XIN,NJl••2,l+ 



' 
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X(YlN(M,JNI-YlNOl•CXCN,JN+II-XCN,JNII 
BMABS•BMASS+ARE•SLINC(Jl•BD(LAYER(J 1 N1 JNII 

B CONTINUE 
DETOTM(J 1N,JNl•DETOTMCJ,M,JNl+SMASS 

20 CONTINUE 
DO 30 MJ•lRCMl+l,NBB 
IFIXSR(N,NJI.EQ.999.9991GOT012 
ZS•CYCN,NJ+II-Y(N,NJll/(XIM,NJ+11-X(M,NJII 
IF<ZB.6T.SSLOIGOT031 
BOT030 

31 CONTINUE 
DO 11 JM•NJ, NSG 
XCHK•(YlNCN 1 JNl•YINOI/ISLOO·SLO(M,JMII 
YCHK•SLOO•XCHK+YINO 
IFIXCHK.BT,X(M,JM+1160T011 
lFCXCHK.LT.X(N 1 JNIIGOT011 
BOTOl2 

11 CONTINUE 
NRITEC•,131 

13 FORMAT(SX 1 'BLOU&HINB PROBLEM ON RIBHT SIDE'I 
STOP 

12 BMABS•O,O 
MJR•NJ 
DO 14 JN•MJ+3 1 IHIGHR 
ARE•O,S•<BLOCN,JN-SLOOl•(XCM,JN+ll••2,·X(N,JNl••2,I+, 

X(YlN(M 1 JMl·YINOl•(X(M 1JM+ll·X(M 1JMII 
SNASS•SMASS+ARE•SLINC(Jl•BD<LAYERCJ,M,JMII 

14 CONTINUE 
DETOTN(J,N,JN>•DETOTN(J,N,JNl+SNASS 
NSEG(J,Nl•NSEB<J,Nl·(IHIGHR·MJRl·<MJL·IHIGHLI 

30 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END 
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c 
c,1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 
c11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 

SUBROUTINE SEDRDT(Jl 
C11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 
c,1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 
c 

c 

COKKONIPLOTIINJ,NRIIOl,NRR,BDC21 1 HDDSL 
COKMONISEDPARIDMMCIOl,SSIIOl,FDMNIIOl,FDMNRDIIOl 1 

XDEPII0,10 1 101 
COHMONITINEPIT,DTN,DT6 1 T6,TR&,TRQ 1TR,ITR6 
COMMONIPLOTIHPL,PN,BLINCIIOl,&OIIOl,SINECIOl,COSINEIIOI 

X,PCL12l,HLINCIIOI 
CONMONIENYIR/B,TCELS,YK,SF,PI 
COMMONIFLON/QRILLCI0,101,YRILLIIO,IOl,HRRILL(l0,101 

X,PNRILL(lO,lOl,ARILL(l0,10 1 21 
CDNMDN/RJLLP/IK1(10l,IK2(10l,IK3(10l,Kl(l0 1 101,K2(10,IO) 

X,K3Cl0,101 
COMMONIRADPIPSN,P63,CC,El,E2 1 E3 1660,RDET(l0,101 
CONNON/RLDP/ARDETC21,BRDET(21,SHEAR(lO,l0 1 101 1RSH,CSH 

X,DRILL(l0,101,EXS,DRR(lOI 
CONNON/WATER/RO(lOl,QRO,QSHEET(l0,101,ROP(lOI 
CONMONISHEF/BT<l0 1 101 1FCDII0,10,10l 
COMNON/RLSL/QSR(lOl,QSRILL(l0,2,101,RTCIO,lOl,RTR(lOI 
CONNONISHEEF/16BD 1NSCI0,101 
COMMONIRILLPAIIRSD,N<IO,lOl,Z!IO,IO,IOl,RNSN(l0,101 

X,LAYER!l0,10,10l 1 NSE6(10 1 101,NSS!lO,l0 1 10l 
INTESER DTM 

c111 CALCULATE SHEET SEDIMENT TRANSPORT 
c 

CALL SHEETIJI 
c 
c111 CALCULATE RILL FLOW SEDl"ENT TRANSPORT AND LIMIT BY 
Ctlt SEDIMENT LOAD AND DETACHMENT 
c 

CALL RILLTRIJI 
RETURN 
END 
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c 
C••••••111111111111111111111111111111111111•1111111111111111 
c,1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 

SUBROUTINE SHEET(Jl 
c,1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 
c,11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111••••••••••• 
c 
c 
C•1111111111111111111•111111111111111111111111111111•••••••• 
C111 THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES THE SHEET FLOW AND !TB 11 
C••• SEDINENT LOAD CARRIED TO THE RILLS. THE TRANSPORT 11 
Cttt RATE OF EACH SEDIMENT TYPE CAN BE CALCULATED BY THE 11 
C••• NODIFIED VALIN OR THE NODIFIED VANS EQUATION AND 18 11 
C111 LINITED BY THE RAINDROP DETACHMENT RATE, ti 

c••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
c 

CONNON/SHEF/BT!I0,101,FCD(IO,IO,IOl 
CONMON/PLOTI/NJ,NRl!Ol,NRR,BD(21,HDDBL 
CONNON/SEDPAR/DNN(IOl,SB(lOl,FONN!lOl,FDNNRD(IOl 

X,DEP<I0,10,101 
CONMON/ENVIR/9,TCELB,VK,SF,PI 
CONNON/PLOT/HPL 1 PW 1 BLINC(IOl,SO!IOl 1SINE(IOl 1COSINE(IOl 

X,PCL(21 1HLINC(l0l 
CONNON/SHEEF/ISSD,NB!l0,101 
CONNON/NATER/RO(l01 1 QRO,QSHEET(l0,10l,ROP(l0l 
CDNMON/RADP/PBN 1PSl 1CC 1El 1E2 1El,SB0 1RDETll0 1 10l 
DINENSION D(l01 1QSJ!lOl,QSH(IOl,SQQl10l 1STT(lOl 
REAL NS 
SOO•SO(J)/2. 
SSINE•SIN<ATAN!SOOll 
DD 40 N•t,NRR 
QSHEET<J,Nl•RO(JltRNSNIJ,NltHLINC(Jl/3600,/2, 
YSHEET•<NS(J

1
NltQSHEET(J,Nl/SQRT(BSINEltSQRT(3.I/RWBWIJ 1Mll 

Xtt0,6 
WP•2,•YBHEET+RWSWIJ,Nl/SQRT!l,l 
GSH(Nl•QBHEET<J,Nl/1000, 

40 CONTINUE 
DO SO N•l,NRR 
DO 10 1•1 1 10 
D!Il•RDET(l,JI/RWBW<J,Nl/2, 
QSJ(Il•O.O 
BQQ!Il•O.O 

10 CONTINUE 
IF(ISBD,NE.IIBOT020 
CALL YANGSE<YSHEET,SBINE,SQQ 1 D1 QSJ,GBH,SOO,NS,STTI 
BOTOlO 

20 CALL SEDTRA(YSHEET 1 6SINE 1 6QQ 1 D1 QSJ,NP 1 6TTI 
30 CONTINUE 

OD 60 I•l,10 
BT!I 1Nl•STT(Il 

60 CONTINUE 
SO CONTINUE 



RETURN 
END 
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.' 
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c 
C••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
c••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

SUBROUTINE RILLTR!Jl 
C••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
c••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
c 
c 
c••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
C••• THIS SUBROUTINE USES EITHER THE NDDIFIED VALIN (19631•• 
C••• DR THE NDDIFIED YANG (19731 EQUATION FDR RILL 11 

C••• SEDINENT TRANSPORT, THE TRANSPORT IS LINITED BY THE•• 
C••• SEDINENT DELIVERED TO THE RILL PLUS THE DETACHNENT BY•• 
C••• FLOW IN THE RILL, •• 
c••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
c 

CDNNON/TINEP/T,DTN,DTS,TS,TRB,TRG,TR,ITRS 
CONNON/PLOT1/NJ,NRC10l 1NRR,BD(2l,HDDSL 
CONNON/PLOT/HPL 1 PW 1BLINC(10l 1S0(10l,BINE<101 1 COSINE(101 

X,PCLl21,HLINC(10l 
CONNON/SHEF/BT(l0,101,FCD(l0,10,101 
CONNDN/FLOW/QRILL(10 1 l0l 1 YRILL(l0,l01 1HRRILL<l0 1 10l 

X,PNRILL(10 1 10l,ARILLC10,10 1 21 
CONNON/RLSL/QSR(lOl,QBRILL(l0,2,101,RT(l0,101,RTR(lOl 
CDNNDN/RILLPA/IRSD 1N(10 1 10l 1 I(l0 1 101 101 1 RWSW(l0,10l 

X,LAYER(10,10 1 101 1 NSEBClO,lOl,NSB(10,l0,10l 
CONNON/SEDPAR/DNN(l0l 1SSC10l,FDNNl10l,FDNNRDC10l 

X,DEPll0,10,lOI 
CONNDN/ENVIR/B 1 TCELB,VK 1SF,PI 
CDNNON/RLDP/ARDET(2l 1BRDET(2l 1 BHEAR(I0,10,IOl,RSH 1 CBH 

X,DRILL(10,10l,EXS 1DRRC10l 
DINENSION PD(lOl,SQClOI 
INTEGER DTN 
BI•SINECJI 
DD 10 N•l,NRR 
IFCN,EQ,11BDT013 
IF(N,EQ,NR(JllBDTD16 
DD 1, I•l,10 
QSRCil•QSRILLCI 1 11NltKl(J 1Nl+QSRILLCI,l,N-ll•K2(J,NI 

X+QSRILL<I,1 1N+lltK3CJ 1 NI 
DRRCil•ORILLCI,Nl 
PD(Il•QBRCil+DRR<Il 
SQ(Il•ST(I 1 NI 

1, CONTINUE 
60T019 

13 DO 14 I•l,10 
DRR(Il•DRILLCI,Nl 
QSRIIl•QBRILL(I 1 11Nl•K1CJ 1Nl+QSRILLCI 1 11N+ll•K3CJ,NI 
PDCil•QSRCil+DRRCil 
SQCil•ST(I,NI 

14 CONTINUE 
60T019 
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lit DD 17 1•1 1 10 
DRRlll•DRILLll,NI 
QSRlll•QSRILLII,l,NltKllJ,Nl+QSRILLCl,l,N-lltK2CJ,NI 
SQCll•STCl,NI 
PDlll•QSRCll+DRRCII 

17 CONTINUE 
19 GR•GRILLC2,NI 

IIP•IIPRILLCJ,NI 
HRR•HRRILLCJ ,NI 
IFCIRSD,NE,llBOTD20 
CALL YANGSEIHRR,BJ,GSR,DRR,SQ,GR 1 SD,N,RTRI 
8DT030 

20 CALL SEDTRAIHRR,SJ,QSR,DRR,SQ,NP,RTRl 
30 CONTINUE 

DD 40 1•1 1 10 
QSRILLll,2 1Nl•QSR1ll 
RTCl,Nl•RTRIII 
DEPll,J,Nl•PDIII-GSRIII 

40 CONTINUE 
SFCD•O,O 
DD 100 l•l, 10 
SFCD•SFCD+DEPII,J,NI/SB(Jlt3,/4,/DNNCJ1t2, 

100 CONTINUE 
FCDCJ,Nl•BFCDtDTN/10,/HLINCCJI/BIIIJ,NI 
IFIFCDCJ,Nl.8T.l,OIFCDIJ 1Nl•l.O 

10 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END 
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c 
c11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 
c11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 

SUBROUTINE SEDTRACHR,SINE,DS,D,DSJ,NP,TCI 
c11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 
c••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
c 
c 
c11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 
C••• THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES THE SEDINENT TRANSPORT 11 
C111 DUE TO FLOWING NATER·USINB A NODIFIED VALIN (19631 11 
C111 EQUATION, THE NODIFICATION INVOLVES DISTRIBUTINB •• 
C••• THE TRANSPORT CAPACITY BETWEEN DIFFERENT SEDINENT 11 
C111 TYPES, THE NODIFICATIDN WAS PRESENTED BY FOSTER AND·11 
C111 HEYER (19721 AND IS USED IN THE CREANS NDDEL, 11 
C11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 
c 

c 

CDNNDN/SEDPAR/DHNCIOl,SS(IOl,FDNNIIOl,FDNNRDCIOI 
X,DEPII0,10 1 101 
CDHNDN/ENVIR/B,TCELS,VK,SF,PI 
DINENSION PSClO),DELCIOl,BRClOl,TCllOl,PE(lOl,NSClOI 
DINENSION KKClOl,LLllO) 
DINENSIDN QSllO>,DC10),QST(10),DSNl10) 1DSJC101 
TDTTF•O,O 

C111 ITERATE THROUGH THE TOTAL NUMBER OF SEDINENT TYPES TO 
C111 ACCUNULATE OR CALCULATE ARRAYS FOR BOUNDARY REYNOLDS' 
C111 NUNBER, CRITICAL LIFT FORCE, EXCESS DINENSIDNLESS LIFT, 
C111 DIHENSIDNLESS TRANSPORT, AND TOTAL EXCESS DINENSIONLESS 
C111 LIFT 
c 

c 

DD 10 1•1,10 
BRlll•SDRTIStHR•SINE>•DHN(ll/10,/VK 
YC•YCRIBRIIl> 
DELCll•HR•SINE/ISSIII-SFI/DNNIII/YC•l0,-1, 
IFCDELll),LT,O,OIDELlll•O,O 
SIS•2,4StYCtl0,S/SS(Jl110,4•DEL(II 
IFCSIS,LE,0,0ISDTOIS 
PS(ll•0,635•DELCil•l1,-ALDSCl,+SIBI/SI&I 
SOT017 

15 PSl!l•O,O 
17 CONTINUE 

TDTTF•TDTTF+DELCII 
10 CONTINUE 

SNUS•O,O 

c111 ITERATE THRDUSH THE TOTAL NUNBER DF BEDINENT TYPES TD 
C••• ACCUNULATE DR CALCULATE ARRAYS FDR INDIVIDUAL 
c111 DINENSIDNLESS TRANSPORT, INDIVIDUAL TRANSPORT CAPACITY, 
C111 INDIVIDUAL SEDINENT LOAD, AND REQUIRED TRANSPORT 
c111 CAPACITY FRACTION 
c 

, 



c 
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DO 20 1•1,10 
PECll•PSClltDELCll/TOTTF 
N611l•PECl)t66Cll•SF•BRCll•VKtNP 
QSN(ll•QS(ll+D(ll+QSJ(ll 
QST(ll•QSN(ll 
IF(PS(ll,LE,O,OIBOT020 
SNUS•SNUS+PECll/PS(ll 

20 CONTINUE 
30 SPT•O,O 

BDLT•O,O 

C111 ITERATE THROUGH THE TOTAL NUNBER OF BEDINENT TYPES TO 
C111 CALCULATE THE EXCESS AND INSUFFICIENT TRANSPORT FOR 
C111 EACH SEDINENT TYPE, SET FLAGS FOR NEEDS, 
c 

c 

DO SO 1•1,10 
KK ( I l •O 
LLCll•O 
IFCNS(Il,BE,QGTClllKKCll•l 
IF<NS(ll.LT.QST(lllllCil•l 
IF<NB<Il,LE.O.OISOTOSS 
SPT•SPT+QST<Il/WS(Il•KK(ll 

S5 CONTINUE 
&DLT•SDLT+DEL(Iltll(ll 

SO CONTINUE 
EXC•l,-BPT 
Kl•O 
KJ•2 

C111 ITERATE THROUGH THE TOTAL NUHBER OF SEDINENT TYPES TO 
C111 REDISTRIBUTE THE SEDINENT TRANSPORT CAPACITY FRON THE 
C111 TYPES THAT HAYE SUFFICIENT CAPACITY TO THOSE THAT 
C111 REQUIRE NORE CAPACITY 
c 

c 

DO 40 1•1,10 
IF(ll(Il.EQ,OIBOT04S 
IF<BDLT.LE.O.OlBOT043 
TC(ll•DEL<Il/BDLT•EXCtPS(ll•SS(lltSF•SRCiltLL(Il 
GOT044 

43 TCCil•O.O 
44 CONTINUE 

IF(KKCll,EQ,O)GOT047 
4S TCCil•QST<I>•KKCII 
47 CONTINUE 

C111 CHECK FOR EQUILIBRIUN CONDITIONS (All FULFILLED OR ALL 
C111 REQUIRING NORE CAPACITY AND SEND BACK THROUBH IF NEEDED 
c 

IF<TC(II.BT.QST(IIIKl•l 
IF(TC(ll,LT,QSTClllKJ•l 
Q&T(ll•TCCII 

40 CONTINUE 



c 

1FCK1,EQ,KJlBOT030 
IFCK1,EQ,OIBOT070 
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Cttt IF ONE TYPE HAS ALL THE EXCESS TRANSPORT, LINEARLY 
C111 DISTRIBUTE THE EXCESS ANONS ALL TYPES 
c 

c 

DO 1,0 1•1,10 
TCCll•QSTCII/SNUS 

1,0 CONTINUE 
70 CONTINUE 

C111 Ll"IT TRANSPORT BY DETACHHENT AND DELIVERED LOAD 
c111 AND INPUT TD THE ARRAY·FOR OUTPUT TO THE HAIN PROBRAN 
c 

c 

DD BO 1•1 1 10 
QB C 1 l•TC< II 
1FCTCCll,6T,QSNCIIIQ9111•QSN(ll 

80 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END 

C11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 
FUNCTION YCR<RI 

c11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 
c 
Cttt LINE SEG"ENT REPRESENTATION OF NODIFIED SHIELD DIAGRA" 
c 

IFCR,LT,1,0IY•0,1/Rtt0,3 
IFIR,BE,l,OIY•O,l/R110., 
IFCR,BE,10,81Y•0,02tRtt0,177 
IFIR,BE,120,IY•0,047 
YCR•Y 
RETURN 
END 
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c 
c••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
c,1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 

SUBROUTINE YANBSEIHR,SINE,QS 1 D1QSJ,Q 1 80 1N,DTI 
c,1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 
C••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
c 
c 
c11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 
Cttt THIS SUBROUTINE UTILIZES A "DDIFIED YANB 119731 ti 
C••• EQUATION TD CALCULATE THE SEDl"ENT TRANSPORT DUE TO tt 
C••• FLONING NATER, THE "ODIFICATION INVOLVES DIBTRIBUTINBtt 
C••• THE SEDI"ENT TRANSPORT ABBUNINB AN AVERAGE BEDl"ENT tt 
Cttt TD CALCULATE THE TOTAL TRANSPORT AND THEN DISTRIBUT- tt 
C••• INB ACCORDING TD INDIVIDUAL SEDI"ENT TYPE TRANSPORT •• 
C••• AND AVAILABILITY, •• 
c,1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 
c 

c 

CDN"ON/ENVIR/B,TCELB,VK,SF,Pl 
CD""ON/BEDPAR/D"NIIOl,BBl101 1FDN"IIOl 1FD""RD<IOI 

X,DEPII0 1 10,l01 
REAL N 
DINENSION QSl101 1 Dll01,QBJl101 1CC101 
DINENSION CEC101,QTC101 1QBTC101 1 1CE(IOI 
VS•S•HR•SINE 
STOT•0,0 
DTDT•O,O 
QSTOT•O,O 
CTOT•O,O 
Y•l/N•<HR/100,ltt(2,/3,ltSINE•t0,,1tOO, 

Ctlt ITERATE THROUGH ALL BEDl"ENT TYPES TO DEVELOP AYERABE 
C111 CHARACTERISTICS AND TO CALCULATE BEDI"ENT CONCENTRATION 
C••• RATIOS OF EACH TYPE RELATIVE TO TOTAL 
c 

DO 10 1•1 1 10 
QSTCil•QBlll+DCll+QSJCII 
QBTDT•QBTOT+QBTCII 
DTDT•DTOT+QSTllltD"N(II 
BTDT•STOT+QSTCl1t88111 
YF•D""IIltt2,tCSSCII-SFl/1800,/YK 
RF•VFtDN"lll/10,/YK 
RS•YB•DHH(ll/10,/VK 
YCR•l2,,tlALDBIOIRBI-0,061+0,661tVF 
IFIRB,LT,l,21VCR•l50,tVF 
IFIRB,BE,70,IYCR•2,05•YF 

30 CONTINUE 
CECll•IO,••C5.435-0,286tALDSlOIRFI-0,457tALD6101VS/YFI 

X+ll,799-0.409tALDBIOIRFI-0,3141ALOBIOIVS/YFll•IALDBIOI 
XIY-VCRl•SO/VFlll 

CTDT•CTDT+CE<II 
ICECil•l 
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10 CONTINUE 
c 
C••• SORT SUBSCRIPTS ACCORDINB TO CE CDESCENDINB ORDER) 
c 

c 

DO t:I 1•1 19 
IN•l0-1 
DO 17 IK•l,IN 
IF(CE(IKl,BT,CE<IK+lll80T017 
IEC•ICE<IKl 
ICE(!Kl•ICE(IK+ll 
ICE<IK+ll•IEC 

17 CONTINUE 
ll! CONTINUE 

Cttt DETERNINE TOTAL TRANSPORT ASSUNINB AVERAGE PROPERTIES 
c 

c 

IF<DSTOT.EQ.0,0160TOIOO 
D50•DTOT/QSTOT 
S50•STOT/QSTOT 
VFl!O•D50tD50tlS50-SFl/lBOO,/VK 
RFl!O•VFl!OtD50/IO./VK 
RS50•VStD50/IO./VK 
VCl!0•12,l!/IALOBIO(RS50l-0.06l+0.66)tVFl!O 
IFIRS50.LT.1.21VC50•1l!0,1VF50 
IF(RSl!O,BE.70.IYC50•2.0l!tVFl!O 

BO CONTINUE 
C50•10,lt(l!,435-0.2B6tALOBIO(RF501-0,457tALOBIOIYB/VFl! 

XOl+(l.799-0,409tALOBIO<RFl!Ol-0.314tALOBIOIVB/VF501lt<A 
XL0610(1V-VCl!OltSO/VF50)11 
Q50•C501Ql60./I000.1SF 
QSLEFT•Ql!O 

Cttt ITERATE THROUGH TOTAL NUNBER OF SEDINENT TYPES, 
Cttt DIBTRIBUTINB THE TRANSPORT CAPACITY BASED UPON 
Cttt CONCENTRATION RATIOS AND LINIT TRANSPORT BY DETACHNENT 
C••• AND DELIVERED SEDINENT LOAD 
c 

DO 90 11•1 1 10 
l•ICEIIII 
C(ll•CE(ll/CTOT•Cl!O 
QT(ll•QtC(l)ISFt60./IOOO. 
QS<I I •QT <ll 
IFIQT(ll.BT.QST<ll)QSlll•QST(II 
IF(QSLEFT,ED.O,OIDSlll•O.O 
IF(QSLEFT.LT.QS(ll1BOTOl40 
QSLEFT•QSLEFT-QSIII 
BDT090 

140 QS(ll•QBLEFT 
QSLEFT•O.O 

90 CONTINUE 
BOTOllO 

100 NRITE(6 1 11 
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1 FORNAT(' •••• NO SEDINENT IN FLDN ••••') 
DO 10:5 1•1,10 
IIB(J)•O,O 

10:5 CONTINUE 
110 CONTINUE 

RETURN 
END 
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